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Abstract

Infrared laser absorption spectroscopy (IRLAS) employing both tuneable diode and quantum cascade lasers (TDLs, QCLs) has been applied with both high sensitivity and high time resolution to plasma diagnostics and trace gas measurements.

TDLAS combined with a conventional White type multiple pass cell was used to detect up to 13 constituent molecular species in low pressure Ar/H₂/N₂/O₂ and Ar/CH₄/N₂/O₂ microwave discharges, among them the main products such as H₂O, NH₃, NO and CO, HCN respectively. The hydroxyl radical has been measured in the mid infrared (MIR) spectral range in situ in both plasmas yielding number densities of between 10¹¹ ... 10¹² cm⁻³. Strong indications of surface dominated formation of either NH₃ or N₂O and NO were found in the H₂ - N₂ - O₂ system. In methane containing plasmas a transition between deposition and etching conditions and generally an incomplete oxidation of the precursor were observed.

The application of QCLs for IRLAS under low pressure conditions employing the most common tuning approaches has been investigated in detail. A new method of analysing absorption features quantitatively when the rapid passage effect is present is proposed. If power saturation is negligible, integrating the undisturbed half of the line profile yields accurate number densities without calibrating the system. By means of a time resolved analysis of individual chirped QCL pulses the main reasons for increased effective laser line widths could be identified. Apart from the well-known frequency down chirp non-linear absorption phenomena and bandwidth limitations of the detections system may significantly degrade the performance and accuracy of inter pulse spectrometers. The minimum analogue bandwidth of the entire system should normally not fall below 250 MHz.

QCLAS using pulsed lasers has been used for highly time resolved measurements in reactive plasmas for the first time enabling a time resolution down to about 100 ns to be achieved. A temperature increase of typically less than 50 K has been established for pulsed DC discharges containing Ar/N₂ and traces of NO. The main NO production and depletion reactions have been identified from a comparison of model calculations and time resolved measurements in plasma pulses of up to 100 ms. Considerable NO destruction is observed after 5 ... 10 ms due to the impact of N atoms.

Finally, thermoelectrically (TE) cooled pulsed and continuous wave (cw) QCLs have been employed for high finesse cavity absorption spectroscopy in the MIR. Cavity ring down spectroscopy (CRDS) has been performed with pulsed QCLs and was found to be limited by the intrinsic frequency chirp of the laser suppressing an efficient intensity build-up inside the cavity. Consequently the accuracy and advantage of an absolute internal absorption calibration is not achievable. A room temperature cw QCL was used in a complementary cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy (CEAS) configuration which was equipped with different cavities of up to ~ 1.3 m length. This spectrometer yielded path lengths of up to 4 km and a noise equivalent absorption down to 4 × 10⁻⁸ cm⁻¹Hz⁻¹/₂. The corresponding molecular concentration detection limit (e.g. for CH₄, N₂O and C₂H₂ at 1303 cm⁻¹/7.66 µm) was generally below 1 × 10¹⁰ cm⁻³ for 1 s integration times and one order of magnitude less for 30 s integration times. The main limiting factor for achieving even higher sensitivity is the residual mode noise of the cavity. Employing a ~0.5 m long cavity the achieved sensitivity was good enough for the selective measurement of trace atmospheric constituents at 2.2 mbar.
**Kurzfassung**

Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden hochempfindliche und hochzeitauflösende Untersuchungen an reaktiven molekularen Plasmen und Spurengasmessungen mittels Infrarotlaser-Absorptionsspektroskopie (IRLAS) durchgeführt. Als Lichtquellen fanden durchstimmbare Diodenlaser (Bleisalzlaser) und die erst seit einigen Jahren verfügbaren Quantenkaskadenlaser (engl. Abk.: QCL) Verwendung.


Basierend auf den Voruntersuchungen zu gepulsten QCLs konnten zeitaufgelöste IRLAS Messungen in einer gepulsten DC-Entladung durchgeführt werden. Die Zeitauflösung war nach unten durch die Laserpulsweite von ca. 100 ns beschränkt. Für gepulste Ar/N₂ Entladungen mit maximal 1 % NO-Zumischung wurde ein Anstieg der Gastemperatur von maximal 50 K beobachtet. Auf Grundlage einer zeitabhängigen Modellrechnung konnten Hauptreaktionspfade bezüglich NO in bis zu 100 ms langen Plasmapulsen ermittelt werden. Ein merklicher Abbau von NO wird nach 5 ... 10 ms beobachtet und hauptsächlich durch Gasphasenreaktionen mit N-Atomen hervorgerufen.
Im letzten Teil der Arbeit wurde das Potential zur Kombination leistungsstarker, thermoelektrisch gekühlter QCLs mit optischen Resonatoren untersucht. Hierbei kamen gepulste Laser (für die Cavity-Ring-Down-Spektroskopie - CRDS) und kontinuierlich betriebene (cw) QCLs (für die Cavity-Enhanced-Absorptions-Spektroskopie) im MIR zum Einsatz. Die Frequenzdurchstimmung gepulster QCLs verhindert ebenfalls einen sinnvollen Einsatz im Rahmen der (gepulsten) CRDS, da die typische Intensitätsverstärkung auf den Resonatormoden ausbleibt. Zusammen mit ungünstigen Bandbreiteneffekten verliert die CRDS den Vorteil einer kalibrierfreien, empfindlichen Messmethode. Im Gegensatz dazu konnten cw QCLs (betrieben bei Raumtemperatur) erfolgreich mit der CEAS-Methode eingesetzt werden. Mit Resonatorlängen bis zu 1.3 m wurden effektive Absorptionsweglängen von bis zu 4 km und eine bandbreitennormierte Empfindlichkeit von \(4 \times 10^{-8} \text{ cm}^{-1} \text{Hz}^{-1/2}\) erreicht werden. Die sich daraus ergebenden Detektionsgrenzen für diverse Moleküle (z.B. CH\(_4\), N\(_2\)O oder C\(_2\)H\(_2\) bei 1303 cm\(^{-1}\)/7.66 µm) wären geringer als \(1 \times 10^{10} \text{ cm}^{-3}\) bei einer Mittelungszeit von 1 s. Im Falle einer Mittelungszeit von 30 s würde die Detektionsgrenze um eine weitere Größenordnung sinken. Die Hauptbegrenzung der Empfindlichkeit beruht auf dem sog. Modenrauschen, welches typisch für CEAS-Anwendungen ist. Trotzdem genügte ein nur ca. 0.5 m langer Resonator (etwa 0.31 Volumen), um die atmosphärischen Spurengasbestandteile bei reduziertem Druck (2.2 mbar) bequem nachweisen zu können.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Reactive Plasmas

Non-thermal molecular plasmas are of increasing interest not only as model systems in fundamental research but also in plasma processing and technology. They are characterised by a non-equilibrium between a relatively low neutral gas temperature in contrast to a significantly higher kinetic temperature of the electrons. Such reactive plasmas are used in a variety of applications among them thin film deposition and etching, compound and molecule synthesis, surface modification and functionalisation, semiconductor processing and medical applications, such as decontamination [1,2]. Recent concerns about air pollution and greenhouse gases have led to the application of plasma assisted waste treatment and volatile organic compound removal strategies [3-6]. Furthermore reactive plasmas are present in fusion reactors [7,8] or during the re-entrant of space vehicles [9].

This broad range of applications motivate fundamental investigations of these complex plasmas that are usually accomplished by combining plasma diagnostics and theoretical modelling. Apart from the discharge physics the plasma chemistry and reaction kinetics is of special interest in reactive plasmas. Figure 1.1 provides an overview of typical time scales in reactive non-equilibrium discharges covering about 10 orders of magnitude from their ignition to long-time plasma surface interactions. However, even for only a limited number of molecular precursors (e.g., \( \text{N}_2, \text{O}_2, \text{H}_2 \) or binary mixtures of them) numerous processes have to be accounted for and require a thorough theoretical approach [9,12-15]. More complex gas mixtures that are used in practise, e.g., those containing hydrocarbons, fluorocarbons, silane, organo-silicon or boron compounds, increase the number of involved reactions and thus the complexity of the models inevitably [16-20]. Alternatively, an approach based on chemical quasi-equilibria and macroscopic net reactions has been proposed and verified for different plasma chemical systems [21].

![Figure 1.1: Typical time scales of relevant processes in reactive non-thermal plasmas. (adapted from [10,11]). Present (1) and envisaged (2) time resolution limits of infrared laser based techniques are indicated for comparison.](image)

The majority of detailed (microscopic) models concentrate on gas phase reactions for the description of the plasma chemistry. Specifically under low pressure conditions the probability of molecule formation by three-body association is small [22] and surface association mechanisms have to be considered. The non-negligible influence of the surface material for the ammonia production in discharges has been known for a long time [23].
However, the importance of surface production of molecules and their implementation into modelling has only recently been recognised [15,22,24-30]. Consequently, plasma catalytic approaches have increasingly been used [6,10,31-33]. Non-thermal plasmas at atmospheric pressures or discharges in liquids in general, in or in contact with air in particular have, attracted considerable interest [34,35]. Although especially N₂/O₂ mixtures have extensively been investigated as model systems [9,25], the complex plasma chemical behaviour in practise, specifically in the presence of water vapour, is still not well understood [36,37] and requires both additional theoretical and experimental studies. However, the investigation of atmospheric pressure discharges is challenging because of transient filaments with strong gradients and a lifetime of few tens of nanoseconds. A more feasible approach in respect to plasma surface interactions is therefore to study low pressure discharges which may be relatively homogeneous in large volumes [38].

A key to improved understanding of fundamental phenomena in molecular non-thermal plasmas is the measurement of transient or stable plasma reaction products, i.e. detecting and monitoring their ground state concentrations, which can be used in turn for plasma chemical modelling. Due to longer lifetimes of stable molecules their density is typically higher compared to radicals. Information about processes can thus indirectly be obtained by measuring the easier accessible stable products. Schram recently pointed out that not only densities, but also lifetimes, i.e. their ratio namely the production and loss of radicals, are relevant [22]. Hence, a high (and easier to measure) density of a specific radical may not be an indicator of its high reactivity or importance. Consequently, the sensitivity requirements for diagnostic techniques for detecting highly reactive species are even stronger (section 1.3).

Since surface related processes typically occur on longer time scales (figure 1.1), pulsed discharges can facilitate a discrimination between surface and gas phase reactions [38,39]. Pulsing is also often employed as an additional opportunity for process control, since plasma parameters, e.g. densities and temperatures, become time dependent [40,41]. Moreover, a self-pulsing regime was observed in microplasmas [42,43]. Time dependent plasma properties therefore impose an additional selection criterion for their sensing, namely the time resolution of the individual diagnostic technique.

### 1.2 Plasma diagnostics

The need for a better scientific understanding of plasma physics and chemistry has stimulated the improvement of established diagnostic techniques and the introduction of new ones. An ideal technique would have the following main attributes:

i) non-invasive to obviate perturbations of the discharge,

ii) **in-situ** approach without the need for extracting samples,

iii) local measurement technique for achieving good spatial resolution,

iv) selective and only sensitive to the target parameter or species,

v) highly sensitive to small quantities,

vi) a fast response time to provide time-resolved measurements,

vii) covering several orders of magnitude in both time and concentration (i.e. high dynamic range, figures 1.1 and 1.2), and

viii) yielding absolute quantities without additional calibration.
It is clear that these desirable properties are not available simultaneously in a single device. Therefore different diagnostic techniques have been applied to reactive plasmas [44-48], of which only a few (i.e., the most widespread ones) are mentioned below.

Electrical probes are employed to obtain electron densities or information on the electron energy distribution function (EEDF) and the plasma potential, respectively. This method is clearly invasive and especially difficult to implement in harsh or depositing chemical environments. Gas chromatography (GC) and mass spectrometry (MS) are often used for identification and sensitive quantification of plasma species. However, both are based on an ex-situ sampling approach and require calibration. Additionally, the response time of GC is usually in the order of minutes and the selectivity of MS in complex gas mixtures may be limited. Methods based on traditional optical spectroscopy have now become amongst the most important, since they provide non-invasive, in-situ diagnostics with a sufficient time resolution. Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) yields line of sight measurements on electronically excited states of species. Hence, collision-radiation models, knowledge of the EEDF and a complete instrument calibration are necessary for retrieving ground state concentrations. Laser induced fluorescence (LIF) yields localised information on ground state number densities, but is also not calibration free. Finally, optical absorption spectroscopy (OAS) provides a means of determining the population densities of species in both ground and excited states. Species identification is deduced from the spectral line positions while line profiles are often connected with gas temperature and relative intensities provide information about population densities. An important advantage of OAS over OES methods is that only relative intensities need to be measured. Continuous light sources or broadband frequency combs in combination with dispersive elements or a Michelson interferometer (Fourier transform spectroscopy, FTS) as well as tuneable narrow-band light sources can be employed [45-50]. OAS has been applied right across the spectrum from the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) to the far infrared. The UV/VUV spectral range is of special interest for the detection of atomic species and molecular radicals in plasmas, although the selectivity for radicals may be limited due to overlapping absorption features and the achievable resolution of spectrometers. The increasing availability of compact, adequately powerful, tuneable and narrow line width light sources along with appropriate detectors has now made the near and mid infrared (NIR, MIR) spectral range attractive for measuring molecular species by means of their overtone or fundamental transitions.

1.3 Challenges in infrared laser absorption spectroscopy

Infrared laser absorption spectroscopy (IRLAS) is a non-invasive and selective means for measuring in-situ line of sight averaged concentrations of free radicals, transient molecules and stable products in their electronic ground states. Conversely, it is also applied in purely spectroscopic studies to extract structural information and basic spectroscopic data of molecular species, such as molecular line parameters, transition dipole moments and line strengths, respectively [51-53].

Such high resolution absorption cross section or line strength data, usually being collected in spectroscopic databases, are essential for obtaining absolute number densities from relative intensity measurements. Additionally, the temperature dependence of absorption cross sections have to be known and taken into account which is especially important for
plasma diagnostics [40] where the gas temperature is typically different from the reference temperature (296 K) of the database. In some cases the knowledge of the relative change of the line strength with the temperature enables the gas temperature to be abstracted from only a single absorption line [40] or a line ratio [54] rather than from a conventional Boltzmann plot encompassing considerably more lines.

IRLAS has now been established as a versatile tool for process monitoring and developing a deeper understanding of a variety of plasma chemical systems containing hydrocarbons [16,17,38,54-61], fluorocarbons [24,39,62-64], nitrogen, oxygen and/or hydrogen mixtures [29,65,66], silane [56,67] or organo-silicon [68] compounds. Other examples and an extensive list of references are given in [47,69].

The majority of studies focussed on transient molecules and stable products which can already provide valuable information on the chemical activity of the plasmas [22]. Typical absorption cross sections in the MIR enable the detection of number densities down to $10^{13} \ldots 10^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$ in single pass configuration corresponding to concentrations in the per cent and per mille range for low pressure plasmas (figure 1.2). In other words, the depletion of the precursors and production of main stable species are readily accessible. Minor products, intermediate molecules and radicals of sufficient lifetime can be detected by means of increased absorption paths down to $10^{10} \ldots 10^{11}$ cm$^{-3}$ (figure 1.2). However, important radicals are usually predicted at even lower concentrations [16,61,70-72]. Apart from high resolution spectroscopic data which is often absent for short-lived species, the achievable sensitivity is a key challenge for in-situ IRLAS and thus highly sensitive extensions of OAS are desirable. Common approaches of achieving a better signal-to-noise ratio to increase the sensitivity is the reduction of the noise level by means of modulation techniques or averaging. Alternatively, a higher fractional absorption is accomplished by multiple pass cells or optical resonators. Particularly, optical cavities provide a better spatial resolution, i.e. more localised measurements, than long path cell arrangements of the same absorption length.

\textbf{Figure 1.2:}

Overview of expected number densities in reactive low pressure plasmas and for trace gas detection. Typical limits of common IRLAS detection are marked by arrows. The number densities corresponding to atmospheric pressure, 1 mbar and the ultra high vacuum (UHV) range are indicated (dotted).

Studying the reaction kinetics of molecular plasmas generally requires - apart form surface related processes - a time resolution below 1 s. Tuneable diode laser (TDL) systems can achieve ms time resolution (marker (1) in figure 1.1) [73], without averaging even sub-ms time resolution is possible. However, not all chemical processes are entirely covered by such

\footnote{See chapter 2 (2.2.3) for detailed information and references concerning spectral databases.}
a data acquisition speed. The application of pulsed quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) provide full spectral scans of up to 1 cm\(^{-1}\) in about 100 ns. Hence, a time resolution of the same order has become possible for quantitative in-situ measurements of molecular concentrations for the first time. Therefore it fits very well to measurements of rapidly changing chemical processes in plasmas (marker (2) in figure 1.1).

Unfortunately the main challenges in IRLAS, i.e. achieving high sensitivity and time resolution at the same time, are somewhat diametrically opposed. So far only ex-situ sampling in astigmatic Herriott cells of absorption paths exceeding 100 m and extensive averaging up to minutes to reach the Allan variance minimum has facilitated molecular detection limits below 10\(^{10}\) cm\(^{-3}\). Such sensitivities are clearly superior to time resolved in-situ approaches (figure 1.2). This may be overcome by employing optical resonators yielding similar or longer in-situ absorption paths. On the other hand, this affects the achievable time resolution: the intensity of a single cavity mode decays within several ten µs. In other words, the acquisition time of a reasonably averaged spectrum consisting of a scan across about 250 of such cavity modes approaches the s range. Even at a constant spectral position the time resolution can never fall below the cavity decay time (~ 10 µs) which in turn is much longer than predicted for the application of pulsed QCLs for in-situ diagnostics. Adjusting either the detection limit or the time resolution will therefore always degrade the system performance in respect to the second criterion.

1.4 Trace gas detection

Although the MIR spectral range is well-known as the molecular fingerprint region, the application of IRLAS has so far been limited to niche applications in research laboratories. Apart from plasma diagnostics the most prominent research fields were atmospheric trace gas sensing, specifically isotope ratio measurements [74], breath gas analysis [75] or astrophysics [53]. The advent of QCLs and their commercial availability have led to increasing interest in MIR chemical sensing. In contrast to TDLs (i.e., lead salt lasers) there is no need for cryogenic cooling. This has supported the trend to field applications in conventional trace gas sensing [76,77] and to the development of new laser based sensors for explosive detection or as watchdogs for harmful chemical substances [78-80]. Common to all applications are only small temperature changes compared to plasmas and the need for moderate time resolutions which release some of the above mentioned challenges. Trace gas detection focuses mainly on highly sensitive and precise approaches. The combination of optical resonators with compact MIR lasers thus seems to be ideally suited for decreasing the detection limit further (figure 1.2) while reducing the necessary sampling volume and shrinking the apparatus dimensions in potentially field deployable systems at the same time.
1.5 Outline of the thesis

The main objective of this work is the development of advanced MIR absorption techniques by exploiting novel types of tuneable semiconductor based lasers, namely QCLs, and their application for both highly time resolved and highly sensitive measurements, particularly focussing on reactive plasmas.

The thesis is virtually organised in three parts, a theoretical (chapter 2) and two experimental (chapters 3 and 4 - 6) ones. In chapter 2 the current status of semiconductor based MIR laser light sources as well as theoretical and sensitivity considerations concerning IRLAS are presented.

Part one of the experimental work (chapter 3) concerns specific aspects of molecule conversion in Ar/CH$_4$/N$_2$/O$_2$ and Ar/H$_2$/N$_2$/O$_2$ microwave plasmas being, in fact, an extension of earlier investigations [81,82]. However, the focus of the measurements by means of lead salt lasers was now on the detection of the OH radical and finding evidence of plasma-surface interactions providing thereby a link to studies in an expanding thermal plasma [28,29].

The second experimental part concentrates on advanced QCL instrumentation. After an assessment of the accuracy of available QCL tuning mechanisms (chapter 4), chapter 5 follows with time resolved measurements of the decay of small admixtures of NO in a pulsed DC discharge. The temperature evolution and main chemical reactions in the discharge are in the centre of interest. In chapter 6 the combination of QCLs with optically resonant cavities is investigated and trace gas measurements by means of cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy are presented. Finally, the accuracy and limitations of the applied methods are critically discussed (chapter 7). Conclusions and an outlook are presented in chapter 8.
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2 Infrared absorption spectroscopy

Relevant aspects of infrared laser absorption spectroscopy (IRLAS) in respect to measurements in low pressure reactive plasmas are presented in this chapter. Focussing on semiconductor based lasers, specifically tuneable diode lasers (TDLs) and quantum cascade lasers (QCLs), section 2.1 provides an overview of currently available infrared light sources. The basics of optical absorption theory encompassing linear and non-linear behaviour are collected in section 2.2 and different approaches of sensitivity enhancement are discussed (section 2.3).

2.1 Mid infrared light sources

2.1.1 Overview

Chemical sensing in complex gas mixtures, among them reactive plasmas, generally requires diagnostic techniques of high sensitivity and selectivity. Both criteria may be fulfilled by high resolution (molecular) absorption spectroscopy. The mid infrared (MIR) spectral range (3 ... 20 µm), where strong fundamental transitions of molecular species are located, is typically preferred. An ideal compact light source for absorption spectroscopy should provide continuously tuneable radiation of narrow spectral width and relatively high output power (i.e., high spectral brightness) enabling a selective identification of gas phase constituents and their quantification at a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to be carried out. Since such a source still does not exist, a wide variety of light sources has been used so far and are briefly discussed below. In addition, emerging semiconductor based alternatives, i.e. QCLs and their totally different operation principle compared to conventional TDLs, are considered.

The focus of this section is on narrow band width MIR sources. Hence, techniques that are based on continuous light sources, i.e. dispersive spectrometers and Michelson interferometers comprising Fourier transform IR (FT-IR) spectrometers, are not included here. Nevertheless, FT-IR spectrometer resolution may be as high as 0.001 cm$^{-1}$ but at the expense of recording time and spectrometer size [1,2]. For a similar reason free electron lasers (FELs) providing intense laser pulses also in the MIR (e.g., 5 ... 110 µm, [3,4]) region are neglected, because this radiation is only available at large facilities.

An overview of potential IR sources and related materials is given in figure 2.1 and the appendix (A.1) following the classification of Tittel et al. [5]. They distinguish between direct generation of laser radiation and non-linear frequency down conversion of mainly near infrared (NIR, 0.8 ... 3 µm) (pump) sources, respectively. Apart from Tittel's review more details can be found elsewhere and in the wealth of references therein [6-10].

Line tuneable gas lasers have been used for spectroscopic purposes for many years, especially as long as the performance of semiconductor diode lasers in the MIR was not sufficient. Watt-level output power is easily achieved either in pulsed or continuous wave (cw) mode. However, available wavelengths are limited to pressure broadened ro-vibrational laser transitions at 10/11 µm (CO$_2$ and isotopes), 5 - 8 µm (CO) and 3 - 5 µm (HF, HCl, HBr, N$_2$O, CO overtones) respectively [7].
Another important class of continuously tuneable direct MIR sources is based on vibronic transitions occurring in doped crystalline and fibre lasers. Typical dopants are transition-metal (Co$^{2+}$, V$^{2+}$) or rare-earth ions (Tm$^{3+}$, Ho$^{3+}$, Er$^{3+}$) [6,8]. Of special interest for the MIR spectral range are Cr$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{2+}$ doped II-VI semiconductors (ZnSe, ZnS) where the laser transition is located in the band gap [8]. Similarly, laser transitions of colour centres in alkali halides (RbCl:Li, KCl:Tl) produce short wavelength MIR radiation [6]. Common to all lasers throughout this class is the requirement of optical pumping by means of adequately powerful sources resulting in output laser powers between tens of mW up to several W. Room temperature and cw operation is now commonly achieved.

![Figure 2.1](image)

**Figure 2.1:** Wavelength coverage of typical infrared (laser) light sources. Radiation might be obtained from direct sources or by frequency conversion. Absorption features of atmospheric constituents (H$_2$O, CO$_2$; ~1 m absorption path, ambient conditions) are indicated (grey). The overtone region (A) and both atmospheric windows (B, C) are important for chemical sensing applications. $^1$ diode lasers (binary, ternary, etc. III-V compounds) of type I, II or III (fig. 2.4 a - c), $^2$ distributed feedback diode lasers, $^3$ (doped) solid state and fibre lasers/amplifiers. For acronyms see text or glossary. For detailed information on materials see table A.1. Adapted from [5].

Since the above mentioned solid state and fibre lasers or amplifiers typically cover wavelengths shorter than 4 µm, they are mainly used as pump sources for parametric frequency conversion by means of difference frequency generators (DFGs) and optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) rather than as primary MIR light sources. DFGs convert a pump and an idler beam at different frequencies into a low frequency signal beam in single pass configuration. A resonant (i.e. cavity based) configuration is used for frequency-down converting a single pump laser into two output waves (idler and signal) which is referred to as OPO [5]. Both methods are based on non-linear materials and tuning is facilitated by either tuning the pump source or temperature tuning of the non-linear crystal. Since energy and momentum, i.e. frequency and phase, of the involved waves have to be conserved (phase matching condition), which is difficult to achieve with birefringent crystals in a preferred
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collinear beam configuration, quasi phase matching (QPM) has been introduced. QPM by applying external electric fields to periodic short regions of ferroelectric materials in nonlinear crystals is obtained, e.g., in periodically poled (PP) lithium niobate (LN), lithium tantalite (LT), potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) and potassium titanyl arsenate (KTA) [5,8]. The wavelength range up to 5 µm is covered by these materials. In order to generate longer wavelengths uncommon materials and pump sources are required [8]. The development of non-linear frequency mixing in GaAs thin films is progressing [11,12]. DFGs typically provide µW ... mW output power due to their limited conversion efficiency whereas tens of mW are observed - still often limited to pulsed mode - by using OPOs in combination with PP materials. Since cw OPOs are increasingly available they may become a competitive alternative MIR source in the spectral range below 5 µm [8]. Nevertheless, the requirement of additional pump sources and sophisticated optical geometries only for generating of radiation remain drawbacks of this approach.

Finally, relatively compact semiconductor based lasers represent an emerging group of direct sources generating light due to stimulated emission across the band gap or quantised energy levels. While diode lasers provide single mode cw operation at room temperature with tens of mW output powers in the NIR range [5], their MIR counterparts, i.e. lead salt lasers, normally require cryogenic cooling for obtaining less than a few mW multimode radiation. The recent advent of cascaded laser structures has made tens and hundreds of mW single mode MIR radiation possible. The basics of light generation in diode and cascade lasers and the clearly different device properties arising from these methods of achieving laser emission are summarised in the subsequent sub-sections.

2.1.2 Tuneable diode lasers

Diode lasers consist of semiconductor alloys forming a p-n junction where population inversion is accomplished by applying a forward bias to the device (figure 2.2). The laser crystal is shaped into a (Fabry-Perot) optical cavity of ~ 0.5 mm length. Hence the multiple cavity modes are typically separated by several cm⁻¹ (~ 100 GHz). The energy and thus the emitted wavelength is determined by the band gap energy of the semiconductor alloy. Lasing requires both electrons injected into the conduction band and holes from the valence band. The basic principle shown in figure 2.2 is referred to as homostructure diode laser. Further development aimed at achieving a better population inversion at room temperature and led to double heterostructure lasers (figure 2.3) comprising binary and ternary alloys deposited as µm thick layers. These structures exhibit alternating band gaps and refractive indices resulting in better waveguiding of the emitted radiation. The formed potential wells serve as to better confine the charge carriers (figure 2.3).

Reducing the layer thickness down to nm leads to quantum wells (QWs) with discrete energy levels. Forthcoming progress in deposition technology being capable of producing multi quantum well (MQW) structures and band gap engineering has led to the development of high performance diode lasers, mainly based on III-V compounds (i.e. GaAs, InP, see appendix A.1). These devices emit from the visible to the NIR spectral range at room temperature. Generally, three types of interband transitions across the band gap in MQWs are distinguished (figure 2.4 a - c) representing a compromise on band gap discontinuity (ΔE_{disc}), sufficient charge carrier confinement, overlap of wavefunctions and sufficient population
inversion [10,13]. Unfortunately, Auger recombination being the main loss mechanism at longer wavelengths degrades the performance of III-V based devices drastically. Consequently, MIR cw room temperature operation cannot routinely be achieved. Although emission up to 5 µm is theoretically feasible with III-V devices due to the band gap separation, their cryogenically cooled IV-VI counterparts, known as lead salt lasers, become superior in the short wavelength range of the MIR and are the only alternative between 5 - 30 µm (appendix A.1) [9,10].

![Figure 2.2](image)

**Figure 2.2:** Principle of light generation (hν) in a homostructure p-n-junction diode laser of band gap $E_{\text{gap}}$ under forward bias. Fermi levels of conduction ($E_{F,c}$) and valence ($E_{F,v}$) band respectively are indicated.

![Figure 2.3](image)

**Figure 2.3:** Schematic band diagram of a heterostructure diode laser composed of materials with different band gap energies $E_{\text{gap}}$ (right). Increased laser line widths ($\Delta \nu \sim \Delta E$) are caused by the curvature of the dispersion relation $E(k_\parallel)$ of both bands (left).

Spectral tuning of diode lasers is accomplished by a temperature or charge carrier induced change of the refractive index of the gain medium [14,15]. In other words, wavelength tuning over typically 100 cm$^{-1}$ in the case of lead salt lasers is obtained by setting an appropriate combination of operating temperature and injection current. The spectral coverage is not continuous and encompasses mode overlapping, mode hops or spectral gaps. Current tuning also comprises rapid frequency modulation or frequency locking options [16] which makes diode lasers superior to optically pumped MIR sources (section 2.1.1).

![Figure 2.4](image)

**Figure 2.4:** Fundamental (radiative) transition between confined electron ($e_n$) and hole ($h_n$) quantum states in (a) type I, (b) type II, and (iii) type III aligned band structures forming multiple quantum wells (after [10]).

Further details on diode laser properties, applications and advances in band gap engineering can be found in [5,7,9,10,15,16] and in their extensive lists of references. Unfortunately, recent efforts in diode laser technology concentrated on telecom wavelengths ($\sim 1.5$ µm), i.e. the spectral region of weaker molecular overtone transitions. The extension of MQW structures to IV-VI lasers having potential of near room temperature operation [e.g., 17,18] or the development of alternative IV-VI compounds [19] were limited by
preferential activities on cascaded III-V structures (see next section). Only a few reviews [15,20,21] are concerned with achievements in lead salt laser technology beyond 1990.

2.1.3 Quantum cascade lasers

Similar to MQW the radiative transition in QCLs is based on confined quantum states in stacks of nm thick semiconductor layers. However, in contrast to diode lasers, where electrons and holes are involved, QCLs are unipolar devices, i.e. only electrons travelling between quantum states in the conduction band lead to laser emission (figure 2.5). The energy of the radiation is determined by the separation of the energy levels and thus by the layer thickness providing a means of custom-tailoring the emission wavelength. In contrast to diode lasers, upper and lower laser level have now the same curvature of the dispersion relation (figure 2.3 and 2.6) yielding inherently narrower spectral widths of the transitions [22].

**Figure 2.5:** Upper: Band diagram of a multiple quantum well (MQW) structure without external bias. Confined quantum states of the active zone (A) and the tunneling barrier (B) are schematically shown. Space coordinate is symbolised by x. **Lower:** Radiative transitions (hf) and resonant tunneling between cascaded active (A) and injector (B) regions in a biased and therefore aligned MQW structure.

**Figure 2.6:** Radiative transition (hf) in an unipolar QCL. Reduced laser line widths follow from the same curvature of the dispersion relation \( E(\kappa) \) of both quantum states (left). The band gap discontinuity (\( \Delta E_{\text{disc}} \)) is also schematically shown (right).

Electron transport is accomplished by applying an external electric field to a periodic structure of QWs. Electrons are injected through specifically designed injector regions into the upper laser level followed by the radiative transition into the lower level. It depopulates by tunneling through the potential well barrier which simultaneously serves as the injector of the next active region (figure 2.5). A high tunneling probability is observed for the resonant case, i.e. subsequent lower and upper laser levels are aligned by the external field. Resonant tunneling accompanied by a negative differential resistance of the structure which could be used for light amplification was theoretically predicted in the early 1970s by Esaki [23], Kazarinov and Suris [24], but forthcoming progress in depositing such sophisticated thin film heterostructures was necessary to realise first devices in the late 1980s [25,26]. The potential of a new type of (mid) infrared light source based on linearly polarised intersubband emission
in cascaded semiconductor superlattices (SL) by sequential resonant tunneling was recognised [26-28] and introduced by Faist et al. in 1994 as QCL [29,30]. Due to the cascaded structure of typically ~30 active regions a single electron is much more often used than in conventional diode lasers yielding quantum efficiencies beyond 100 % and considerably higher output powers compared to lead salt lasers in the range between tens and hundreds of mW.

An efficient population inversion in QCLs requires optimised injector and active region designs (see below) as well as selective depopulation mainly achieved by fast (non-radiative) phonon transitions. Consequently, the wall-plug efficiency, i.e. the portion of input power that is converted into radiation, is rather low and is subject of current improvement [31,32]. The electrical input powers of QCLs are several W due to the relatively high compliance voltages compared to TDLs which are necessary for aligning the involved energy levels. Since typical wall-plug efficiencies are well below 30 % QCLs are thus mainly producing heat. This also hampered cw lasing at room temperature for a long time and required pulsed operation for commercially available devices.

The picture of active zone and injector region in figure 2.5 is oversimplified. Generally, both regions exhibit an intrinsic coupled QW or SL structure [29]. Radiative transitions may take place between coupled quantum states (intersubband) or adjacent minibands (interminiband) rather than single quantum states. Since the first realisation of a QCL several improvements in the structural design have been reported, among them coupled QWs (1-, 2-, 3- or 4-QW [29,33-35]), optical phonon resonance (single up to triple resonance [29,35,36]), bound-to-continuum transitions [37], chirped and graded SLs (i.e., field free SLs by means of varying the SL period or by doping [38-41]), diagonal transitions [42], leaky quantum wells [43], injectorless structures [44] or an optimised number of cascaded stages [45,46]. All proposed designs aimed at facilitating a high population inversion by rapidly depleting the lower level (optical phonon resonance, bound-to-continuum, SLs in active zone) and by simultaneously reducing the internal loss and leakage channels (diagonal transitions, chirped SL with less doping leading to reduced free carrier absorption). This has finally led to room temperature [47] and cw operation [48] of QCLs. Particularly chirped SLs exhibit several advantages for long wavelength devices (beyond ~10 µm) [49] and are capable of carrying higher currents which in turn enables higher output powers to be achieved [46]. An extensive review by Gmachl et al. concerns further aspects of QCL development until 2000 [50]. Additional details can be found in similar summaries [46,51-53]. Recently the thermal management, i.e. heat removal from the active zone, and thus the performance of QCLs has been considerably improved by means of buried heterostructures [54], additional barrier layers [55] and alternative laser chip mounting [56] yielding W-level cw output power at room temperature [57].

The majority of QCLs consists of III-V compounds (see appendix A.1). The first QCL comprised GaInAs/AlInAs alloys lattice matched on InP [29]. Soon after GaAs/AlGaAs device were demonstrated [58,59]. In contrast to diode lasers, where the identification of suitable narrow band gap semiconductor alloys for achieving laser emission beyond 5 µm is challenging, tailoring the emission of QCLs to shorter wavelengths is unsatisfactorily solved. Laser emission from GaAs/AlGaAs devices, which are often used for generating THz radiation, cannot fall below ~8 µm, while 3.4 µm emission has been reported for strain-compensated GaInAs/AlInAs [60]. Consequently, strong C-H absorption features around
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3 μm are not accessible. The reason is the limited band gap discontinuity, $\Delta E_{\text{discl}}$, of the employed semiconductor compounds (figure 2.5). Shorter wavelengths require an increased subband or miniband separation which has to be clearly smaller than the band gap discontinuity to avoid parasitic leakage from the upper laser level. Short wavelength QCLs can therefore only be achieved with alloys of similar lattice constants but larger band gap differences than the above mentioned compounds [61]. InAs/AlSb based structures and admixtures of Sb to existing material systems were recognised as potential alternatives [62,63], but commercial availability is still absent. Additionally quaternary or even pentanary systems are investigated (see appendix A.1 for references) and lasing at optical communication wavelength of 1.55 μm was reported for GaN/AlGaN [64]. Independent from material engineering activities the combination of cascaded structures and type III interband transitions (figure 2.4 c), known as interband cascade lasers (ICLs), was proposed [43,65-68]. In this case high quantum efficiencies for short wavelengths are obtained by using bipolar devices and transitions across staggered quantum wells [69-74].

Similar to diode lasers a QCL chip forms a Fabry-Perot cavity of a few mm length resulting in a multimode emission spectrum of ~ 1 cm$^{-1}$ mode spacing. Tuneable single mode operation is achieved (i) in external cavity (EC) configuration or (ii) by means of distributed feedback (DFB).

Although an EC arrangement employing uncoated multimode pulsed QCLs has been successfully demonstrated [75], anti-reflection coated lasers are desirable for efficient spectral narrowing [76-78]. Temperature tuning as well as tilting the external grating yielded a spectral coverage of up to 20% around the centre wavelength for a pulsed system [79] and a ~ 8% mode hop free tuning range for a cw system [80] which are now also routinely available parallel to the earlier commercialised DFB QCLs.

Particularly the highly developed processing technology for the initially employed III-V QCL compounds enabled DFB gratings to be integrated into the QCL structure, more specifically in the waveguide structure [81]. Bragg reflection in complex- [81,82] or index-coupled [83] gratings provide a means of observing single mode QCL emission by selecting one of the cavity modes. Spectral tuning is accomplished by temperature induced changes of the refractive index of the laser which tunes both the spectral gain and to a lesser extent the period of the Bragg grating [50]. Hence, the QCL current can only be used indirectly for sweeping the laser wavelength through internal laser heating. The total emission range of DFB QCLs is typically limited to less than 7 cm$^{-1}$ between -30 °C and +30 °C. Additionally, Faist et al. found an inherent thermal drift in pulsed DFB QCLs caused by the dissipated power in the active region which is also known as chirped pulse [81,84].

The previously discussed issues, especially the wavelength chirp of pulsed QCLs, strongly indicates that QCLs are far more than a substitute to TDLs [85], e.g., lead salt lasers, and the application of state-of-the art TDL methods to QCLs have to be carefully validated (chapter 4).
2.2 Optical absorption theory

Essential equations for both linear and non-linear optical absorption phenomena which are necessary for analysing the experimental data in the subsequent chapters are provided in this section. Since measurements in the infrared spectral range and, particularly, the database values for molecular line parameters are commonly expressed in wavenumbers the corresponding equations are often given in or adapted to cgs units [86-90 and references therein]. Although this thesis is generally based on SI units, the main expressions in this section refer to the HITRAN notation. Exceptions from the SI standard are mentioned and a set of SI based equations, e.g., used in [91,92], can be found in the appendix A.3.

Note that the symbol $\nu = 1/\lambda$ (in cm$^{-1}$) denotes wavenumbers throughout the thesis while $f = c\nu$ (in s$^{-1}$ or Hz) represents frequencies and c is the velocity of light. The angular frequency $\omega = 2\pi\nu$ is not employed. Additionally, the number of molecules $N$ per unit volume (or number density) is symbolised by $n = N/V$. This is sometimes referred to as concentration. However, in this thesis the terms mixing ratio and concentration are used synonymously for the relative value $n/n_{tot}$ where $n_{tot}$ follows from the ideal gas law, i.e. the total pressure $p_{tot}$, the gas temperature $T$ and the Boltzmann constant $k_B$

$$p_{tot} = n_{tot}k_B T. \quad (2 - 1)$$

2.2.1 Linear absorption

Considering the transmission of incident radiation $I_{in}(\nu)$ in a one dimensional gas sample, the variation of the intensity, $dI(\nu)$, after passing through a differential slab $dz$ is described by the radiative transfer equation [86] (figure 2.7)

$$dI(\nu) = (j(\nu) - k(\nu))I_{in}(\nu)dz, \quad (2 - 2)$$

where $j(\nu)$ is the emission coefficient and $k(\nu)$ is the absorption coefficient (in cm$^{-1}$). In this case only linear effects are accounted for ($dI \sim I_{in}$). The absorption coefficient $k(\nu)$ comprises contributions from all absorption features, indexed by $i$, at wavenumber $\nu$, with their absorption cross section $\sigma_i(\nu)$ and their corresponding number density of species $n_i$ per unit volume:

$$k(\nu) = \sum_i k_i(\nu) = \sum_i n_i \sigma_i(\nu). \quad (2 - 3)$$

Due to the strong $\nu^4$ dependence scattering can normally be neglected in the infrared compared to the visible spectral range. Assuming a homogeneous sample containing only one species where no emission and scattering are present, equation (2 - 2) simplifies to $dI(\nu) = -k(\nu)I_{in}(\nu)dz$ and integration over an effective absorption path $L_{eff}$ leads to the Beer-Lambert law of linear absorption

$$\ln \left( \frac{I_0(\nu)}{I(\nu)} \right) = k(\nu)L_{eff}. \quad (2 - 4)$$
The effective length $L_{\text{eff}}$ encompasses all absorption techniques, i.e. single-pass absorption, folded optical paths (multiple pass absorption) or the transmission through optical cavities\(^1\). $I_0(\nu)$ and $I(\nu)$ denote the incident and the transmitted radiation through the sample, (i.e. $I_0 = I(z = 0)$ and $I = I(z = L_{\text{eff}})$, figure 2.7 and 2.8). The intensity $I$ (in W/m\(^2\)) of a light wave is connected to the electrical field amplitude $E_0$ by (in SI units) [91,92]

$$I = \frac{1}{2} c \varepsilon_0 E_0^2,$$

where $\varepsilon_0$ denotes the dielectric constant.

![Figure 2.7: 1D-illustration of the radiative transfer equation (2 - 2) and Beer-Lambert law (eq. (2 - 4)).](image)

![Figure 2.8: Transmission spectrum of a H\(_2\)CO absorption feature (observed in an Ar/CH\(_4\)/N\(_2\)/O\(_2\) plasma) employing the symbols defined in figure 2.7.](image)

Using equation (2 - 4) the integrated absorption coefficient $K$ (in cm\(^2\)) of an isolated absorption line provides a means of calculating the absolute number density $n$ from a relative measurement and is defined as

$$K = \frac{1}{L_{\text{eff}}} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \ln \left( \frac{I_0(\nu)}{I(\nu)} \right) d\nu = nS.$$  \(2 - 6\)

Thus, the line strength $S$ (in cm/molecule) may be considered as proportionality factor to describe the absorption cross section $\sigma$ (in cm\(^2\)) of a transition centred at $\nu_0$ (cf. eq. (2 - 3))

$$\sigma(\nu - \nu_0) = S \cdot \phi(\nu - \nu_0),$$

\(2 - 7\)

with $\phi(\nu - \nu_0)$ being the normalised line profile (for examples see the appendix A.2)

$$\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \phi(\nu - \nu_0) d\nu = 1.$$  \(2 - 8\)

\(^1\) A collection of formulae concerning absorption spectroscopy using optically resonant cavities is given in 6.2.
2.2.2 Line profiles and spectral broadening

The line shape of an absorption line, as described by the profile \( \phi(\nu - \nu_0) \), depends on the experimental conditions, among them gas temperature \( T \) and pressure \( p \), and is often characterised by its half width at half maximum (HWHM) or spectral width \( \Delta f = c \cdot \Delta \nu \). The spectral width \( \Delta f \) may also be expressed in terms of an equivalent transition rate \( \gamma \) or time \( \tau \)

\[ \gamma = \frac{1}{\tau} = 2\pi \cdot \Delta f. \]  

(2 - 9)

An absorption feature can be affected by

i) natural line broadening,
ii) transit time broadening,
iii) collisional broadening, and
iv) inhomogeneous line broadening.

While the inhomogeneous Doppler broadening iv) results in a Gaussian line profile, the homogeneous effects i) - iii) cause Lorentzian line shapes. The natural line width i) is determined by the spontaneous life time being in the order of \( \tau_{sp} = 10^{-3} \) s for vibrational levels in the electronic ground state of molecules. Thus, the natural spectral broadening of infrared transitions is typically smaller than 1 kHz \((3 \times 10^{-8} \text{ cm}^{-1})\) [92,93]. Depopulation of excited levels may result from collisions between molecules. The collision frequency \( \tau_{col}^{-1} \) is described by the collision cross section, the number density of molecules (eq. (2 - 1)) and the mean thermal velocity \( v_{th} \)

\[ v_{th} = \sqrt{\frac{8k_B T}{\pi m_{\text{molec}}}}, \]  

(2 - 10)

where \( m_{\text{molec}} = \frac{M_{\text{mol}}}{N_A} \) is the molecular mass which can also be expressed by the molar mass \( M_{\text{mol}} \) and the Avogadro number \( N_A \). Hence, the spectral width due to collisional broadening iii) is pressure and temperature dependent and described by

\[ \Delta f_{\text{col}} \sim \gamma_p \frac{p}{\sqrt{T}}. \]  

(2 - 11)

This is often referred to as pressure broadening where the pressure broadening coefficient \( \gamma_p \) (HWHM) is tabulated (section 2.2.3)\(^2\). Molecular ro-vibrational transitions exhibit pressure broadened half widths of a few MHz/mbar [91-93], i.e. \( \leq 3 \) MHz \((0.0001 \text{ cm}^{-1})\) at low pressures \(< 5 \) mbar and \( \sim 1.5 \) GHz \((0.05 \text{ cm}^{-1})\) at atmospheric pressure.

Doppler broadening iv) due to the thermal motion of molecules yields a spectral width (HWHM) of [91,92]

\[ \Delta f_D = f_0 \sqrt{\frac{2k_B T \ln 2}{m_{\text{molec}} c^2}} = 3.58 \cdot 10^{-7} \sqrt{\frac{T}{M_{\text{mol}}}} f_0. \]  

(2 - 12)

\(^2\) The collision frequency is sometimes defined as \( 2/\tau_{col} \) [93]. Since \( \gamma_p \) is often taken from databases and given by an empirical formula similar to (2 - 11) a detailed discussion is omitted here.
The right hand side of equation (2 - 12) requires the temperature and the molar mass to be given in K and g · mol⁻¹, respectively. Doppler widths of 30 .. 90 MHz (0.001 .. 0.003 cm⁻¹) at room temperature are typically observed for molecular transitions in the infrared [91-93]. Doppler broadening therefore clearly exceeds the pressure broadened line widths under the low pressure conditions.

Due to the narrow natural line widths in the infrared spectral range transit time broadening ii) may be considered, i.e. the limited interaction time \( \tau_{tt} = \Delta v_{\text{beam}}/v_{\text{th}} \) of the molecules with the incident laser beam. The corresponding spectral width is

\[
\Delta f_{tt} = \frac{1}{2\pi w} \sqrt{2 \ln 2} \left( v_{\text{th}} \right)
\]

in the case of a parallel Gaussian beam with diameter \( 2w \) [91,92]. Hence, at room temperature \( (v_{\text{th}} \approx 500 \text{ m/s}) \) transit time broadening for a laser beam of 5 mm diameter \( (19 \text{ kHz, } 6 \times 10^{-7} \text{ cm}^{-1}) \) exceeds the natural line width.

The superposition of the homogeneous contributions for ro-vibrational transitions with

\[
\tau_{sp} > \tau_{tt} >> \tau_{col}
\]

yields a mainly pressure broadened Lorentzian profile. At elevated and atmospheric pressure (> 50 mbar) the homogeneous spectral width exceeds the inhomogeneous half width and hence the line shape can be assumed to be of Lorentzian type which can be described analytically. This provides a means to estimate the integrated absorption coefficient \( K \) (or the molecular number density) using only the peak absorption at centre wavenumber \( v_0 \) and the Lorentzian half width \( \Delta v_{\text{col}} = \Delta f_{\text{col}}/c \) (in cm⁻¹ to fulfil eqs. (2 - 6), (2 - 7) and (2 - 11)) without integrating the line:

\[
K = nS = \frac{\pi}{L_{\text{eff}}} \ln \left( \frac{I_0(v)}{I(v)} \right)_{v_0} \Delta v_{\text{col}}.
\]

Similarly, under low pressure conditions the line shape may be approximated by a Gaussian profile with the Doppler half width \( \Delta v_{\text{D}} = \Delta f_{\text{D}}/c \) from eq. (2 - 12) resulting in

\[
K = nS = \frac{1}{L_{\text{eff}}} \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{\ln 2}} \ln \left( \frac{I_0(v)}{I(v)} \right)_{v_0} \Delta v_{\text{D}}.
\]

For the intermediate pressure range a convolution of both line profile types, i.e. a Voigt profile, is observed which typically requires a numerical calculation. In this case \( K \) should be obtained by integrating over the absorption feature. Equations (2 - 15) and (2 - 16) also enable the minimum detectable number density for a selected transition to be estimated if the peak-to-peak noise is considered as peak absorption.

In the previous discussion the instrumental broadening \( \Delta v_{\text{instr}} \) was assumed to be substantially smaller than the main broadening contribution. Particularly at low pressure
conditions the laser line width of lead salt lasers may be of the same order as the Doppler broadening. The convolution of absorption and instrumental profile, which is assumed to be Gaussian as well, yields the observed spectral width, \( \Delta \nu_{\text{obs}} = (\Delta \nu_{D}^2 + \Delta \nu_{\text{instr}}^2)^{1/2} \), which replaces \( \Delta \nu_{D} \) in equation (2 - 16).

### 2.2.3 Infrared absorption cross sections and databases

The knowledge of (infrared) absorption cross sections is essential for both the identification of molecular species in acquired spectra and for the retrieval of quantitative concentration values. Different types of gas phase spectroscopic databases are available in the literature. The most convenient case for practical purposes is a high resolution "line-by-line" record where molecular line parameters such as \( S \), \( \gamma_p \) or individual temperature dependences are listed for each transition which would enable a direct determination of an unknown mixing ratio according to equation (2 - 6).

Although the number of species and the spectral coverage of high resolution compilations have been continuously extended and the data accuracy has been improved in the past years, alternative approaches still have to be considered. Provided that spectroscopic data of medium resolution (e.g., 0.1 cm\(^{-1}\)) are available, the integrated band intensity may be used to derive line strengths for all transitions of this band [94]. This, however, still requires predictions for individual transition parameters which could be calculated for simple molecule geometries. Nevertheless, spectral reference libraries based on FT-IR studies, as provided by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST, 0.13 cm\(^{-1}\) resolution, 40 molecules) or the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL, 0.11 cm\(^{-1}\) resolution, 280 molecules) [95,96], may help identifying especially complex absorption features of larger molecules or calibrating the own instrument. Unfortunately both quantitative infrared databases provide pressure broadened spectra at ambient conditions which may clearly be different from low pressure plasma conditions with increased gas temperatures. If reference spectra are absent, a customised calibration is feasible for stable species but difficult to realise for transient molecules. In some cases absolute values can be obtained by using a kinetic decay method if the main removal process is known [e.g., 97].

In respect to the present work high resolution compilations are of special interest. Their history and (future) development has been reviewed in [98]. A few aspects concerning their application for low pressure plasma diagnostics are discussed in what follows.

The most common molecular spectroscopic databases focussing on atmospheric constituents are known as HITRAN (HIgh resolution TRANsmission) and GEISA (Gestion et Etude des Information Spectroscopiques Atmosphérique) initially published in 1973 and 1976 [99,100], respectively, and are periodically updated [90,101-110]. Other catalogues have been compiled in the past decades concentrating on the microwave and millimetre spectral range [111-113], astronomic applications [111,114,115] or satellite experiments by selecting specific molecules (e.g., ATMOS [116-119]). With a few exceptions HITRAN and GEISA contain the same species (~ 40) in their line-by-line part. The GEISA data format was adapted to the HITRAN notation (section 2.2.4) and is therefore similar or may easily be converted. Typically the spectroscopic parameters are tabulated for a reference temperature \( T_{\text{ref}} = 296 \, \text{K} \) [99,108]. Line strength values, as defined by equation (2 - 6), are normalised to the molecular number density \( n \). Several other notations are reported (e.g., normalised to the pressure, using cgs, SI or customised units, etc.). A summary is given in [88].
The increasing use of the compilations for non-atmospheric applications with temperatures different from ambient conditions, e.g., in astronomy or for plasma diagnostics, has led to substantial changes in the early format of the fundamental line parameters [120]. While the line strength includes the isotopic abundance $I_a$, the transition dipole moment $\mu$ is sometimes desirable (section 2.2.5). Hence, GEISA provides also $\mu$ in the current version [109]. The HITRAN compilation encompasses now the Einstein coefficient $A$ [106]. Additionally, the temperature dependence of the total internal partition function $Q(T)$ is supplied along with HITRAN [121-123], which is necessary to correct the tabulated line strength $S(T_{\text{ref}})$ into the experimentally relevant $S(T \neq T_{\text{ref}})$. Earlier versions used a polynomial fit to $Q(T)$ and provided only the corresponding coefficients. In recent editions (i.e. after 2003) $Q(T)$ is tabulated for each isotope between 70 and 3000 K.

The previous discussion clearly suggests the use of the HITRAN database for plasma diagnostic purposes since the required spectroscopic parameters for main (stable) molecules have been carefully established for a long time and correction terms for deviations from the reference temperature are included. For this reason quantitative results in this thesis are based on the HITRAN compilation including the cgs related notation. Relevant equations to convert the listed parameters are provided in the next section.

### 2.2.4 Line strength and molecular line parameters

Considering an (open) two-level system [91,92] with a (l)ower and an (u)pper level and following [86,87,94,120] the line strength $S_{lu}$ for a transition $l \rightarrow u$ normalised to the total number density $n$ is expressed (in cgs units) by

$$
S = S_{lu} = \frac{8\pi^3}{3hc} v_{lu} \frac{n_l}{n} \left[1 - \frac{g_l n_u}{g_u n_l}\right] \cdot \frac{1}{\left\{\frac{1}{g_l} |\mu_{lu}|^2\right\}}, \quad (2 - 17)
$$

where $n_l, n_u$ are the number density of molecules in the states $l$ and $u$ with their corresponding statistical weights $g_l, g_u$, $h$ denotes the Planck constant, $|\mu_{lu}|$ is the transition dipole moment and $\nu_{lu}$ (in cm$^{-1}$) is the frequency of the transition, respectively. The term in braces in equation (2 - 17) is known as weighted transition dipole moment. The line strength or the transition probability depends obviously on the population difference between the lower and the upper level. If the system is in thermal equilibrium at temperature $T$, the term in square brackets can be rearranged by using the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution law (SI units)

$$
\frac{n_l}{g_l} = \exp\left(-\frac{E_l}{k_B T}\right) \frac{n}{Q(T)} \quad (2 - 18)
$$

with the energy of the lower state $E_l$ and the total internal partition function $Q(T)$. The equation for $n_u/g_u$ is analogue. This leads to a form of $S$ (in cm/molecule) which accords with the notation of the HITRAN database

$$
S = S_{lu} = \frac{8\pi^3}{3hc} \frac{I_a g_l}{Q(T)} v_{lu} \exp\left(-\frac{hc E_l}{k_B T}\right) \left[1 - \exp\left(-\frac{hc \nu_{lu}}{k_B T}\right)\right] \cdot \frac{1}{\left\{\frac{1}{g_l} |\mu_{lu}|^2\right\}}. \quad (2 - 19)
$$
The expression in square brackets describes the emission from the upper level which is generally non-negligible in the infrared spectral range. Using this notation \( j(\nu) \) can be considered as zero in equation (2 - 2), because \( k(\nu) \) already accounts for the emission.

Note that the squared weighted transition dipole moment is often provided in (Debye) which requires an additional factor \( 10^{-36} \) \([89,90,120]\) and that \( E_i \) is now in \( \text{cm}^{-1} \) leading to the factor \((hc)\) in the exponent of the Boltzmann term.

Since the line strength in \textit{HITRAN} is defined for the reference temperature \( T_{\text{ref}} = 296 \text{ K} \), \( S(T) \) must be corrected by using the tabulated values \( S(T_{\text{ref}}) \), \( E_i \), \( \nu_{lu} \) and \( Q(T) \) \([88,90]\)

\[
S(T) = S(T_{\text{ref}}) \frac{Q(T_{\text{ref}})}{Q(T)} \exp(-\frac{hcE_i}{k_BT}) \left[1 - \exp(-\frac{hc\nu_{lu}}{k_BT})\right]. \tag{2 - 20}
\]

The line strength in (2 - 19) and (2 - 20) is not defined for a pure gas, but for an isotopic abundance \( I_a \). However, in some cases, e.g., for non-linear phenomena, the transition probability \( A_{ul} \) or dipole moment \( |\mu_{lu}| \) is the relevant parameter (section 2.2.5). A small \( I_a \), being typically less than a few percent for minor isotopes \([88]\), results in a weak line strength, but the dipole moment for the isotopic line may still be high. Therefore the conversion between \( S_{lu}, \mu_{lu} \) and the Einstein coefficients \( A_{ul}, B_{lu} \) and \( B_{ul} \) is important.

The Einstein coefficients \( B_{lu} \) and \( B_{ul} \) of induced absorption and emission obey

\[
g_{lu}B_{lu} = g_uB_{ul}, \tag{2 - 21}
\]

where \( B_{lu} \) is connected with the transition dipole moment (in cgs units) by \([90,120]\)

\[
B_{lu} = \frac{8\pi^3}{3h^2} \left\{ \frac{1}{g_l} \left| \mu_{lu} \right|^2 \right\}. \tag{2 - 22}
\]

The Einstein coefficient of spontaneous emission \( A_{ul} \) can be expressed in terms of \( B_{lu} \) and hence also by \( \mu_{lu} \) (in cgs units) \([90,120]\)

\[
A_{ul} = 8\pi \nu_{lu}^3 \cdot \frac{g_l}{g_u} B_{lu} = \frac{64\pi^4}{3h} \nu_{lu}^3 \left\{ \frac{1}{g_u} \left| \mu_{lu} \right|^2 \right\}. \tag{2 - 23}
\]

Note that \( \nu_{lu} \) (in \( \text{cm}^{-1} \)) still denotes wavenumbers. Transforming (2 - 19) yields \([120]\)

\[
|\mu_{lu}|^2 = S_{lu} \frac{3hc}{8\pi^3} \nu_{lu}I_a \cdot \frac{Q(T)}{\exp(-\frac{hcE_i}{k_BT})\left[1 - \exp(-\frac{hc\nu_{lu}}{k_BT})\right]} \tag{2 - 24}
\]

and inserting into (2 - 23) \([88,120]\)

\[
A_{ul} = 8\pi \nu_{lu}^2 \cdot c \cdot \frac{Q(T)}{\exp(-\frac{hcE_i}{k_BT})\left[1 - \exp(-\frac{hc\nu_{lu}}{k_BT})\right]} \cdot \frac{1}{I_a g_u} S_{lu}. \tag{2 - 25}
\]
In contrast to the line strength $S_{lu}$, both values $\mu_{lu}$ and $A_{ul}$ are independent from the isotopic abundance. While the weighted transition dipole moment was given additionally in earlier \textit{HITRAN} editions, now $A_{ul}$ is supplied enabling $\mu_{lu}$ to be calculated by means of (2 - 23). A comprehensive summary and more details on the different relations in respect to the \textit{HITRAN} notation can be found in \cite{88,120} and in the appendix of \cite{90}. A set of equations in SI units is provided in the appendix A.3.

As mentioned in the previous section, the contribution of collisional broadening to the spectral line width is pressure and temperature dependent and usually described by a pressure broadening coefficient (eq. (2 - 11)). \textit{HITRAN} lists two values (HWHM), i.e. the air broadening coefficient $\gamma_{air,ref}$ and the self broadening coefficient $\gamma_{self,ref}$ (in cm$^{-1}$/atm), respectively, at the reference conditions ($T_{ref} = 296$ K and $p_{ref} = 1$ atm (1013.25 mbar)). The corresponding pressure broadened half width is then

$$\frac{\Delta \nu_{col}}{c} = \left( \frac{T_{ref}}{T} \right)^m \gamma_{air,ref} (p_{tot} - p_s) + \gamma_{self,ref} p_s$$

with total pressure $p_{tot}$ and partial pressure $p_s$ (in atm). Equation (2 - 11) suggests an exponent $m = 0.5$. In some case different values might be provided. For trace gas measurements or experiments at low pressure conditions the self broadening contribution is typically negligible.

### 2.2.5 Non-linear absorption

It is clear from the previous discussion that the line strength $S_{lu}$ and thus (via eqs. (2 - 7) and (2 - 3)) the absorption coefficient $k(\nu)$ is proportional to the population difference $\Delta n$ between the upper and the lower level ($S_{lu} \sim (n_l/g_l - n_u/g_u)$, eq. (2 - 17)). However, in the presence of strong radiation fields the population of the upper level is not determined by thermal equilibrium (Boltzmann law). The population difference is reduced and becomes intensity dependent and so is the absorption coefficient.

Consequently, $dI(\nu) = -k(\nu)I_{in}(\nu)dz$ (eq. (2 - 2)) requires a modification. The phenomenological approach is to introduce a non-linear factor, e.g. $dI(\nu) = -[k(\nu)I_{in}(\nu) - q(\nu)I^2_{in}(\nu)]dz$ \cite{91}, which might serve as a check on the validity of the Beer-Lambert law: if the absorption does not follow linearly the increasing number density or pressure, corrections have to be considered.

Assuming the (open) two-level system, non-linear absorption behaviour is usually described by a saturation parameter $\Sigma$

$$\Sigma = \frac{\Omega_{lu}^2}{\gamma \gamma_u} \approx \left( \frac{\Omega_{lu}}{\gamma} \right)^2$$

(2 - 27)
which is generally the ratio of the optical pumping rate to the relaxation rate ($\gamma$) of the system [91,92,94]. The pumping rate is described by $\Omega_{lu}$, i.e. the Rabi flopping frequency\(^3\) at the centre frequency $\nu_{lu}$

$$\Omega_{lu} = \frac{\mu_{lu} E_0}{\hbar}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2 - 28)\)

where $E_0$ is the electric field amplitude following from equation (2 - 5) to $(2I/(c\epsilon_0))^{1/2}$ [91,92,94]. The relaxation rate in equation (2 - 27) follows from the rates of the upper $\gamma_u$ and the lower level $\gamma_l$, respectively, being comparable to a mean relaxation rate $\gamma$ in the infrared spectral range [94]. A detailed discussion on this assumption for the microwave region is given in [124] and may still be valid for the mid infrared spectral range.

The equilibrium population difference $\Delta n_{eq}$ in the (open) two-level system is then reduced to

$$\Delta n(I) = \frac{\Delta n_{eq}}{1 + \Sigma} = \frac{\Delta n_{eq}}{1 + I/I_{sat}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2 - 29)

and becomes intensity dependent [91,92]. The saturation intensity $I_{sat}$ is defined for the case $\Sigma = 1$ and follows from (2 - 5), (2 - 27) and (2 - 28). In order to estimate the consequences for the absorption coefficient $k(\nu)$ the absorption profile has to be considered as well. For a homogeneously broadened transition the absorption coefficient is reduced by a frequency dependent factor

$$k_{\text{sat}}^\text{hom}(\nu) = \frac{k_{\text{equi}}^\text{hom}(\nu)}{1 + \Sigma(\nu)} \hspace{1cm} (2 - 30)$$

where $\Sigma(\nu)$ has its maximum, equal to (2 - 27) at the centre frequency $\nu_{lu}$ [91,92]. The line profile remains Lorentzian with an increased half width

$$\Delta f_{\text{sat}} = \Delta f_{\text{hom}} \sqrt{1 + \Sigma} \hspace{1cm} (2 - 31)$$

In the case of inhomogeneous broadening the equilibrium absorption coefficient (and hence the line strength $S_{lu}$) is constantly damped by

$$k_{\text{sat}}^\text{inhom}(\nu) = \frac{k_{\text{equi}}^\text{inhom}(\nu)}{1 + \Sigma} = \frac{k_{\text{equi}}^\text{inhom}(\nu)}{1 + I/I_{sat}} \hspace{1cm} (2 - 32)$$

The homogeneous broadening is also increased as described by (2 - 31) and may be then non-negligible compared to the inhomogeneous half width.

\(^3\) Here the Rabi frequency is defined as equivalent to $f$ in Hz instead of an angular frequency.
If relaxation processes are treated more generally than in the previous discussion, two characteristic relaxation times are defined:

\[ T_1 = \frac{1}{\gamma_l} + \frac{1}{\gamma_u} = \frac{\gamma_l + \gamma_u}{\gamma_l \gamma_u}, \]  

\[ T_2 = \frac{1}{\gamma_l + \gamma_u}. \]

\[ T_1 \] is the longitudinal relaxation or population decay time and encompasses all depopulation processes (e.g., spontaneous emission, inelastic collisions)\(^4\) while \( T_2 \) is known as transversal relaxation or phase decay time. The latter describes the perturbation of the phase relation between the driving electrical field and the induced polarisation of the system [91,92,124-126]. \( T_2 \) typically consists of homogeneous and inhomogeneous contributions [127].

Using (2 - 33) and (2 - 34) the saturation parameter from equation (2 - 27) becomes

\[ \Omega = \Omega_0^2 T_1 T_2 \]

being a common form of expressing coherent (non-linear) phenomena in atoms or molecules. It is adapted to the Bloch vector approach which was originally developed for magnetic resonance experiments [128,129]. It covers both saturation and transient effects. The latter encompasses transient absorption as well as transient emission and fast or rapid passage effects, i.e. the incident field and the corresponding transition are swept out resonance relatively fast [124]. Fast passage is accomplished by sweeping the source or detuning the resonance frequency by means of external fields on time scales shorter than the relaxation times \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \). The absorption feature and thus the absorption coefficient exhibits then an oscillatory structure after switching the driving field [124,127]. These "wiggles" have been observed in nuclear magnetic resonance [128,130,131], in electron spin resonance [132,133] and in the field of optical coherent spectroscopy [124,127] comprising the visible [134,135], infrared [136,137] and microwave spectral range [138-141].

Fast passage effects where the incident radiation is swept with a sweep rate \( \alpha \) (in Hz/s) are usually described by a normalised sweep rate \( A \) [129]

\[ A = \alpha T_1 T_2. \]

The ratio of the normalised sweep rate and the saturation parameter

\[ \frac{A}{\Omega} = \frac{\alpha}{\Omega_0^2}. \]

provides a criterion to discriminate different coherent absorption phenomena. The most relevant cases are summarised in table 2.1 [129]. Available mid infrared radiation sources are expected not to violate the thermal equilibrium of the absorbing species and so Beer-Lambert

\(^4\) If a (closed) two-level system is considered, consisting only of the two levels \( l \) and \( u \) without further relaxation possibilities, \( T_1 \) is defined as the decay time of the upper level [125,126].
law of linear absorption (i) is typically employed in IRLAS (section 2.2.1). Laser sources of adequately high output power or strong absorption features may require accounting for power saturation effects (ii). An additional frequency sweep of the laser, either inherent to the light source or induced, leads to fast passage behaviour [135,142]. The ratio $A/\Sigma$ determines if a potential population inversion is reduced (iii) or enhanced (iv) which is also known as (optical) adiabatic rapid passage [136,137].

### Regime Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regime</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i) slow passage - linear regime</td>
<td>$A \ll 1, \Sigma \ll 1$</td>
<td>$A/\Sigma \ll 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii) slow passage - saturation</td>
<td>$A \ll 1, \Sigma \gg 1$</td>
<td>$A/\Sigma \ll 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii) fast passage - linear regime</td>
<td>$A \gg 1, \Sigma \gg 1$</td>
<td>$A/\Sigma \gg 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv) fast passage - adiabatic regime</td>
<td>$A \gg 1, \Sigma \gg 1$</td>
<td>$A/\Sigma \ll 1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.1:** Relevant non-linear absorption phenomena following the classification of [129].

### 2.3 Sensitivity considerations

Selecting narrow line width infrared tuneable lasers sources of adequately high spectral output power is essential for achieving high sensitivity and selectivity, respectively. The narrow spectral width provides high selectivity for discriminating absorption features of different molecular species, especially in low pressure samples. Additionally, the absorption scales approximately with the ratio of absorption line width and laser spectral width ($dI \sim \Delta f/\Delta f_{\text{laser}}$) [91,92]. Thus, a narrow laser line width a critical parameter for realising a highly sensitive experiment. Further means are briefly classified in what follows.

The sensitivity of an experiment is typically evaluated by the signal-to-noise ratio

$$SNR = \frac{I_{\text{abs}}}{\Delta I} = \frac{1-I}{\Delta I} \approx \frac{I_0}{\Delta I} k L_{\text{eff}} . \quad (2 - 37)$$

Transforming the absorption signal $I_{\text{abs}}$ into the transmitted intensity, $I$, through the sample and assuming weak absorption for the exponential form of Beer-Lambert law (eq. (2 - 4)), $I \sim \exp(-k L_{\text{eff}}) \approx 1 - k L_{\text{eff}}$ yields an estimate of the $SNR$. Provided that a minimum $SNR = 1$ is achieved, an expression for the minimum detectable absorption coefficient $k_{\text{min}}$ or number density (MDND) $n_{\text{min}}$ can be deduced from (2 - 37):

$$n_{\text{min}} \sigma = k_{\text{min}} = \Delta k \approx \frac{\Delta I}{I_0 L_{\text{eff}}} . \quad (2 - 38)$$

Consequently, a higher sensitivity is accomplished by reducing the noise signal $\Delta I$ or increasing the absorption path length $L_{\text{eff}}$. Different approaches are briefly discussed below and are limited to direct absorption, e.g., photoacoustic methods are excluded. Typical values are summarised in table 2.2.
In direct absorption without employing additional measures the relative error or minimum detectable fractional absorbance $\Delta I/I_0$ is typically in the order of $10^{-2} \ldots 10^{-4}$. Further reduction is achieved by averaging over several rapidly acquired spectra and harmonic detection schemes respectively [143].

The most common modulation or derivative techniques might be referred to as frequency modulation in general. In practice frequency modulation (FM) spectroscopy applying a modulation signal in the MHz range clearly exceeding the absorption line width is often distinguished from wavelength modulation (WM) spectroscopy where low frequency modulation (kHz range) is used [16]. A recent review is given by Friedrichs [144]. While a minimum fractional absorbance of approximately $10^{-5}$ has been achieved in a 1 s measurement interval employing WM spectroscopy (2f), FM techniques may decrease the detection limit by additional two orders of magnitude [143,145,146]. Long time averaging over minutes or averaging over thousands of spectra acquired with a kHz sweep rate are alternative and successfully applied methods of reducing $\Delta I/I_0$. This is often accompanied by background subtraction and yields detection limits of $10^{-5} \ldots 10^{-6}$ [143,147,148]. Mechanical fluctuations and optical fringes typically degrade the spectrometer performance leading to a practical lower limit of $\Delta I/I_0 \approx 10^{-6}$ for both averaging or modulation techniques [147,149].

Since the residual noise signal $\Delta I$ cannot arbitrarily be reduced the effective absorption path has to be extended to achieve higher sensitivity. Folded optical lines of different geometries where the laser beam is reflected once by a retro-reflector up to several hundred times in sophisticated multi-pass arrangements enable an extension of $L_{\text{eff}}$ up to hundreds of metres. Different types of multiple pass configurations are reported in the literature and are based on plane mirrors [150], spherical optics, e.g., White [151], Chernin [152] and Herriott type [153,154] cells respectively, or astigmatic mirrors [155].

The interaction length can further be increased up to the km range by employing optical cavities consisting of high reflectivity mirrors (> 99.9 %) which enclose the sample volume [156-158]. Analysing the radiation leaking out of the cavity and its decay rate yields information on absorptive losses inside and thus on the concentration of absorbing species in the sample. These techniques are known as cavity ring down (CRD) or cavity enhanced absorption (CEA). Similar to linear absorption techniques the relative measurement uncertainties are often $> 10^{-4}$, i.e. $k_{\text{min}}$ is not much less than $10^{-10}$ cm$^{-1}$ [159-162]. Another order of magnitude in sensitivity may be gained by frequency locking of the laser to the cavity [163]. Comprehensive reviews including recent developments and extensions can be found in [163-165]. An extensive list of measured species, though already published in 2000, is provided in a review of Berden et al. [166].
Additional substantial sensitivity improvement is achieved by combining the basic ideas of FM techniques with the advantage of increased absorption lengths in optical resonators ($k_{\text{min}} \approx 10^{-12} \text{ cm}^{-1}$) [167]. These modifications to the conventional cavity enhanced absorption method and additional frequency locking of the resonator are known as noise-immune cavity enhanced optical heterodyne molecular spectroscopy (NICE-OHMS) providing the best sensitivity ($10^{-14} \text{ cm}^{-1}$ or $10^{-9}$ fractional absorption) reported to date [168]. Specifically this technique has recently been reviewed [169]. Present developments aimed at resonantly coupling of optical frequency combs with cavities resulting in highly sensitive high resolution measurements of broad spectral coverage [170,171 and references therein].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spectroscopic Technique</th>
<th>$(\Delta I/I_0)_{\text{min}}$</th>
<th>$k_{\text{min}} [\text{cm}^{-1}]$</th>
<th>$n_{\text{min}} [\text{cm}^{-3}]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-Pass (direct)</td>
<td>$10^{-2} ... 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$10^{-3} ... 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$10^{14}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-Pass (WM, averaging, FM)</td>
<td>$10^{-5} ... 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$10^{-6} ... 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>$10^{13} ... 10^{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Pass (direct)</td>
<td>$10^{-2} ... 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$10^{-6} ... 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>$10^{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Pass (WM, averaging, FM)</td>
<td>$10^{-5} ... 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$10^{-9} ... 10^{-11}$</td>
<td>$10^{11} ... 10^{9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRD (pulsed)</td>
<td>$10^{-2} ... 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$10^{-6} ... 10^{-10}$</td>
<td>$10^{10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRD/CEA (cw, locked)</td>
<td>$10^{-3} ... 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$10^{-8} ... 10^{-12}$</td>
<td>$10^{9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICE-OHMS</td>
<td>$&gt; 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>$10^{-11} ... 10^{-14}$</td>
<td>$10^{9} ... 10^{6}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Sensitivity comparison of different absorption techniques. Acronyms are defined in the text. The MDND ($n_{\text{min}}$) was estimated for a typical line strength of MIR fundamental molecular transitions ($S = 10^{-20} \text{ cm/molecule}$) and 1 s integration times. Thus, especially the MDND for methods based on optical resonators may be considered as prediction since measurements have mainly been performed in the weaker overtone region so far.

It is clear from table 2.2 that single pass methods are sufficient for detecting precursors and main products in reactive low pressure plasmas whereas multi-pass arrangements are required for by-products, transient species and main radicals [172,173]. The individual MDND strongly depends on the selected transition and external parameters, among them gas temperature and pressure. The detection limits of several molecular species in the near and mid infrared spectral range achieved by using multi-pass cells in combination with tuneable semiconductor lasers at elevated pressures are listed in [2,174-176]. Taking into account gas temperatures in the plasma being above room temperature, which often results in reduced line strengths, the application of optical resonators should be considered for measuring important radicals. Such measurements have mainly been performed on electronic and overtone transitions so far [177-180 and references therein] which was also a consequence of the available light sources. The application of optical cavities in the molecular fingerprint region could thus decrease the detection limit in in-situ plasma diagnostics further.
### A.1 Spectral coverage of selected infrared light sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Spectral coverage [µm]</th>
<th>Output Power a</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Solid State &amp; Colour Centre Lasers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Doped) Solid State Lasers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tm(^{3+})</td>
<td>1.8 ... 2.5</td>
<td>10 W</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho(^{3+})</td>
<td>1.9 ... 2.1</td>
<td>1 W</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho(^{3+})</td>
<td>2.8 ... 3.1</td>
<td>1 W</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Er(^{3+})</td>
<td>2.6 ... 2.9</td>
<td>1 W</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr(^{2+}):ZnSe (ZnS)</td>
<td>1.5 ... 2.4 (3.1)</td>
<td>1 W</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe(^{2+}):ZnSe</td>
<td>3.9 ... 5.0</td>
<td>1 W</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Colour Centre Lasers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl</td>
<td>1.4 ... 1.8</td>
<td>1 W</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCl:Tl</td>
<td>1.4 ... 1.6</td>
<td>1 W</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCl:Na</td>
<td>1.6 ... 1.9</td>
<td>10 mW</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCl:Li</td>
<td>2.2 ... 2.6</td>
<td>35 mW</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCl:Li</td>
<td>2.0 ... 2.5</td>
<td>25 mW</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RbCl:Li</td>
<td>2.5 ... 2.9</td>
<td>240 mW</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RbJ:Li</td>
<td>2.6 ... 3.3</td>
<td>50 mW</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Optical Parametric Sources</strong> b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPLN, PPKT, PPLT</td>
<td>2 ... 5</td>
<td></td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnGeP(_2) (ZGP)</td>
<td>4 ... 8</td>
<td></td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgGaS(_2) (AGS)</td>
<td>2 ... 9</td>
<td></td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgGaSe(_2) (AGSe)</td>
<td>3 ... 12</td>
<td></td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QPM GaAs</td>
<td>2.5 ... 12</td>
<td></td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diode Lasers (III-V)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlGaAs/GaAs</td>
<td>0.6 ... 1.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InGaAs/InGa(Al,P)As</td>
<td>1.0 ... 2.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>[9,94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InGaAs/GaAsSb</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>[9,181]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InGaAsSb/AlGaAsSb</td>
<td>1.9 ... 2.7</td>
<td>1 W</td>
<td>[8-10,182]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InGaAsN/GaAs, InP</td>
<td>2 ... 5</td>
<td></td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InAsSb/InAs</td>
<td>3 ... 5</td>
<td>10 mW</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InAsSb/InAsP</td>
<td>3 ... 5</td>
<td>10 mW</td>
<td>[8,10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InAsSb/InAlAsSb</td>
<td>3 ... 5</td>
<td>10 mW</td>
<td>[8,10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InGaAsPSb/InAsPSb</td>
<td>2.7 ... 3.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>[183,184]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InGaSb/AlSb</td>
<td>3 ... 5</td>
<td></td>
<td>[185]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InGaSb/AlGaInSb</td>
<td>2 ... 3.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InGaAsSb/(In)GaSb (type II)</td>
<td>2 ... 3.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>[8-10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InGaSb/InAs (type III)</td>
<td>2.3 ... 3.7</td>
<td>10 mW</td>
<td>[7,9,10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InAlSb/InSb</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>[8,10,186]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lead Salt Diode Lasers (IV-VI)</strong> c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PbCdS</td>
<td>2.8 ... 4.2</td>
<td>0.3 mW</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PbSSe</td>
<td>4.0 ... 8.5</td>
<td>0.5 mW</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PbSnTe</td>
<td>6.5 ... 32</td>
<td>0.2 mW</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PbSnSe</td>
<td>8.5 ... 32</td>
<td>0.2 mW</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PbSnS</td>
<td>4 ... 8</td>
<td>&lt; 1 mW</td>
<td>[94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PbSnSe</td>
<td>6 ... 30</td>
<td>&lt; 1 mW</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CdHgTe \( \quad 3 \ldots 18 \quad < 1 \text{ mW} \) [94]
PbEuSeTe \( \quad 3.3 \ldots 5.8 \quad 0.5 \text{ mW} \) [6]

**Cascade Lasers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laser Type</th>
<th>Wavelength (µm)</th>
<th>Output Power (mW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intersubband Lasers (QCL)</td>
<td>InAlAs/InGaAs (@InP)</td>
<td>&gt; 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GaAs/AlGaAs (@GaAs)</td>
<td>&gt; 8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>InAs/AlSb (@GaSb, InAs)</td>
<td>3.0 ... 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>InAs/AlAsSb</td>
<td>3.0 ... 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>InGaAs/AlAsSb</td>
<td>3.7 ... 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>InGaAs/AlAsSb</td>
<td>3.0 ... 4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>InGaAs/AlGaAsSb</td>
<td>3.6 ... 4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Si/SiGe</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ZnCdSe/ZnCdMgSe (@InP)</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GaN/AlGaN</td>
<td>1.5 ... 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interband Lasers (ICL)</td>
<td>InAs/AlSb</td>
<td>3.0 ... 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>InGaAs/AlGaSb</td>
<td>3.0 ... 4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table A.1:** Intercomparison of common infrared light sources and their spectral coverage.

- **a** Output power should be considered as a typical upper level (if available in the literature).
- **b** Output power may vary from µW to W; depends on mode of operation and signal type (idler, signal).
- **c** Fractions of the *italic* components are varied, e.g. Pb\(_{1-x}\)Sn\(_x\)Te.
- **d** In some cases the substrate material is indicated (@...); average output power is usually > 1 mW.

### A.2 Line profiles

A Lorentz profile being used to describe homogeneously broadened spectral lines can be defined on a wavenumber scale, i.e. \( \phi \) is in cm\(^{-1} \), by

\[
\phi_L(\nu - \nu_0) = \frac{1}{\pi} \frac{\Delta \nu_L}{\Delta \nu_L^2 + (\nu - \nu_0)^2}.
\]

The maximum is \( 1/(\pi \Delta \nu_L) \) and \( \Delta \nu_L \) (in cm\(^{-1} \)) denotes the HWHM. Inhomogeneous line broadening is described by means of a Gaussian profile. The general form is

\[
\phi_G(\nu - \nu_0) = \frac{1}{\chi \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left(-\frac{(\nu - \nu_0)^2}{2\chi^2}\right)
\]

where \( \chi \) is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution. Since the standard deviation and the HWHM \( \Delta \nu_G \) are linked by \( \Delta \nu_G = (2 \cdot \ln 2)^{1/2} \cdot \chi \), the line profile for spectroscopic purposes is better expressed by

\[
\phi_G(\nu - \nu_0) = \frac{\sqrt{\ln 2}}{\Delta \nu_G \sqrt{\pi}} \exp\left(-\frac{(2 \ln 2) (\nu - \nu_0)^2}{2\Delta \nu_G^2}\right).
\]

The maximum is \( 1/\Delta \nu_G \cdot (\ln 2/\pi)^{1/2} \). All profiles are normalised such as that condition (2 - 8) is fulfilled.
A.3  Line strength and transition probabilities

The expressions for line strength and transition probabilities in section 2.2.4 were given in units related to the HITRAN (and also GEISA) database, i.e. adapted to the cgs system. The corresponding equations in SI notation are listed below.

The Einstein coefficient for induced absorption $B_{lu}$ (cf. eq. (2 - 22)) in SI units is

$$B_{lu} = \frac{2\pi^2}{3\varepsilon_0 h^2} \left\{ \frac{1}{g_l} \left| \mu_{lu} \right|^2 \right\}, \quad (A - 4)$$

and the transition probability for spontaneous emission (cf. eq. (2 - 23)) yields now

$$A_{ul} = 8\pi \left( \frac{f_{lu}}{c} \right)^3 \cdot \frac{g_l}{g_u} \cdot B_{lu} = \frac{16\pi^3}{3\varepsilon_0 h} \left( \frac{f_{lu}}{c} \right)^3 \left\{ \frac{1}{g_u} \left| \mu_{lu} \right|^2 \right\}. \quad (A - 5)$$

Here $f_{lu}$ is the transition frequency (in Hz) and $\varepsilon_0$ the dielectric constant. Transforming the line strength defined by equation (2 - 17) into the SI system gives

$$S = S_{lu} = \frac{2\pi^2}{3\varepsilon_0 h c} \left( \frac{f_{lu}}{c} \right) \frac{n_j}{n} \left[ 1 - \frac{g_l n_u}{g_u n_l} \right] \left\{ \frac{1}{g_l} \left| \mu_{lu} \right|^2 \right\}. \quad (A - 6)$$

In thermal equilibrium equation (2 - 18) can be used to express the population densities by the Boltzmann law. The transition dipole moment follows to (cf. eq. (2 - 24))

$$\left| \mu_{lu} \right|^2 = S_{lu} \frac{3\varepsilon_0 h c}{2\pi^2} \cdot \frac{Q(T)}{(f_{lu}/c)} \cdot \frac{1}{\exp(-E_l/k_B T)\left[ 1 - \exp(-E_{lu}/k_B T) \right]} \quad (A - 7)$$

and leads to a relation linking $A_{ul}$ and the line strength $S_{lu}$ (cf. eq. (2 - 25))

$$A_{ul} = 8\pi \left( \frac{f_{lu}}{c} \right)^2 \cdot c \cdot \frac{Q(T)}{\exp(-E_l/k_B T)\left[ 1 - \exp(-E_{lu}/k_B T) \right]} \cdot \frac{1}{g_u} S_{lu}. \quad (A - 8)$$

The isotopic abundance was omitted here. Similar equations might be found in [91,92], but note that Demtröder defines the line strength as the squared transition dipole moment. Furthermore the equations (A - 6 ... A - 8) are still provided such as that the absorption coefficient $k(\nu)$ is integrated over a wavenumber scale (eq. (2 - 6)). Consequently, an additional factor $1/c$ appears in $S_{lu}$ and the conversion formulae into $\mu_{lu}$ and $A_{ul}$ have to be multiplied by $c$. In contrast to Demtröder the absorption coefficient and hence $S_{lu}$ already includes the population difference between the lower and the upper level.
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3 Molecule conversion in reactive plasmas containing H$_2$-N$_2$-O$_2$

3.1 Motivation

The dissociating and ionising properties of plasmas lead to the generation of a wide variety of species, such as radicals and ions, which are in turn used to form new products via gas phase and plasma surface interactions. Reactive plasmas provide therefore an efficient means for molecule conversion and are used for a variety of applications. A detailed understanding of plasma chemical systems is highly desirable in order to improve the efficiency of the processes and to facilitate the development of new applications.

Apart from fluorocarbon, silane or other technologically relevant plasmas, hydrocarbon containing discharges have been used and studied extensively. Usually thin film deposition in general and diamond deposition in particular, CH$_4$ reforming and, more recently, dust formation were in the centre of interest. Pure [1-6] or relatively basic gas mixtures of CH$_4$/H$_2$ [7-17], CH$_4$/O$_2$ [18,19] or CH$_4$/H$_2$/O$_2$ [20-22] have been investigated experimentally and theoretically. Other oxygen containing precursors, e.g. methanol [23] have been used as well to study the C-H-O system [24]. Very similar, CH$_4$/N$_2$ or CH$_4$/H$_2$/N$_2$ mixtures are of increasing interest for thin film deposition, chemical synthesis or astrophysics and are hence investigated [25-28]. Recently, hydrocarbon containing plasmas have attracted even more attention in environmental science and in the fusion community. Specifically in the latter field, the similarity between non-thermal hydrocarbon plasmas and the peripheral regions of fusion devices (divertor) has been recognised which may help tackling the hydrogen isotope co-deposition in such experiments [4,29]. The chemistry in detoxification and plasma assisted volatile organic compound removal approaches as well as in biomedical applications is strongly connected to the C-H-N-O chemical system [30-37]. The relevance is now especially recognised in the latter field employing usually atmospheric pressure plasmas.

The majority of all these non-thermal plasmas were based on direct current (DC) [17], radio frequency (RF) [2,19] or microwave (MW) [13,25] discharges. More recently, microplasmas or plasma jets have been employed [3,36]. Plasma diagnostics usually concentrated on optical emission spectroscopy (OES) [1,9,21,26], gas chromatography (GC) [6,31,34] and mass spectrometry (MS) [3,18,27] in order to obtain information on densities of molecular species and their kinetics. Specifically in CH$_4$/N$_2$ gas mixtures the selectivity of MS is rather limited [38] and experimental data require a thorough calibration and post-measurement treatment. In contrast, infrared (tuneable diode) laser absorption spectroscopy (IRLAS) provides a valuable, highly selective means of determining number densities of transient and stable molecular species in their ground state, which are especially relevant for chemical processes [11,14,15,18,22].

Following earlier IRLAS studies of Ar/CH$_4$/H$_2$/O$_2$ and Ar/CH$_4$/H$_2$/N$_2$ microwave discharges by Mechold and Hempel [39,40], which were accompanied by chemical modelling, this chapter concerns an Ar/CH$_4$/N$_2$ mixture. Such chemical systems were also of interest for the NO$_x$ removal from flue gases by selective catalytic or non-catalytic reduction [41]. Due to the CH$_4$ decomposition this model system should effectively be
considered as an Ar/CH4/H2/N2/O2 mixture. It thus represents a combination of both earlier works and is mainly motivated by two aspects:

i) recent progress in IR-TDLAS instrumentation, and

ii) forthcoming evidence of the non-negligible role of surface processes for the molecule conversion and gas phase composition in reactive plasmas.

Firstly, as suggested by Mechold [39], the development of the rapid laser scan technology [42] in combination with in-situ multiple pass cell optics now enables time resolved experiments and a higher measurement sensitivity to be achieved. According to the model predictions more radicals or intermediate species should be accessible. The focus here is on the hydroxyl radical (OH) being considered as the main oxidising radical, e.g. in combustion processes or atmospheric chemistry. However, OH is often detected in its electronically excited state by OES in the UV [35,36], but less frequently in its ground state, e.g., by laser induced fluorescence [43]. The short lifetime requires a high sensitivity which was commonly achieved by absorption spectroscopy employing optical resonators in the UV [43] and NIR [44,45] respectively. The detection of the hydroxyl radical in its ro-vibrational fundamental band in the MIR using either an FT-IR spectrometer [37] or IRLAS in combination with multiple pass optics has, as far as we are aware, not yet been reported.

Secondly, many of the reported (plasma) chemical models, particularly those being complimentary to the IRLAS studies or to the microwave reactor used for the present experiments, were based on gas phase reactions [14,22,25,28,40] and have demonstrated reasonable agreement with the measurements. Recently, the importance of surface reactions for the abundance of stable products in the gas phase has been pointed out [46-49]. The influence of the surface (material) on the formation of e.g. ammonia was already mentioned in the 1970s [50]. The precursors (N2, H2, O2) used in several such investigations are also relevant for the intended measurements on Ar/CH4/(H2)/N2/O2. The plasma catalytic synthesis of NH3 from N2/H2 discharges has been extensively studied, both experimentally [48,51-53] and theoretically [54,55]. N2/O2 plasmas have been examined similarly using both approaches [49,56,57]. The application of sophisticated dosing experiments with either N2, O2 or H2 in the post-discharge revealed the importance of the plasma produced surface state (i.e. coverage with radicals) for the formation of stable products such as NO2, N2O and NH3 [49].

The majority of the above mentioned measurements on the H2 - N2 - O2 chemical system were carried out in an expanding thermal plasma (ETP) in Eindhoven, being in fact a remote plasma, i.e. the energy transfer to the plasma is separated from the gas phase and surface chemistry. The plasma is created in a cascaded arc at elevated pressures (∼ 400 mbar) and expands into a low pressure (typically below 1 mbar) reactor. The feed gas (mixture), e.g. Ar or mixtures of Ar/H2, Ar/N2 or N2/H2, is efficiently ionised up to 20 % and molecular components are almost fully dissociated. Due to the low electron temperature in the expansion electron impact ionisation or dissociation can be neglected. Decomposition of molecular precursors, that are injected in the background, is governed by charge exchange reactions (mainly with Ar⁺) and subsequent dissociative recombination [53,58-60]. The absence of electron induced ionisation and dissociation in the recombining part of the plasma is a key difference to the microwave discharge used here. Modelling of the latter system requires usually much more reactions to be considered. Furthermore, a clear discrimination between gas phase and surface reactions is usually difficult in such plasmas where excitation, ionisation and dissociation are not separated from recombination and surface association as in remote plasmas.
The present approach for the hydrocarbon containing microwave plasma is therefore exclusively experimental in nature. The measurements are organised in two steps. Firstly, an Ar/H₂/N₂/O₂ mixture is used (i) to validate the sensitivity achieved for the OH detection, (ii) to find indications of plasma-surface interactions in our MW reactor, and (iii) to provide thereby a link to the results obtained in the ETP remote plasma. Secondly, the initial plasma chemical system is extended to a hydrocarbon containing discharge. IRLAS measurements on main stable and intermediate species in an Ar/CH₄/N₂/O₂ plasma are carried out. The results that are discussed in the context of this thesis represent only a fraction of a more extensive study [61] and focus essentially on the oxidation of the precursor. In particular the role of OH is discussed.

After a brief characterisation of the experimental arrangement and discharge parameters (section 3.2) the results are presented and discussed in section 3.3 following the two step approach. Conclusions are summarised in section 3.4.

### 3.2 Experimental

#### 3.2.1 Discharge setup

The discharge was created in a planar microwave reactor which has been described in detail elsewhere [23, 25, 39]. For this reason only a brief account is given here. The experimental setup is shown schematically in figure 3.1.

[Figure 3.1: Experimental arrangement of the planar microwave plasma reactor (side view) used in the IRLAS studies with a White type multiple pass optical arrangement, and tuneable diode laser (TDL) infrared source. The path of the diode laser beam is indicated (adapted from [25]).]

The dimensions of the reactor vessel which was made from aluminium were 120 × 21 × 15 cm³. The produced microwave radiation (Sairem GMP60KE/DC, \( f = 2.45 \) GHz) was guided in a T-shaped appliance module and applied to the plasma volume through a quartz window. The input power was kept constant at 1.5 kW; the reflected power was typically less than 15 %. The active, relatively homogeneous plasma zone could be as long as ~ 100 cm and decayed over about 2 ...5 cm from the quartz window into the vessel.
volume. Typical electron densities \(n_e\) and electron temperatures \(T_e\) for this reactor are in the order of \(10^{10} \ldots 10^{11} \text{ cm}^{-3}\) and \(1 \ldots 5 \text{ eV}\) depending on the distance from the quartz window and coupling elements [62].

The reactor system was pumped down to \(10^{-5} \text{ mbar}\) in the standby mode by a turbomolecular pump backed by a rotary pump (Pfeiffer TMH64 and Leybold TriVac D40). During the measurements only the rotary pump was used. The pressure was kept constant at \(1.5 \text{ mbar}\) by means of a butterfly valve combined with a pressure gauge (MKS Baratron Type 127) and controller (MKS 600 series).

### 3.2.2 Injected precursors

Flowing gas conditions with a total gas flow rate \(F\) of \(440 \ldots 460 \text{ standard cubic centimetres per minute (sccm)}\)\(^2\) were chosen for all experiments. The residence time of about \(3 \text{ s}\) follows from

\[
\tau_{\text{res}} = \frac{p V}{p_0 F} \cdot \frac{T_0}{T_g},
\]

where \(p, V\) denote reactor pressure and volume, \(p_0, T_0\) are standard pressure and temperature (STP) (i.e., \(1000 \text{ mbar}, 273.15 \text{ K}\)) and \(T_g\) is the gas temperature inside the reactor (here: \(700 \text{ K}, \text{ see 3.3}\)). For both basic gas mixtures \(\text{H}_2/\text{N}_2/\text{O}_2\) and \(\text{CH}_4/\text{N}_2/\text{O}_2\) respectively an \(\text{Ar}\) background gas flow of 420 sccm was used resulting from an attempt to adjust the mean energy per feed gas particle \(E_{\text{mean}}\) between the present MW studies and the conditions of the ETP reactor (5 kW, 3000 sccm \(\text{Ar}\), [49]). The mean energy may be introduced as

\[
E_{\text{mean}} = \frac{P_{\text{in}}}{p V} k_B T_g \tau_{\text{res}} \sim \frac{P_{\text{in}}}{F},
\]

with the injected power \(P_{\text{in}}\) and the Boltzmann constant \(k_B\) [3]. \(E_{\text{mean}}\) is proportional to the generalised (dimensionless) reactor parameter \(\Gamma = E_{\text{mean}}/(k_B T_g T_{\text{res}})\) which can be defined for a plasma chemical system and compares \(E_{\text{mean}}\) of the feed gas particle with its thermal energy [63]. Similar values, among them the specific energy \((P_{\text{in}}/F)\) or the Yasuda parameter \((P_{\text{in}}/(F \text{molec}))\) have been used for characterising reactive plasmas [64,65]. Theoretically, the present \(\text{Ar}\) flow should have been slightly higher. However the available pumping speed of the rotary pump limited the total gas flow to the present value since the total pressure of \(1.5 \text{ mbar}\) should be comparable to the studies of Hempel and Mechold [39,40]. It was estimated in [61] that under these experimental conditions the influence of charge transfer reactions between \(\text{Ar}^+\) and injected feed gas molecules accompanied by their dissociation was considerably increased (compared to electron impact dissociation).

---

1 These values may be considered as an estimate since the reported values were obtained in a pulsed \(\text{H}_2\) plasma at considerably higher input power. Nevertheless, a complimentary estimate in [61] yielded fair agreement.

2 Note: \(60 \text{ sccm} = 1 \text{ scs} \) (i.e., per second) and corresponds to \(2.69 \times 10^{19}\) molecules/s. 1 scc equals the number of molecules in 1 cm\(^3\) at STP, i.e. (22 414\(^{-1}\)) mol or \(2.69 \times 10^{19}\) molecules [65].
During the first series of measurements gas flows of 0 ... 20 sccm H₂ and 20 sccm N₂ + O₂ were admixed to the discharge. Thereby the N₂/O₂ ratio was varied. These conditions might be considered as similar to the studies at the ETP reactor where H₂/N₂/O₂ were admixed to the background, i.e. the low pressure vessel [49]. The second basic mixture was made of 10 sccm CH₄, 10 sccm N₂ and 0 ... 20 sccm O₂.

### 3.2.3 Spectroscopic issues

The microwave reactor being well-suited for end-on spectroscopic studies was equipped with a White type multiple pass cell optics [66] (figure 3.1) and adjusted to a total absorption path length ($L_{\text{eff}}$) of 60 m. The mirrors were separated by 1.5 m and provided an observation volume mainly corresponding to the active plasma zone. The multimode emission of the lead salt lasers (Laser Components) was collected by means of an off-axis parabolic mirror, spectrally filtered by a monochromator (Laser Analytics) and directed to the plasma chamber. Provided that sufficient optical power was available after the White cell a second monochromator was employed for filtering plasma induced noise superimposed on the optical signal which was finally detected by means of mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detectors (Graseby Infrared, Judson J15 series). Different MCT detectors were chosen to match their high sensitivity regime to the (wide) spectral range applied here (500 ... 3000 cm⁻¹ or 19 ... 3.3 µm).

Spectral scans were accomplished by means of the rapid scan approach [42]. The laser current was ramped, detector signals were acquired and analysed online by means of the TDL Wintel software package. Using this sweep integration method absolute molecular number densities from a fit of the recorded spectra to known spectral positions of the target species were obtained provided that discharge pressure $p$ and gas temperature $T_g$ are known. Additional details of the spectroscopic system can be found in [40]. Table 3.1 collects the detected molecules together with the spectral feature (position and line strength at the reference temperature) which was used to measure them in the present study. Except for C₂H₆, that required older line parameter data [67], the 2004 edition of the HITRAN database [68] was applied. Since the temperature dependence of the partition function $Q(T)$ is supplied as supplemental database material it is routinely considered by an approximation in TDL Wintel. The retrieved molecular concentrations were therefore corrected on the basis of the tabulated $Q(T)$ values (for more details see sub-sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4). No error bars are given for the number densities in what follows. A discussion of accuracy and limitations is provided in chapter 7.

The detection of the hydroxyl radical in its fundamental band is challenging because interesting line positions coincide with the edge of the MIR spectral range, i.e. around 500 cm⁻¹ (20 µm) or 3300 cm⁻¹ (3 µm) where lead salt lasers and MCT detectors typically exhibit a limited performance. The OH concentrations retrieved here were obtained from two unresolved features at 532.14 cm⁻¹ (table 3.1). Their lower level energy is relatively high which unambiguously supports measurements in the microwave plasma due to the increased gas temperature in this environment. The upper panel of figure 3.2 illustrates this fact: the theoretical transmission was calculated for a constant number density $n$(OH) = $1.5 \times 10^{12}$ cm⁻³ at 300 K (plasma off) and 700 K (plasma on). In the latter case the temperature dependence of the line strength enables the OH feature to be observed and so is the lower panel. It should be
mentioned that not only the performance of the TDL instrumentation degrades considerably to the edges of the MIR spectral range, but also the number of available references gases is limited to facilitate relative and absolute frequency calibration as well as a the check for monomode emission of the laser. The latter was achieved in this case by means of saturated absorption features of H$_2$O$_2$ being evaporated into the discharge chamber.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>Line Position [cm$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>Line Strength $S$ [cm/molecule]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a,b NH$_3$</td>
<td>965.50</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^{19}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a,b NO</td>
<td>1884.30</td>
<td>$\sim 2.8 \times 10^{20}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a,b N$_2$O</td>
<td>1308.39</td>
<td>$8.9 \times 10^{20}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a,b H$_2$O</td>
<td>1884.57</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a,b OH</td>
<td>532.14</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{24}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b CH$_4$</td>
<td>1327.07</td>
<td>$9.6 \times 10^{20}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b C$_2$H$_2$</td>
<td>1307.16</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^{19}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b C$_2$H$_4$</td>
<td>965.00</td>
<td>$5.5 \times 10^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b C$_2$H$_6$</td>
<td>2990.0x</td>
<td>$\sim 10^{19}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b HCN</td>
<td>1327.02</td>
<td>$3.4 \times 10^{22}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b H$_2$CO</td>
<td>2802.77</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^{19}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b CO</td>
<td>2254.75</td>
<td>$5.3 \times 10^{23}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b CO$_2$</td>
<td>664.20</td>
<td>$4.3 \times 10^{20}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Overview of measured molecular species and the line strengths corresponding to the transitions that were used for their detection.

- a detected in the H$_2$/N$_2$O$_2$ system
- b detected in the CH$_4$/N$_2$O$_2$ system
- c unresolved line; $S$ is the sum of the individual transitions
- d about 40 unresolved lines within 0.10 cm$^{-1}$ at 2990.00 cm$^{-1}$; the straightforward sum over all transition yields $S \sim 4 \times 10^{19}$ cm/molecule

![Table 3.1](image)

Figure 3.2: Upper: Calculated transmission spectra corresponding to $1.5 \times 10^{12}$ cm$^{-3}$ OH for a gas temperature of 300 K (dotted black) and 700 K (solid grey). Lower: OH radical (indicated by an arrow) measured in an Ar/CH$_4$/O$_2$ plasma (420/10/20 sccm). An OCS reference gas cell was simultaneously placed in the beam path. Pressure and absorption path were $p = 1.5$ mbar, $L_{eff} = 60$ m in both cases.

3.3 Results and discussion

3.3.1 Discharge parameters

It has been established that for many (deposition) plasma chemical systems in general [63,65,69] and for hydrocarbon containing plasmas in particular [3,70] the Yasuda or reactor parameter and mean the energy $E_{mean}$ (equation (3 - 2)) respectively provide an adequate means to generalise the behaviour the system, e.g. in respect to deposition rate, molecular
concentrations etc. Considering all measurements that were carried out in the Ar/CH₄/(H₂)/N₂/O₂ model system [61] it transpires, however, that \( E_{\text{mean}} \) cannot be applied in the present study. In contrast to the basic idea that different measurements may be describe by a single generalised function of \( E_{\text{mean}} \), the rescaled number densities would not yield such a result. Obviously a critical requirement for the application of the chemical quasi-equilibria approach is violated, i.e. \( n_e \sim E_{\text{mean}} \) does not hold since the proportional factor shows a strong dependence on \( E/n \) [63]. This might be caused - amongst others - by the strong variation of the electron impact dissociation rate coefficients with \( E/n \) for this MW discharge [25].

A comparison of typical electron densities and temperatures between the MW and the ETP reactor shows that \( n_e \) is approximately in the same order of magnitude (\( 10^{11} \) cm\(^{-3} \)) whereas the electron temperatures are clearly different [60,62]. For the ETP reactor \( T_e \) is about 0.3 eV. In other words, in contrast to the MW reactor (\( T_e \geq 1 \) eV), electron induced processes can be neglected.

In chapter 2 the importance of an adequate estimate of the gas temperature \( T_g \) for the determination of correct absolute molecular number densities was discussed (section 2.2.3, eq. (2 - 20)). In the present case the strong temperature dependence (i.e., the different lower state energies) of two H₂O lines at 1884.565 cm\(^{-1} \) and 1884.582 cm\(^{-1} \) respectively were used to extract \( T_g \) from spectral fits to the recorded spectra for different temperatures. A gas temperature of 700 K yielded best agreement and is used throughout further analysis. It should be considered as an average (line of sight) estimate.

### 3.3.2 (Ar -) H₂ - N₂ - O₂ discharges

As pointed out earlier the H₂ - N₂ - O₂ model system serves as to validate the sensitivity for the detection of the hydroxyl radical and to compare the results with those obtained in the ETP reactor where strong indications of surface production of the stable products were found. Figure 3.3 illustrates typical number densities measured in the MW reactor. The feed gases are efficiently converted into NH₃ (\( \leq 2 \% \)) at very low oxygen contents or H₂O (25 %), NO (3.5 %) and N₂O (0.8 %) as soon as O₂ is added. The given abundances are expressed in effective mixing ratios, i.e. without taking into account the admixed Ar flow [61]. Similar to the ETP reactor a relatively high effective mixing ratio of a few per cent of NH₃ or NO is found in the MW reactor. It is even more interesting that the number density of ammonia decreases rapidly for small admixtures of O₂ to the discharge and falls below the detection limit for O₂ flows higher than 5 sccm (i.e., \( \geq 20 \% \) of the molecular precursors H₂/N₂/O₂). For all conditions where O₂ was present in the reactor the OH radical could be detected at relatively small number densities close to the detection limit which was \( \sim 10^{11} \) cm\(^{-3} \) here. The effective mixing ratio for figure 3.3 would be 450 ppm.

In order to discuss the general trends of molecule formation the behaviour of ammonia, which was also extensively studied in the ETP reactor (without oxygen), will be first considered in more detail here. For this reason NH₃ concentrations normalised to their maximum are plotted in figure 3.4 for three different low pressure plasmas, among them a DC [51], the current MW and the expanding thermal plasma [53]. In the latter case, where a lot of different reactor geometries (surface/volume ratio of the vessel, arc configuration) were studied, a parameter set similar to the MW conditions has been chosen (\( P_{\text{in}} \sim 3 \) kW, 3000 sccm Ar flow through the arc and 300 sccm N₂ + H₂ mixture added in the background,
For the DC discharge not all discharge parameters were available \((p = 2.66 \text{ mbar}, \text{N}_2 - \text{H}_2)\) [51]. Nevertheless, it can be concluded from figure 3.4 that the NH\(_3\) formation follows a very similar behaviour in different discharges, particularly at low and high relative H\(_2\) admixtures \((F(\text{H}_2)/F(\text{H}_2 + \text{N}_2))\) where the formation is limited by the number of available H or N radicals [47]. The maximum of NH\(_3\) synthesis in the DC discharges is observed close to the stoichiometric case (75\% H\(_2\)/25 \% NH\(_3\)) whereas it is shifted to higher N\(_2\) flows for the two other reactors.

The NH\(_3\) example has been chosen since the surface dominated production of ammonia by subsequent pick-up reactions of H radicals from the gas phase by surface adsorbed NH\(_i\)(i = 0 ... 2) followed by NH\(_3\) desorption is well-known and has been discussed and validated several times [53 and ref. therein, 55]. In this respect the very pronounced similarity between the MW and ETP configuration is surprising, because the reactor wall materials are clearly different (ETP: stainless steel, MW: aluminium). This suggests two conclusions:

i) the molecule formation in the MW reactor (at least of NH\(_3\)) is also strongly influenced by surface reactions, and

ii) the properties of the individual wall material are less important as long as a high flux of radicals, e.g. from a plasma are available leading to a hot or mobile surface layer [46].

The latter fact is additionally confirmed by experiments in the ETP reactor where the surface state was changed from stainless steel by depositing a-SiN\(_x\) and no changes in the NH\(_3\) formation were found [53]. Further experiments revealed that the position of the maximum of NH\(_3\) formation and the absolute number densities are mainly influenced by external discharge parameters, such as pressure, surface/volume ratio and the kind of discharge generation, i.e. the flow of produced radicals [52,53].

---

**Figure 3.3:** Molecular number densities of H\(_2\)O (■), NH\(_3\) (●), NO (▲), N\(_2\)O (▼), and OH (□) measured in an Ar/\text{H}_2/(\text{N}_2+\text{O}_2) (420/10/20 sccm) MW discharge (1.5 kW, 1.5 mbar). Dotted lines were added as a guide to the eye.

**Figure 3.4:** NH\(_3\) concentrations (normalised to its maximum) observed in oxygen free N\(_2\) - H\(_2\) discharges: ● - MW reactor (1.5 mbar, 20 sccm N\(_2\) + H\(_2\) flow and 420 sccm Ar bath, 1.5 kW), ○ - ETP reactor (1 mbar, 300 sccm N\(_2\) + H\(_2\) background injected flow and 3000 sccm Ar through the arc, 55 A [53, fig. 5]), □ - DC glow discharge (2 Torr (2.66 mbar), 55 mA [51, fig. 3]).
Conclusion (i) for the MW reactor is further supported by studies on N\textsubscript{2}/O\textsubscript{2} plasmas and additionally confirmed in the ETP reactor [48]. It has been established that N\textsubscript{2}O is the dominant product at low O\textsubscript{2} admixtures while NO is the main stable species at higher oxygen contents. This has been explained by a surface covered with N atoms that are increasingly replaced by O atoms leading to the preferential surface production of NO and finally NO\textsubscript{2}. The same trend can be detected in figure 3.3 for the MW discharge (the NO\textsubscript{2} density was still below the detection limit). The surface related production of NO showing similar trends has also been discussed and modelled by Gordiets et al. for a low pressure DC discharge [71].

By taking into account the strong influence of surface processes it becomes possible to explain the strong decrease of NH\textsubscript{3} with increasing O\textsubscript{2} flow (figure 3.3) qualitatively. This behaviour was additionally studied for different H\textsubscript{2} admixtures (5 ... 20 sccm) and is depicted in figure 3.5 in combination with the development of the OH density. It is evident from figure 3.5 that even higher H\textsubscript{2} flows cannot compensate the strong NH\textsubscript{3} decrease with O\textsubscript{2}.

In equations (3 - 3) to (3 - 6) several gas phase reactions with a considerably high rate constant are summarised [56]. Specifically equations (3 - 3) and (3 - 4)) might explain the observed oxygen dependence of NH\textsubscript{3}, i.e. ammonia and its precursors (NH\textsubscript{i}) are affected by O and OH radicals in the gas phase. The system is characterised by a deficiency of precursor fragments for the ammonia production. On the other hand, e.g. the direct reaction NH\textsubscript{2} + O was not considered as a preferential one amongst others in a kinetic study where OH appeared delayed as a product of a secondary reaction [72]. Moreover, all suggested gas phase reactions may not explain why an increase of the H\textsubscript{2} flow has almost no influence on the NH\textsubscript{3} mixing ratio.

![Figure 3.5: Number densities of NH\textsubscript{3} (left) and OH (right) for different H\textsubscript{2} admixtures to an Ar/(N\textsubscript{2}+O\textsubscript{2}) (420/20 sccm) MW discharge (1.5 kW, 1.5 mbar). The H\textsubscript{2} flows were 5 sccm (▲, ▲), 10 sccm (▼, ▼), and 20 sccm (◆, ◆) respectively. Dotted lines were added as a guide to the eye.](image)

It is therefore reasonable to assume that surface reactions not only govern the formation of NH\textsubscript{3} in H\textsubscript{2} - N\textsubscript{2} and of NO in N\textsubscript{2} - O\textsubscript{2} mixtures, but also efficiently suppress the NH\textsubscript{3} formation in H\textsubscript{2} - N\textsubscript{2} - O\textsubscript{2} systems as soon as oxygen is added. As discussed above, the flux of O radicals lead to a change of the surface coverage. This enhances the formation of N\textsubscript{2}O and NO at the expense of the ammonia production which in turn also reduces the subsequent dissociation of NH\textsubscript{3}. The latter was found to be essential to provide precursors for the NH\textsubscript{i} pick-up reactions at the surface [73]. Both effects are thus synergetic and lead to the observed strong decrease.
In contrast to ammonia the (effective) OH abundance increases with a higher H₂ content, namely from 180 ppm (5 sccm H₂) to 900 ppm (20 sccm H₂). For higher H₂ flows the OH maximum appears to be stoichiometric (figure 3.5) suggesting that equation (3 - 5) is dominant. (3 - 6) should be valid for both gas phase and the surface. The surface production of H₂O was discussed by Schram [46]. For higher H₂ and O₂ flows H₂O also serves as a precursor for OH via secondary reactions (H₂O → H₂O₂ → OH [56]).

Preliminary modelling of the Ar/H₂/N₂/O₂ MW discharge, thereby only accounting for gas phase reactions and dividing the reactor into an active (topmost 3 cm) and a background part, underestimated the H₂O concentration by almost two orders of magnitude [74]. On the other hand, OH was overestimated by one order of magnitude. This underlines further the importance of surface reactions for molecule conversion.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NH}_i + O & \rightarrow \text{NH}_{i-1} + \text{OH} \quad (i = 1,2,3) \\
\text{NH}_3 + \text{OH} & \rightarrow \text{NH}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \\
\text{H}_2 + \text{O}_2 & \rightarrow 2 \text{OH} \\
\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{M} & \leftrightarrow \text{OH} + \text{H} + \text{M}
\end{align*}
\]

3.3.3 \textbf{(Ar -) CH₄ - N₂ - O₂ discharges}

The previous model system was extended to an Ar/CH₄/(H₂)/N₂/O₂ plasma by adding methane. Typical number densities of main stable and intermediate species obtained while changing the O₂ flow (N₂ now constant) are shown in figure 3.6 and are summarised as effective mixing ratios (eMR) in table 3.2. Apart from the precursor CH₄ the detected species may be divided into 4 groups. The group of most abundant species (I) is formed by H₂O and CO as could be expected in an oxidising system. The next group of molecules (II) being present with more than 1% effective mixing ratio consists of HCN, NH₃, NO and CO₂. Higher hydrocarbons (C₂Hₙ, group III) are only present to a lesser extent, especially the very low concentration of C₂H₆ is remarkable (see below). Finally, OH as a main radical and H₂CO as an early main intermediate molecule of the oxidising process [22] were detected with effective concentrations of almost 1000 ppm (group IV).

Figure 3.6: Molecular number densities in an Ar/CH₄/N₂/O₂ (420/10/10/(0...20) sccm) MW discharge (1.5 kW, 1.5 mbar). The symbols represent CH₄, CO, CO₂, C₂H₂, C₂H₆, H₂CO, H₂O, HCN, NH₃, NO, OH. The injected CH₄ density is indicated by a solid line. Dotted lines were added as a guide to the eye.

Apart from the fact (i) that the sum of the effective mixing ratios is > 1, a few other aspects will be discussed in what follows, namely (ii) the CO/CO₂ ratio, (iii) the low
abundance of higher hydrocarbons, the behaviour of (iv) nitrogen containing products and (v) the hydroxyl radical.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group I</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>eMR</th>
<th>Group II</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>eMR</th>
<th>Group III</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>eMR</th>
<th>Group IV</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>eMR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>52 %</td>
<td></td>
<td>HCN</td>
<td>6.6 %</td>
<td></td>
<td>C₂H₂</td>
<td>0.2 %</td>
<td></td>
<td>H₂CO</td>
<td>0.09 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>47 %</td>
<td></td>
<td>NH₃</td>
<td>1.7 %</td>
<td></td>
<td>C₂H₄</td>
<td>&lt; 0.03 %</td>
<td></td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>0.08 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₄</td>
<td>13.5 %</td>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>1.3 %</td>
<td></td>
<td>C₂H₆</td>
<td>0.009 %</td>
<td></td>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>1.0 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Summary of detected molecules and their effective mixing ratios (eMR) in an Ar/CH₄/N₂/O₂ MW discharge. Values were taken from figure 3.6 at $F$(O₂) = 10 sccm.

*a mixing ratio was below detection limit; value estimated from line strength and noise level

The CH₄ containing plasma used here has a depletion of the precursor

$$D = 1 - \frac{n(CH_4)_{\text{plasma}}}{n(CH_4)_{\text{in}}},$$

of about 80 % which is almost constant for the studied oxygen flows. It is clearly higher than reported in [23,39] where the CH₄ depletion was about 30 % for a comparable O₂ content under flowing conditions. Although the total gas flow and the CH₄ flow was approximately the same in their measurements, they used only 1/7 of the present Ar flow, but an additional relatively high H₂ admixture. It can be assumed that the higher Ar content leads - as originally intended - to a better dissociation by charge transfer and dissociative recombination. Next, a fragmentation rate in molecules per J may be introduced as

$$R_f = \frac{F(CH_4)}{60} \cdot D \cdot \frac{n_0}{P_{\text{in}}} ,$$

where the precursor flow $F(CH_4)$ is given in sccm, $n_0 (= p_0/(k_B T_0))$ is the number density at STP and $P_{\text{in}}$ is the injected power. $R_f$ would be about $2.4 \times 10^{15}$ J⁻¹ and is thus comparable to an oxygen free Ar/CH₄/H₂/N₂ plasma studied by Hempel in the same MW reactor [40], even though the Ar flow was also only 1/7 of the currently applied bath gas flow.

Generally it can be concluded that the majority of molecular number densities that were observed in the present measurements are comparable to similar studies in the same MW reactor and an alternating current (AC) discharge [22,23] within one order of magnitude. It should be noted that the O₂ admixtures used here always correspond to low oxidising conditions in those studies where up to 500 sccm O₂ were employed [23]. Consequently the CO₂ selectivity, which may be defined as

$$S(CO_2) = \frac{n(CO_2)}{n(CO) + n(CO_2)},$$

(3 - 9)
is relatively small (i.e. less than 5 %) throughout the current experiments (figure 3.7, upper panel). This accords well with both earlier mentioned studies where $S$(CO$_2$) showed values $> 1$ only in the case of the MW discharge with a high O$_2$ content (> 100 sccm) [22,23]. In contrast, $S$(CO$_2$) $> 1$ was observed in almost all cases in a pure CH$_4$/O$_2$ RF discharges at very low total flow rates [18]. It is very likely that the longer residence time leads to a better (i.e. more efficient) oxidation to CO$_2$ as final product. This would also accord with the observations at low O$_2$ flows under static and flowing conditions by Mechold [39].

Next, the carbon balance $B_C$ of the system was calculated on the basis of the number density $n$ of measured C containing species

$$B_C = \frac{\sum m \times n(C_m H_x N_y O_z)}{n(CH_4)_{in}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3 - 10)

and is shown (in combination with individual contributions higher than 0.001) in the lower panel of figure 3.7. While at low O$_2$ flows up to 5 sccm the precursor and oxygen free products (C$_2$H$_2$, HCN) dominate $B_C$ which is unambiguously lower than 100 %, the main contribution to $B_C$ comes from CO at higher O$_2$ levels. In this case $B_C > 1$. The observed increase in the carbon balance strongly indicates a transition from a deposition into an etching system where a-C:H layers from the reactor walls are removed [61]. This agrees also with validation measurements carried out in the reactor after a longer break and a cleaning procedure. These measurements yielded much lower CO and HCN concentrations than before. An increase of $B_C$ with oxygen was also observed in the earlier Ar/CH$_4$/H$_2$/O$_2$ MW studies by Mechold where a transition to $B_C > 1$ was detected at O$_2$/CH$_2$ ~ 2:1 [39]. Since H$_2$O is not included in the calculation of $B_C$, but also present with a high abundance at higher O$_2$ flows (figure 3.6), a sum of the effective mixing ratios eMR $> 1$ in table 3.2 is reasonable as soon as etching from a-C:H layers is additionally considered.

Figure 3.7:  
Upper: CO$_2$ selectivity of the present Ar/CH$_4$/N$_2$/O$_2$ MW discharge. 
Lower: Carbon balance $B_C$ (solid black) and main contributions ($> 0.001$) from the measured C containing species (see figure 3.6 for symbol definition). The theoretical maximum of $B_C = 1$ is indicated (dotted grey) Lines were added as a guide to the eye.

Higher hydrocarbons (C$_2$H$_x$) play only a minor role in the gas phase of the current measurements (table 3.2), i.e. the number densities of acetylene and, particularly, of ethane are lower (up to a few orders of magnitude) than observed in earlier experiments in the MW
reactor, e.g. in the O₂ free system [25] as well as at low O₂ contents in [23]. This suggests an
efficient quenching of C₂H₄ via recombination of CH₃ → C₂H₆ and subsequent H abstraction.
It is interesting to note that NH₃ and HCN remain almost constant for the applied oxygen
flows, i.e. the formation of NH₃ is - in contrast to the previous sub-section - not suppressed by
O₂ addition. Since it was established in different H₂ - N₂ - O₂ systems that the NH₃ (N₂O and
NO) formation strongly depends on the surface coverage with N and O atoms, the results of
the methane containing plasma suggest a considerably different surface state. This hypothesis
might be additionally supported by the observation that N₂O was readily detectable in an
Ar/N₂/O₂ discharge, but as soon as traces of CH₄ were added the N₂O concentrations falls
immediately below its detection limit. An excess of nitrogen in the system now does not
automatically lead to the formation of nitrogen rich NₓOᵧ stable products as in 3.3.2. On the
other hand NO exhibits an effective mixing ratio of > 1 % (table 3.2).

The number densities of H₂O and OH observed here accord very well with the earlier
measurements or model calculations (OH) for this MW discharge [23,39]. Moreover, OH is in
the same range as predicted by Fan et al. for the AC discharge [22]. Since both plasma
chemical models were based on gas phase reactions, it might be concluded that the observed
OH was produced via gas phase reactions whereas all other hydroxyl radicals being involved
in surface reactions have such a short life time that they cannot contribute to the TDLAS
signal. This is especially reasonable for the MW reactor geometry where TDLAS mainly
observes the active zone of the plasma.

The main (gas phase) reaction path that may be extracted from the existing plasma
chemical models [22,23] and support the current experimental data is given in
equation (3 - 11).

\[
\text{CH}_4 + e, \text{O} \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{CO} \rightarrow \text{HCO} \rightarrow \text{CO} \rightarrow \text{CO}_2
\]

The oxidation of CH₃ is a fast reaction [39] and hence efficiently suppresses the formation of
higher hydrocarbons (C₂Hₓ), e.g. compared to oxygen free systems [25]. Formaldehyde is an
important intermediate molecule of the early oxidation process. If the oxygen content of the
system is low, the reaction path (3 - 11) already terminates at CO. This is confirmed by the
low CO₂ selectivity (figure 3.7) and additionally supported by the decrease in H₂CO at O₂
flows higher than 10 sccm (figure 3.6). The main production and depletion reactions of CO
(i.e. produced via HCO and lost into CO₂) were also confirmed in a model calculation for the
already mentioned RF discharge [18,19].

3.4 Summary and conclusions

TDLAS measurements in the MIR spectral range were performed in two different plasma
chemical model systems, i.e. (Ar)/H₂/N₂/O₂ and (Ar)/CH₄/N₂/O₂. The focus of the current
investigations in a planar microwave discharge reactor encompassing the detection of up to 13
different molecular species was on the detection of the hydroxyl radical using a conventional
in-situ multiple pass cell arrangement. Additionally, indications of surface reactions and their
influence on the molecule conversion in the MW reactor, which has been treated theoretically
only by pure gas phase chemistry so far, were analysed. The experimental conditions were adapted to measurements in a remote ETP plasma by choosing a high Ar flow in order to enhance charge exchange reactions and dissociative recombination of the precursors. Similar to the results in the recombining ETP plasma (and other reactors) indications of the importance of plasma surface interactions for the formation of the most abundant molecules NH₃ and NO were found in the planar MW reactor. Particularly, the strong decrease of NH₃ due to the addition of oxygen to the system may be described by the change of the composition of a mobile surface layer where N atoms are increasingly substituted by O. This plasma produced surface layer also "hides" the original properties of the reactor wall material (e.g. stainless steel or aluminium). The mismatch of H₂O and OH concentrations between experimental data (OH \( \sim 10^{11} \text{ cm}^{-3} \)) and a preliminary (gas phase) model of the H₂ - N₂ - O₂ system underlines the non-negligible role of the surface for molecule conversion and abundance of stable products in low pressure plasmas. Nevertheless, the present study confirms that measuring and analysing stable species instead of the usually more complicated detection of radicals can already reveal valuable information about plasma chemistry and plasma surface interactions.

In contrast to the H₂ - N₂ - O₂ system, the predicted OH number densities for methane containing plasmas \( (10^{12} \text{ cm}^{-3}) \) could be confirmed, though the earlier developed models only accounted for gas phase reactions. This suggests that the hydroxyl radicals, being observed for the first time in reactive plasmas in the MIR, represent the active zone of the plasma. The present experimental conditions are characterised by an O₂ deficiency which is generally the case in air plasmas, e.g. for removal of volatile organic compounds. Consequently, an incomplete oxidation leading to a low CO₂ selectivity and relatively high formaldehyde concentrations was observed. Furthermore a transition from a deposition to an etching system was found resulting in a carbon balance higher than 100 % for O₂/CH₄ ratios > 1:1. The abundance of the main stable products could be calculated by means of a preliminary model of the reactor consisting of an active and a background part where additional C and H sources were introduced to account for the etching mode \([74,75]\). It transpires, however, that number densities of additional major intermediate species or radicals, specifically HCO, are substantial for the assessment of the oxidation and surface processes.

Further discrimination of surface and gas phase reactions can be accomplished by time resolved measurements. This encompasses both investigations of catalytic surface reactions on a s und sub-s time scale in the afterglow \([49]\) or measurements in the sub-ms range yielding information on the plasma kinetics (chapter 5). The latter has become feasible with the advent of quantum cascade lasers (QCLs). However, different operation modes require first a thorough assessment of their application to low pressure (plasma) conditions (chapter 4). Employing QCLs in combination with optical resonators (chapter 6) may also tackle another shortcoming in the present TDLAS study, namely the sensitivity being limited to about \( 10^{11} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) (see chapter 7 for a detailed discussion). This limit of detection is usually not as low as required for detecting highly reactive radicals with short life times (OH, C₂H, etc.). Even the observed OH densities were close to the detection limit in a spectral range where TDLs show a limited performance. Particularly in the emerging field of atmospheric pressure discharges or microplasmas where the interaction length between laser and plasma volume is inherently limited alternative approaches for measuring reactive radicals (such as OH) are highly desirable.
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4 Quantum cascade laser absorption spectroscopy

4.1 Introduction and motivation

The methods of absorption spectroscopy are of great importance in physics and chemistry because they provide a means of species identification and quantification, particularly in their ground states. Laser sources have the advantage of high spectral intensity, tuneability and narrow spectral bandwidth. The latter fact is essential for gas phase spectroscopy where narrow absorption features are studied. Measuring molecular species usually requires light sources in the infrared spectral range, specifically in the mid infrared (MIR) region, where the fundamental, i.e. strongest ro-vibrational, absorption features are situated. However infrared laser absorption spectroscopy (IR LAS) remained a diagnostic tool for niche applications, mainly for laboratory research, since suitable tuneable, light sources in the MIR range were often bulky and restricted to specific wavelength regions (e.g., CO₂, CO lasers), of low output power (DFG, OPO systems) or required cryogenic cooling, such as lead salt diode lasers (see chapter 2). In particular, in the field of semiconductor based lasers this situation has changed with the advent of quantum cascade lasers (QCLs).

This new class of lasers offers several advantages over tuneable diode lasers (TDLs), among them room temperature operation, increased radiation power and mode-hop free tuneability. The emission wavelength of QCLs is no longer restricted by the band gap energy and hence the composition of lead salts. Modern band-gap engineering techniques offer custom tailored emission beyond 3 µm. The basic concept is based on resonant tunneling between confined quantum states (chapter 2). Progress in band-gap engineering and thin film deposition techniques led to the development of the first QCL in 1994 and, finally, to their commercial availability. In the past decade the design and efficiency of QCLs has been improved by incorporating a DFB grating into the laser structure, yielding continuously tuneable single mode emission, and by optimising the active zone design and thermal management. QCLs are now considered as a valuable alternative light source for the MIR spectral region. While the first laser devices could be used at room temperature only in pulsed mode at low duty cycles, room temperature continuous wave (cw) QCLs have only recently been available.

Thus, in the first spectroscopic application of a QCL a pulsed laser has been employed being swept in its frequency by impressing a current ramp on a train of pulses [1]. Alternatively, single longer pulses were applied [2,3]. While the first spectrometers based on QCLs clearly focussed on gas phase spectroscopy, i.e. trace gas measurements [1,4-6], the further development have led to a diversified situation. Trace gas sensing now encompasses isotope measurements [7-10], atmospheric sensing [11-15], detection of explosives [16-18], liquid chromatography [19] or breath analysis [20,21] and enables highly sensitive measurements to be performed [22,23]. Recently, the application has been extended to plasma diagnostics [24-31]. The spectral characteristics of QCLs further facilitated studies of non-linear absorption phenomena, such as Lamb-Dip spectroscopy [32,33], fast passage effects or coherent population transfer [34,35], and the application of optical cavities [36,37] which was recently extended to the field of frequency metrology [38,39]. Since the narrow total

---

1 A detailed introduction to the combination of QCLs and optical resonators can be found in chapter 6.
tuning range of standard devices is a potential drawback for broadband absorption features, external cavity lasers (ECLs) covering $50 \ldots 100 \, \text{cm}^{-1}$ have been developed and employed specifically for measuring explosives, liquid samples. [17,35,40-43]. The ECL approach thereby also opens up the possibility of spectral imaging in the MIR [43]. Additionally, QCLs were tested for non-spectroscopic techniques such as free-space optical transmission of data [44-47] and near field microscopy [48], respectively. The intersubband transitions of QCLs can be also designed to yield THz emission ($> 20 \, \mu\text{m}$) which will be not considered in this thesis.

Early experiments with pulsed QCLs combined short laser pulses with the conventional method for sweeping lead salt lasers in tuneable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) by ramping a DC current [1,49,50]. Extensions originally developed for TDLAS, e.g., the sweep integration method [51,52], were adapted to pulsed QCL spectrometers [22]. Later, the inherent frequency chirp of the lasers was exploited by using long pulses to acquire absorption spectra during the pulse [2,3]. Although the successful implementation of QCLAS was very often reported in the literature, obstacles in the spectra, i.e. increased laser line widths along with pulsed QCLs [4] or asymmetric line shapes in both the short pulse [22,53,54] and the long pulse mode [55], have been recognised in several studies. Additionally, the latter method suffers from non-linear absorption effects [56]. The majority of these issues are not known from conventional TDLAS and degrade the performance of QCL absorption spectroscopy (QCLAS) spectrometers.

At low pressures the laser line width of pulsed QCLs was found to exceed the typical Doppler broadening [4] due to the frequency chirp and non-linear effects (e.g., fast passage) appeared more pronounced [56]. A few studies have been concerned about these drawbacks, however, a consistent explanation is absent so far, although all obstacles seem to be connected with the chirped laser. While a theoretical description for the non-linear absorption phenomena based on optical Bloch equations exist [34,55,56], the origin of distorted line shapes in the short pulse mode is not yet completely understood [22]. The problem is often empirically minimised by finding a compromise between a reasonable SNR and a narrow spectral width [57]. The sensitivity of spectrometers or quantitative results are typically verified by calibrating an effective laser line width or correction factors are abstracted by comparing measurements and simulated spectra e.g., [22,50,58]. Only in a few studies the results were validated with independent counter-measurements by means of tuneable diode lasers (TDLs) [22,53] or cw QCLs [54,57]. Surprisingly and in contrast to the majority of other long pulse spectra under low pressure conditions, indications for a fast passage were not observed in such a comparative study by Grouie et al. employing both a pulsed and a cw laser [54]. Recently, an intercomparison between the short and long pulse method has been in the centre of interest [59]. Unfortunately, this study was limited to pressure ranges (hundreds of mbar) where the artefacts diminish or disappear. A comparison of QCL tuning methods at lower pressures led to the conclusion that intermediate pulse lengths should be used to achieve better results [54].

Forthcoming applications of pulsed QCLs for, particularly, low pressure plasma diagnostics comprise therefore both desirable properties of the lasers such as mW radiation power obtained near room temperature as well as pulsed operation enabling a rapid frequency tuning and thus high time resolution, and not well-understood artefacts in the recorded spectra. A thorough and consistent comparison of main tuning methods for pulsed QCLs is still absent for a wider pressure range and complicates the decision for proper operation
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conditions. Meanwhile cw QCLs can provide a much better system performance than pulsed devices [57,60, and chapter 6] and may extend the precision of MIR spectrometers with the increasing availability of near room temperature cw lasers [60]. Nevertheless, pulsed QCLs appear perfectly suited for several spectroscopic applications, e.g., CRDS, where the incident radiation has to be interrupted to observe the light decay, or highly time resolved measurements exploiting the frequency chirp of lasers as already suggested in the late 1970s for lead salts [61].

This thesis work especially concerns the latter aspects and thus this chapter focuses (i) on a detailed analysis of appearance, origin and effects of the reported obstacles and (ii) on deducing guidelines for low pressure plasma diagnostics. At first, the characteristics of common tuning methods are established and compared with a co-aligned TDLAS system (section 4.2). The measurements start at elevated pressures where typically less difficulties are expected and are extended to low pressure conditions. Since the time consuming numerical calculation of non-linear absorption phenomena hampers an implementation in the data analysis procedure, alternative approximations are evaluated. In section 4.3 the properties of chirped QCL pulses are examined. A time resolved analysis of single chirped pulses in the short pulse mode is presented in section 4.4 and reveals a complex combination of three key factors leading to apparently increased effective laser line widths for pulsed QCLs. The present measurements combine and extend earlier approaches studying this effect [22,54]. Almost all experiments were carried out with the same pulsed laser to facilitate a fair comparison and exclude the influence of the device performance on the results. Finally, the consequences of the individual experiments are summarised (section 4.5). The results can be generalised and lead to a sound picture comprising both short and long laser pulses. Additionally, guidelines for QCLAS at low pressures are given.

4.2 Comparison between QCLAS and TDLAS

In recent years sophisticated and powerful sweep integration methods have been developed and combined with TDL spectrometers [62,63] enabling a real-time analysis of the acquired spectra. Since QCLs are often considered as substitutes to TDLs in the MIR [64], adapting these conventional principles and setups appears obvious. Similar to lead salt lasers the frequency sweep of QCLs is based on the change of the refractive index of the gain medium [65,66]. While this is temperature and charge carrier density dependent for TDLs, QCLs can only be tuned by temperature changes. Since the required input power for QCLs is considerably higher than for lead salts an indirect temperature sweep is nevertheless possible by means of a current modulation. The pulsed operation of QCL facilitates additional methods for sweeping the laser frequency which are briefly discussed in section 4.2.1. The experimental arrangement comprising a QCLAS and a co-aligned TDLAS setup is presented in 4.2.2. A comparison of both methods at elevated (section 4.2.3) and low pressure conditions (section 4.2.4) follows.

4.2.1 Modes of operation

A straightforward and direct but relatively slow method of tuning the QCL is the modulation of its heat sink temperature [49,58,67], e.g. with an external voltage ramp applied to the
thermoelectric cooler (TEC) of the QCL (figure 4.1 a). In what follows this method is referred to as TEC modulation. The laser is operated with intermediate pulse lengths of a few tens of ns and the emission is detected with a high bandwidth thermoelectrically (TE) cooled detector and a fast digitising oscilloscope. Monitoring the signal at a constant temporal position during the laser pulse excludes the influence of the frequency chirped QCL pulse. Due to the millisecond response time of the TEC the modulation causes a smooth frequency sweep between the subsequent laser pulses and a full scan may require several seconds. Depending on the characteristics of the laser and the TEC controller the external modulation voltage may be gradually increased or suddenly switched between its maximum and minimum (cf. triangular shape in figure 4.1 a). In the latter case the TEC controller governs the tuning. Choosing the first option might cause additional noise due to oscillations of the controller and thus the laser temperature.

Since the acquisition of a single spectrum requires up to tens of seconds this technique is not appropriate for monitoring rapidly changing molecular concentrations. However it enables extended spectral scans up to the almost entire emission range of the DFB QCL being typically less than 7 cm\(^{-1}\) (chapter 2). This is of particular interest for broad complex molecular absorption features where a wider scan range is preferable. Other tuning options does not provide a similar total sweep range. Recently, QCL devices on diamond based active sub-mounts with sophisticated resistive heaters included in the heat sink have been developed [68]. These lasers can be tuned over \(\sim 30\) cm\(^{-1}\) from cryogenic to near room temperature on a sub-second scale. [68,69]

![Figure 4.1](image_url)

**Figure 4.1:** Schematic diagrams of selected QCL tuning mechanisms by means of a (a) modulation of the TEC controller, (b) continuous current ramp superimposed on a train of short laser pulses or (c) single, long pulse with inherent tuning. Black circles represent the swept emission frequency of each laser pulse (represented by vertical lines).

A continuous DC ramp superimposed on a train of short laser pulses [1,22,49,70-72] can also accomplish a temperature sweep. This is frequently referred to as the inter pulse mode, i.e. several A are provided by triggered current pulses overlaid with a sub-threshold current ramp. This causes a variable thermal load and tunes the emission frequency (figure 4.1 b). The pulses vary from a few to up to tens of ns with a duty cycle of considerably

\[t_{\text{ramp}} \sim (50 \ldots 900)\ \text{ns}\]

\[t_{\text{ramp}} \sim \text{ms}\]

\[t_{\text{ramp}} \sim \text{s}\]

\[t_{\text{ramp}} \sim \text{days}\]

\[t_{\text{ramp}} \sim \text{months}\]

---

\[t_{\text{ramp}} \sim \text{years}\]

---

More details on this approach can be found in section 4.4.
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less than 5%. The current is ramped over several hundred pulses. Each laser pulse represents a spectral data point in the spectrum. A full spectrum is therefore acquired in ms (figure 4.1 b). The main challenges of this method are pulse-to-pulse amplitude and frequency fluctuations inherent to the short laser pulses [23].

This tuning method was adapted from conventional TDLAS and appears to be a straightforward replacement of the MIR light source while employing the same arrangements and analysis techniques with ms time resolution [22,23]. Later in this chapter (section 4.4) a detailed discussion shows that this approach is only partly useful. Furthermore the maximum average current through the laser sets the limit for the current ramp and thus for the total frequency sweep of the QCL being typically less than 1 cm⁻¹. The recent progress in designing QCL devices with improved heat removal from the active zone [73-77], as a condition for cw operation, has led to a reduced tuning efficiency with this approach.

Another tuning option yielding entire spectra of ~ 0.5 - 2 cm⁻¹ per pulse is the *intra* pulse mode, i.e. the scanning in single, longer pulses [2,3]. The inherent heating of the laser due to current pulses of a few A results in a frequency-down chirp (figure 4.1 c). The chirp rate is mainly determined by the material and design of the device and cannot be controlled independently from other parameters as in the above mentioned methods, e.g., adjusting the output power with the seed current also influences the internal heating and thus the chirp rate. Since a single laser pulse provides a full spectrum highly time resolved measurements down to the pulse length are possible for quantitative measurements of rapidly changing chemical processes. Fast and high bandwidth detectors and digitising electronics are required because single absorption lines are scanned during 1 - 2 ns. Furthermore the rapidly chirped laser pulse can cause non-linear absorption behaviour (i.e., fast passage and power saturation effects, section 4.3).

Although not considered here, where the most common approaches are in the centre of interest, the pulsed operation of QCLs provides the option to modulate the duty cycle. Sweeping the pulse length or repetition frequency also varies the temperature balance of the QCL and rapid laser scans become possible [Ref:aphb_75p351_kosterev]. The sweep range constraints with current devices and the required time for a scan are comparable to the *inter* pulse mode, but at a reduced thermal load because no extra current is fed to the laser.

### 4.2.2 Experimental arrangement

The QCLs in the present experiments were driven with a commercial QCL measurement and control system (Q-MACS, neoplas control) and operated in a temperature stabilised housing. For all operation modes the lasers were triggered using a computer controlled data acquisition card (DAC) (National Instruments, PCI-6110E). The QCL pulses were detected with TE cooled detectors encompassing high bandwidth preamplifiers (neoplas control, VIGO elements) and a fast digitising oscilloscope (LeCroy WR104Xi). Except for the inherent tuning in the *intra* pulse mode the lasers had to be frequency scanned either by an externally ramped heat sink temperature for TEC modulation or by means of a current ramp for the *inter* pulse mode. This was generated from an externally supplied voltage ramp provided by the software package *TDL Wintel* in combination with a DAC. The program sweeps the laser, acquires the absorption spectra and analyses them simultaneously [22]. A short gate-off period at the end of each sweep suppresses the laser emission for measuring the detector
offset voltage. The details of the presently used data acquisition and laser synchronisation principle for the inter pulse mode are essentially the same as described by Nelson et al. [23] except for the QCL driver (Q-MACS instead of the original Alpes Lasers Starter Kit).

The radiation of the lasers was firstly collected with an off-axis parabolic (OAP) mirror of 50 mm diameter (f/1.0) and guided to an aluminium vacuum vessel (~ 45 l) equipped with multiple pass cell optics. The mirrors were separated by 1.5 m and arranged in White cell configuration [79]. After 16 passes through the vessel the laser beam was further directed to an OAP of 25.4 mm diameter (f/0.64) in front of the detector. In order to compare the results from QCLAS and TDLAS measurements under identical conditions a TDL system (Infrared multi-component acquisition system - IRMA [62]) was co-aligned to the described optical arrangement (figure 4.2). The lead salt laser beam could be directed to the multi-pass cell with a retractable mirror. The TDL signal was then detected with a liquid nitrogen (LN) cooled detector (Graseby Infrared) which was inserted into the beam path by means of another retractable mirror. The TDLs were driven with a current ramp provided by a second TDL Wintel based system independently working from the QCLAS setup.

The vacuum cell was equipped with two capacitance gauges (MKS) of complementary measurement ranges enabling experiments between 0.1 mbar and 200 mbar. During the experiments the cell was pumped by a rotary pump with its port located at one end of the vessel whereas the gas input and pressure gauges were mounted at the opposite site. This configuration provided a homogeneous gas distribution over the entire base length of the multi-pass cell. Below 10 mbar the pressure was controlled by means of a butterfly valve in combination with one of the pressure gauges, i.e., the experiments could be carried out under flowing gas conditions at constant pressure. At elevated pressures the spectra had to be acquired under static gas conditions.

![Figure 4.2: Dual laser arrangement for comparative measurements between QCLAS and TDLAS. The vacuum and gas supply equipment of the multi-pass cell is omitted here for clarity. Double lines represent electric connections, single lines the optical beam path. (DAC - data acquisition card).](image)

The quantitative experiments can be classified as follows: Firstly, trace amounts of CH₄ were measured at elevated pressure (100 mbar) by means of QCLAS and TDLAS (section 4.2.3). Details on the operation conditions for the QCL (Alpes Lasers) emitting at 7.43 µm can be found in table 4.1. Since the QCL had to be temperature stabilised for the different conditions the spectra were not recorded with the same (static) gas mixture. The lead
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salt laser was tuned in such a way that a spectral overlap of at least one spectral line exists. The analysed spectral features, their line strength $S$ from the HITRAN database [80] and the associated experiments are listed in table 4.2. A gas mixture of 1% CH$_4$ in Ar was further diluted by Ar to achieve a mixing ratio of ~10 ppm.

Next, measurements on a standardised gas mixture of 1117 ppm CO in N$_2$ using the *intra* pulse mode were performed under low pressure conditions at 0.5 - 5 mbar (section 4.2.4). The totally available sample volume of this special gas mixture was too small (~7 l) compared to the multi-pass cell volume. Therefore an extension of the measurements to elevated pressures were not feasible. The corresponding QCL (IAF Freiburg [81]) was operated at -25 °C with a pulse length of 175 ns and a trigger frequency of 1 kHz yielding a spectral scan of 2146.9 - 2147.4 cm$^{-1}$ and covering two lines at 2147.081 cm$^{-1}$ ($^{12}$C$^{16}$O) and 2147.205 cm$^{-1}$ ($^{12}$C$^{17}$O) respectively. The spectra were averaged over 50 QCL pulses and compared with TDL spectra covering almost the same spectral range.

A mainly qualitative measurement series where the total pressure was reduced from 100 mbar down to 0.5 mbar was added to link the results from the CH$_4$ and CO experiments. In this case the dilution of CH$_4$ in Ar was varied to keep the CH$_4$ partial pressure and hence the absorption almost constant for the different pressures and to follow the changes in the line shape using the *intra* pulse mode. The corresponding CH$_4$ number densities ranged from $1.2 \times 10^{15}$ to $1.8 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$. In contrast to the earlier CH$_4$ measurements the QCL heat sink temperature was reduced to -2 °C yielding a higher signal at the detector but loosing the spectral overlap with the lead salt laser which could not be tuned to 1347.0 - 1348.1 cm$^{-1}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEC modul.</td>
<td>6 ... 25</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1345.5 ... 1347.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>~ 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>inter</em> pulse</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1346.4 ... 1346.9</td>
<td>~ 150</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>intra</em> pulse</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1346.1 ... 1347.4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>~ 0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: QCL operation conditions used for a comparison with a TDL spectrometer. Three different tuning mechanisms were employed to the QCL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Line Position [cm$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>Line Strength [cm/molecule]</th>
<th>QCLAS</th>
<th>TDLAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1346.3301</td>
<td>$3.459 \times 10^{-20}$</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1346.5755</td>
<td>$2.306 \times 10^{-20}$</td>
<td>h*)</td>
<td>h, l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1346.7396</td>
<td>$3.460 \times 10^{-20}$</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h, l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1347.0543</td>
<td>$5.775 \times 10^{-20}$</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h, l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1347.8016</td>
<td>$3.381 \times 10^{-22}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1347.9214</td>
<td>$3.466 \times 10^{-20}$</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1348.0416</td>
<td>$3.470 \times 10^{-20}$</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1348.1525</td>
<td>$1.642 \times 10^{-22}$</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*) using the *inter* pulse mode only this line could be analysed

Table 4.2: CH$_4$ line positions and line strengths used for the comparison between QCLAS tuning methods and TDLAS measurements [80].

h - experiments at 100 mbar
l - experiments down to low pressure conditions
4.2.3 CH₄ detection at elevated pressure

For each of the studied QCL operation modes two spectra were acquired and analysed independently. The mixing ratios were determined from (i) a straightforward integration over the absorption line without any assumption of a distinct line profile and (ii) from a Lorentzian fit to the spectral feature. The results from both approaches and the mixing ratio measured with the lead salt laser are shown in figures 4.3 a - c. Generally, it can be concluded that the mixing ratios obtained from TDLAS and the three QCLAS methods yield a fair agreement at 100 mbar, i.e. at elevated pressure where the line profile is not perturbed by non-linear absorption phenomena. In this case also no significant difference between the two analysis approaches (integration or Lorentzian fit) can be found. It should be noted and will be shown below for lower pressure that both facts are not that obvious as they may appear.

![Graphs showing CH₄ mixing ratios](image)

**Figure 4.3:** Comparison of CH₄ mixing ratios obtained from TDLAS (circles) and QCLAS (triangles) using different tuning mechanisms (a - TEC modulation, b - inter pulse mode, c - intra pulse mode) at 100 mbar. The mixing ratios were calculated from the area of a Lorentzian fit to the spectral line (triangle up) or an integration over the absorption feature (triangle down). Averaged TDLAS values (dashed line) serve as a guide to the eye.

However, the results in figures 4.3 a - c also reveal typical uncertainties for each QCL tuning method. The highest difference between TDLAS and QCLAS of about ± 30 % is obtained for the modulation of the TEC controller. The main reason is the non-negligible noise of about 2 % in transmission because of unaveraged spectra. A better agreement is found for the inter pulse mode based on the sophisticated TDL Wintel software package providing an optimised frequency scan and signal averaging. TDLAS and QCLAS results differ by 5 - 10 %, the scatter between different QCLAS measurements is even less, which is also due to the highest number of average cycles (~ 150) in this assessment. It is important to note that all advantages along with the inter pulse method are at the expense of the inherently reduced sweep range (~ 0.5 cm⁻¹). The mixing ratios obtained by employing the intra pulse mode differ by 5 - 20 % from the simultaneous TDLAS measurements. The data analysis for this tuning method is very sensitive to the determination of the baseline due to pulse-to-pulse intensity fluctuations. Thus, deviations of 20 % are particularly observed for weaker absorption lines (e.g., at 1346.58 cm⁻¹ and 1346.74 cm⁻¹), where an uncertainty in the baseline causes a bigger error in the integrated absorption coefficient than for the stronger features. In contrast to the previous experiments the CH₄ mixing ratio was about 19 ppm and hence higher than the theoretical value of 10 ppm. The potential reason is a contamination from the rotary pump line. Under static gas conditions this could not be purged, but the absolute mixing ratio...
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is not relevant here. This also demonstrates the advantage of the dual laser setup approach. Assuming that TDLAS yields correct mixing ratios only the deviation of QCLAS results from the counter-measurements is of interest here.

To summarise, at elevated pressure QCLAS yields correct concentrations without additional calibration if line strength values are known. The results are independent from the operation mode which can be chosen depending on whether a high time resolution, an on-line analysis or an increased sweep range is preferred. In some cases, e.g., in-situ measurements in atmospheric pressure discharges where broad absorption features are present, the inter pulse mode may suffer from its limited sweep range, because the baseline cannot be detected simultaneously next to the absorption line and hence complicates the on-line analysis. Additional baseline acquisition and subtraction is then required. A similar comparison between inter and intra pulse mode has been conducted in the framework of real-time breath gas detection of NH₃ and C₂H₄ at sample pressures of 200 Torr (266 mbar) or 1013 mbar [59]. The current results are partly supported by the conclusions from this study. Unfortunately, a complementary method was not applied in their case requiring a calibration with standardised gas mixtures. Both calibration and, particularly, the estimation of the effective line width of a pulsed QCL, which is not straightforward (cf. sections 4.3 and 4.4), were not in the focus of the present experiments that aimed at revealing potential differences (e.g. non-linear absorption) between measured and true values.

Measuring at reduced pressure - if possible - provides an increased selectivity and is generally preferable. For this purpose, spectra of the two strong CH₄ absorption features marked with B and C in table 4.2 were recorded while the total pressure was reduced from 100 mbar down to 0.5 mbar. A clear transition from an almost undisturbed line profile at elevated pressure to an asymmetric absorption line at lower pressures can be seen in figure 4.4. The lines exhibit a characteristic oscillatory structure at their low frequency side. In a spectrum which is recorded in the time domain this artefact always appears after the absorption line because of the frequency-down chirped laser. The oscillatory structure, which is also known as fast or rapid passage effect [55, chapter 2], is very pronounced at low pressure conditions and for strong absorption features (e.g., at 0.5 mbar both CH₄ lines with nearly the same line strength exhibit an overshoot in the transmission spectrum of ~ 40% in figure 4.4). With increasing pressure the distortion of the line is damped, but still slightly present at 100 mbar. Moreover, the rapid passage effect which is connected with the fast chirp of pulsed QCLs not only influences the shape of absorption lines, but also their integrated absorption coefficient and hence the deduced molecular number densities. Consequently this leads to an underestimation of number densities and quantitative measurements provide no longer correct absolute densities.

Although the present experiment was chosen to study the appearance of the rapid passage effect qualitatively by means of strong absorptions (~ 80%) it is interesting to compare the calculated mixing ratios from QCLAS and TDLAS experiments. In figure 4.5 their ratio is plotted for lines B and C. This also eliminates the effect of a potentially reduced absorption path length due to the gas flow regime. Similar to the previous experiments at elevated pressure (figure 4.3 c) the QCLAS mixing ratios at 100 mbar almost agree with those from TDLAS. At lower pressures the mixing ratio is considerably underestimated. The discrepancy between QCLAS and TDLAS concentrations increases monotonically from 100 mbar down to the low mbar range. Around 1 mbar only 20% of the TDLAS value can be
determined from the QCL spectra. Similar to these measurements van Helden et al. kept the CH₄ number density constant and varied only the amount of buffer gas and hence the total pressure between a few and 100 Torr (133 mbar) [27]. Below 40 Torr (53 mbar) they also underestimated the CH₄ number density (with a maximum deviation of 16%) using absorption features at 1253 cm⁻¹.

In figure 4.5 a small deviation of 25% still remains in the QCLAS/TDLAS comparison at 100 mbar. This might be on the one hand due to the sensitivity of the integrated absorption coefficient on the determination of the baseline yielding a maximum error of ~20%. On the other hand not entirely damped non-linear absorption phenomena (note the still asymmetric line profile) may play a role which is discussed further in the next section.

Figure 4.4: Transmission spectra for CH₄ absorption features B and C (table 4.2) measured at (a) 0.5 mbar, (b) 5 mbar, (c) 10 mbar, (d) 50 mbar and (e) 100 mbar employing the *intra* pulse mode. (Spectra are stacked for clarity.)

Figure 4.5: Ratio of the simultaneously obtained CH₄ concentrations using QCLAS (*intra* pulse mode) and TDLAS at various pressures. Data analysis was carried out independently for two spectral features: △ - 1347.92 cm⁻¹, ▽ - 1348.04 cm⁻¹.

4.2.4 **CO detection at low pressure**

It is clear from the previous section that measurements at lower pressure require a correction. Calibration of the line strength or the absorption coefficient are particularly feasible for stable species, but remain difficult for transient molecules. For selected applications (e.g., determination of the gas temperature) the ratio of two lines was found to remain constant for wider pressure ranges [27]. A correction exclusively based on molecular line parameters and the properties of the QCL (e.g., chirp rate) while retaining a calibration-free method would be generally preferable and is essential in metrology [82,83]. Duxbury et al. developed a model taking into account non-linear absorption effects which enabled them to compare experimental and calculated spectra qualitatively [34 and ref. therein]. However, the retrieval of molecular concentrations from an experimentally obtained and disturbed spectrum has not yet been reported. Therefore an alternative approach for correcting underestimated molecular concentrations was evaluated.
The previous experimental conditions, where absorption values exceeded 75 %, were not adequate for a detailed analysis of inaccuracies induced by the rapid passage effect under low pressure conditions. A standardised gas sample of 1117 ppm CO was now studied by means of the dual IR laser arrangement. The pulsed QCL emitting at 4.65 µm was operated in the *intra* pulse mode (figure 4.6) and covered two CO spectral features (figure 4.7). Absorptions between 15 % and 60 % were achieved for the strong line (2147.081 cm⁻¹). For pressures higher than 1.0 mbar the weak CO (2147.205 cm⁻¹) line exceeded the noise level and could also be analysed providing a means to separate beginning saturation effects for the strong line from other obstacles.

Although a standardised gas mixture was used the TDLAS system should provide a backup means to verify the expected CO mixing ratio. Lead salt lasers typically exhibit a smaller spectral width than QCLs (cf. section 4.3). The same absorption line appears typically narrower and stronger for a TDL. Hence, the absorption of the strong CO line was already 35 % at 0.5 mbar total pressure and rapidly approached total attenuation of the radiation whereas the weak CO line could be detected without perturbation under all conditions. The mixing ratios obtained from the saturated CO line measured with TDLAS (figure 4.8) are therefore slightly too low. Additionally, a second weak laser mode of less than 5 % of the total intensity was present. The systematic error induced by this multimode behaviour increases with stronger absorption. Nevertheless, the results from the weak CO line, including ~ 5 % error due to the second mode, confirm the nominal mixing ratio (figure 4.8).

The basic idea to accomplish better results from QCL spectra is to exclude the oscillatory structure during the calculation of molecular number densities. As soon as the absorption line is affected by the rapid passage effect the integral over the absorption line, i.e. the integrated absorption coefficient (eq. (2 - 6)), is reduced and so is the number density and mixing ratio respectively. If half of the absorption line is undisturbed the integration can be carried out only over this part yielding half the actual number density. The maximum of the
absorption feature is used as - in fact the only reasonable - indicator to split the measured line into two parts: the unaffected high frequency part is integrated whereas the part including the oscillatory structure is neglected (figure 4.7). The mixing ratios for the CO gas sample obtained by this method are shown in figure 4.9. The results from an entire integration over the positive part of the absorption coefficient $k$ are also displayed. It should be noted that the proposed approach still does not include any calibration since neither the line strength nor the absorption path length $L_{\text{eff}}$ are adapted to a reference measurement.

It is obvious from figure 4.9 that integrating the entire disturbed line profile for the strong CO feature underestimates the nominal concentration for all studied pressures: with increasing total pressure from 0.5 - 5 mbar only 85% to 52% of the expected mixing ratio is obtained indicating that the influence of the chirped laser pulse increases. If the partial integration is applied, the CO mixing ratio accords with its nominal value up to 1.5 mbar. For slightly higher pressures this approach also fails to give the correct value, but the deviation is reduced compared to a full integration. This behaviour may be explained by a second phenomenon which can occur if (pulsed) QCLs are used. Absorption features are not only affected by rapid passage oscillations caused by the rapidly chirped pulse but also lowered due to power saturation as a consequence of the high laser output power. Consequently, the integration over the oscillation-free half of the line profile gives reduced concentration values.

McCulloch et al. observed power saturation effects in C$_2$H$_4$ spectra measured with a pulsed QCL [56]. They used the peak absorbance instead of the integrated absorption coefficient to qualify the non-linear absorption phenomena. In the low pressure regime of a few mTorr ($10^{-3}$ mbar) oscillations of the rapid passage effect were clearly identified. Additionally, a non-linear increase of the absorption with pressure was reported. It was much more pronounced and appeared earlier for transitions with a strong dipole moment or line strength. Moreover they pointed out that with increasing pressure of a buffer gas, firstly, the oscillatory structure is damped, and next, the remaining asymmetric line shape becomes symmetric, but still exhibits power saturation.

This accords well with the experiments using both CH$_4$ (figure 4.4) and CO (figure 4.9). In both cases relatively strong absorption lines were used (line strength in the $10^{-20}$ cm/molecule range similar to the strongest feature in [56]). Although the CH$_4$ absorption line appears almost symmetrically at 100 mbar in figure 4.4 power saturation may explain the remaining discrepancy to the TDLAS measurements. All CH$_4$ experiments were carried out with a partial pressure of a few tens of mTorr ($10^{14} \ldots 10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$) where power saturation was also present for all C$_2$H$_4$ lines in [56] including weaker transitions. Since the collisional damping of both rapid passage effect and power saturation is strongly reduced when the total pressure is reduced from 100 to a few mbar the analysis of the CH$_4$ lines yielded only 20% of the actual concentration in the previous section (figure 4.5).

In contrast, the CO experiments were carried out with a partial pressure between only 0.4 mTorr ($1.4 \times 10^{13}$ cm$^{-3}$) and 4 mTorr ($1.4 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$). This appears to be the range for strong absorption lines where power saturation becomes visible, because the (peak) absorption coefficient does not follow linearly the increasing pressure [56]. This was also observed in the present experiments. For total pressures up to 1.5 mbar power saturation can be neglected for the strong CO feature and hence integrating the undisturbed part of the line profile yielded correct CO concentrations (figure 4.9). The entire line profile is only affected by the rapid passage oscillations which can be excluded from the analysis. However with increasing pressure also power saturation should be accounted for and the partial integration
is no longer sufficient for a correct analysis. If the weak CO transition ($S = 2 \times 10^{-21}$ cm/molecule) is considered, this picture changes slightly, because power saturation may occur at partial pressures higher than 10 mTorr ($3.3 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$) which were not studied here. Moreover, the rapid passage effect plays a minor role. Consequently, both partial and entire integration over the weak absorption feature approach the nominal concentration at the expense of an increased error since the SNR was 3 under best conditions at 5 mbar total pressure.

If power saturation is present under low pressure conditions, an inhomogeneously (i.e. Doppler) broadened absorption coefficient is reduced by a constant factor (eq. (2 - 32)). This may provide a means to estimate an effective saturation parameter $\Sigma_{\text{eff}}$ from the CO experiments: at 3 mbar, where the first deviations for the 2147.08 cm$^{-1}$ line are observed (figure 4.9), the Doppler broadening $\Delta \nu_D$ (HWHM, $2.6 \times 10^{-2}$ cm$^{-1}$, 78 MHz) still exceeds the collisional broadening by one order of magnitude $\Delta \nu_L$ (HWHM, $2.4 \times 10^{-4}$ cm$^{-1}$, 7 MHz) and the mixing ratio deduced from the partial integration is underestimated by a factor of 0.83. The effective saturation parameter would be $\Sigma_{\text{CO}} = 0.45$.

Using equations (2 - 28) and (2 - 5) the Rabi frequency $\Omega_{\text{CO}}$ follows from the molecular line parameters and the (peak) power density of the QCL and yields 1.7 MHz. Here an upper limit of the peak power of 500 mW and a spot size of 4 mm diameter was assumed. If the relaxation rates $\gamma_1 \approx \gamma_2 \approx \gamma$ [84] are estimated from the collisional half width (7 MHz) a saturation parameter $\Sigma_{\text{CO}} = 0.06$ is obtained. Obviously the theoretical value is too low and does not accord with $\Sigma_{\text{CO}}$, but it is still in the same order of magnitude. The discrepancy would increase for 5 mbar, but in this case a purely Doppler broadened line might be insufficient to estimate $\Sigma_{\text{CO}}$, which would become frequency dependent. Nevertheless, the calculated saturation parameter $\Sigma_{\text{CO}}$ is in the same order of magnitude as $\Sigma_{\text{CO}}$, i.e. the QCL output power is almost as high as required for non-linear absorption phenomena. The
high radiation power may lead to self-focusing of the laser [55]. Hence, the power density increases due to a reduced beam cross section and so are the Rabi frequency $\Omega$(CO) and the saturation parameter $\Sigma$(CO).

A similar calculation for CH$_4$ at 0.5 mbar (figure 4.4 a) where the partial integration would underestimate the nominal mixing ratio by a factor of 0.42 gives $\Sigma$(CH$_4$)$_{\text{eff}} = 4.67$. Assuming the same laser parameters as an upper limit yields a Rabi frequency $\Omega$(CH$_4$) of 1.5 MHz. The pressure is lower compared to the CO case and thus the relaxation rate reduces to 0.8 MHz. The theoretical saturation parameter ($\Sigma$(CH$_4$) = 3.52) is now only slightly lower than estimated from the experiment. The nominal mixing ratio would be underestimated by a factor of 0.47 which is almost within the uncertainty of the factor 0.42 extracted from the measurements.

Both examples demonstrate that the (peak) power of pulsed QCLs is typically in a range where power saturation might occur for absorption features with a high transition dipole moment or line strength. This effect is independent from the rapid passage effect due to the chirped laser pulse which was excluded by integrating the undistorted half of the line. It is clear from equation (2 - 27) that transitions with a 10 times weaker line strength or dipole moment yield a 100 times weaker saturation parameter $\Sigma$. In this case the absorption follow Beer-Lambert's law. At higher pressures (> 10 mbar) the relaxation rate is increased and the risk of observing non-linear absorption is reduced. A detailed examination of the elevated pressure experiments in the previous section is omitted here, because extracting the frequency dependent saturation parameter in the case of pressure broadened lines would require a thorough line profile analysis. Due to the increased QCL laser line widths (section 4.3.3) this is not straightforward and may cause errors higher than small residual power saturation effects.

It is necessary to discuss the uncertainties for the QCLAS measurements provided in figure 4.9 which appear clearly higher than for the TDLAS experiments (figure 4.8). However the error bars for the QCL results, which were averaged from 4 independently recorded and analysed spectra, represent a maximum uncertainty due to slight changes in the integration limits of the line profile. The apparently large uncertainties in figure 4.9 are mainly caused by the determination of the line maximum as one integration limit. For the weak line (due to the limited SNR) this yields an error of $\sim 20\%$ whereas it is less than $10\%$ for the strong feature. In contrast, the fluctuations among the 4 different spectra for constant integration limits would be $< 1\%$ for the strong CO line and $< 5\%$ for the weak line. These values can directly be compared with the given uncertainties of the TDL measurements (figure 4.8) which were determined from a plot of the mixing ratio against time.

Generally, it can be concluded that the proposed partial integration over the high frequency part of an absorption line distorted by the rapidly chirped QCL pulse has made possible a calibration-free determination of molecular number densities. This approach however requires that power saturation can be neglected which is particularly the case for transitions with a weak dipole moments. In this case rapid passage oscillations are small and

---

3 The Rabi frequency and the saturation parameter are defined for the transition dipole moment (eqs. (2 - 27) and (2 - 28)). If transitions of the main isotope with an abundance of e.g. $I_a > 0.95$ are considered, the conclusions are obviously also valid for the line strength (eq. (2 - 24)).
the undisturbed half of the absorption coefficient is not reduced. Although not applicable in all situations, selecting weaker lines and employing a multiple pass cells would be preferable compared to measuring strong lines ($S > 10^{-20}$ cm/molecule for the main isotope) using a short path. These lines would suffer from power saturation for almost all relevant pressures, especially in the field of plasma diagnostics. For weaker transitions non-linear saturation effects exceed the measurement errors at slightly higher number densities than for strong lines which can be already interesting for low pressure applications, e.g., radical detection in low pressure plasmas. As discussed earlier, using weaker absorption features in the *intra* pulse mode increases the uncertainty due to baseline fluctuations and the determination of the line maximum as integration limit.

A more detailed treatment including precise threshold values for the different non-linear effects would be definitely interesting, however, not only the molecular line parameters, but also laser parameters, i.e. output power and chirp rate, influence the observed obstacles. It will be shown in the next section that these laser properties vary for each laser and cannot be adjusted independently. Therefore the experimental conditions, in particular the QCL parameters, have to be carefully chosen to minimise or eliminate non-linear deviations from Beer-Lambert's law for the selected transition.

### 4.3 Properties of chirped QCL pulses

#### 4.3.1 Chirp rate of pulsed QCLs

As pointed out earlier, the emission frequency of a QCL is determined by the temperature of the device. The tuning behaviour is often characterised by the (negative) temperature tuning coefficient, e.g., given in cm$^{-1}$/K, which is well suited in those cases where the temperature of the device is known or can be determined easily. In pulsed operation the seed current for the laser generates heat during the nanosecond pulse which in turn makes the frequency decrease throughout the duration of the laser pulse. This frequency-down chirp is present under all conditions and especially exploited in the *intra* pulse mode to gain a spectrum. For the rapid tuning methods of the QCL it is, however, not feasible to measure the temperature accurately and to describe the frequency scanned laser using the temperature as a parameter. The chirp rate $\frac{d\nu}{dt}$ of the laser is a better means and also a critical parameter to understand the rapid passage effect.

Therefore the chirp rates of 31 pulsed lasers, mainly commercially available and covering almost the entire MIR spectral range, were studied in order to identify and generalise interdependences and limits of working conditions. This would enable an optimised application for spectroscopic purposes. It transpires that the chirp rate is not a constant for a QCL device. Thus, based on the recorded fringes of a Germanium etalon, two different values were defined. Two different lasers may be compared by means of an average chirp rate across a 100 ns interval, $\Delta\nu/\Delta t_{100}$, (figure 4.10). Additionally, the chirp rate $\frac{d\nu}{dt}$ was determined and followed throughout the entire pulse length (figure 4.11). All lasers were operated clearly above 0 °C, close to its threshold and with the same electronics (Q-MACS).
Figure 4.10: Average chirp rate $\Delta\nu/dt_{100}$ of pulsed QCLs emitting between 600 and 2250 cm$^{-1}$. Displayed values were averaged over a 100 ns interval. The dashed line represents a range of average chirp rate values achieved by adapting the operation conditions (○, ● - Alpes Lasers, ▼ - IAF Freiburg, ▲ - nanoplus GmbH, ◄ - Laser Components, ➤ - University of Sheffield).

It is obvious from figure 4.10 that no general (average) chirp rate for pulsed QCLs exist. It strongly depends on each device and the thermal behaviour of the active laser zone. Nevertheless, a lower limit of the average chirp rate of about $0.003 \ldots 0.005$ cm$^{-1}$/ns (90 ... 150 MHz/ns) can be estimated from this survey. If appropriate pulses of a few hundred nanoseconds are applied to a pulsed QCL, a corresponding spectrum covering more than 0.5 cm$^{-1}$ can easily be achieved. In contrast, if short pulses (i.e. inter pulse method) are applied, the laser frequency is already swept by $\approx 0.01$ cm$^{-1}$ (300 MHz) during a pulse which additionally serves as a first estimate of the resolution limit of this method. Figure 4.10 also shows an increased chirp rate at lower wavelengths which follows from the behaviour of the Bragg-grating of the QCL. According to the Bragg condition $\lambda_B = 2n_{eff}/\Lambda$ the DFB grating with the period $\Lambda$ selects the emission wavelength $\lambda_B$. Temperature tuning of the laser is achieved by a change of the refractive index $n_{eff}$ which shifts the emission wavelength $\lambda_B$ [65,85]. The corresponding wavenumber shift is then $|\Delta \nu| = \Delta \lambda/\lambda^2$, i.e. the wavenumber shift is wavelength dependent and increases at lower $\lambda$ as was observed in the experiments.

Further generalisation is not feasible since the chirp rate is not a device constant. As demonstrated for the 4.5 µm laser (figure 4.10), which was operated at two different voltages, the chirp rate covers a certain range and is influenced by several parameters, such as the laser material properties, thermal management provided by the laser design, and the external operation conditions. The pulse parameters, i.e. pulse width, duty cycle and input power, determine the temperature of the laser. The temperature difference between the active zone and the heat sink may range from of a few K for LN cooled heat sinks [86,87] up to tens of K in the case of the room temperature operation [57,73,74,76]. The pulsed laser is in a thermal non-equilibrium state with a rapid increase of the core temperature during the pulse. Characteristic time scales are in the order of a few µs [86,88] which in turn causes a temperature increase and thus a unconstant frequency chirp throughout the laser pulse.

The (unaveraged) chirp rates $d\nu/dt$ of a few of the studied QCL devices is displayed in figure 4.11 showing no general trend. On the one hand many lasers exhibit a decreasing chirp rate during the pulse, on the other hand QCLs of the same emission wavelength show a
diametrically opposed chirp rate behaviour (middle panel). Considering those lasers with a decreasing chirp rate, the relative drop within 150 ns is typically less than 40 % below the initial value. The decrease is often more pronounced at the beginning of the pulse indicating that especially short pulses exhibit a strong chirp rate and that the temperature increase slows down during the pulse.

Figure 4.11: Chirp rate $d\nu/dt$ of different QCLs during a laser pulse (left: $\Diamond$ - 606 cm$^{-1}$, $\bigcirc$ - 846 cm$^{-1}$, $\square$ - 964 cm$^{-1}$; middle: $\vartriangle$ - 1200 cm$^{-1}$, $\vartriangleright$ - 1347 cm$^{-1}$ (Alpes Lasers), $\blacktriangleleft$ - 1347 cm$^{-1}$ (nanoplus), $\blacktriangle$ - 1347 cm$^{-1}$ (Alpes Lasers); right: $+$ - 1900 cm$^{-1}$, $\times$ - 2140 cm$^{-1}$ [81], $\mathbf{l}$ - 2236 cm$^{-1}$). Note the different vertical scales in the panels.

Notably, different packages were used to mount the sample QCLs chosen in figure 4.11, i.e. the early ST mount ($\Diamond$, $\square$, $\vartriangle$, $\bigcirc$) and the more recent NS mount ($\bigcirc$, $\vartriangleright$, $+$, $\mathbf{l}$) provided by Alpes Lasers [89], a TO-8 can ($\blacktriangleleft$, nanoplus) or a c-mount ($\times$, IAF Freiburg). A characteristic chirp rate behaviour for a specific package is not observed. The reason may be that the rapid temperature increase in the on-phase of the pulse is mainly determined by the internal design (e.g., cavity dimensions, cladding layers, mounting and material combination) of the laser [73]. The heat sink and package may only support the different measures to increase the heat removal. In contrast, a clear improvement in the QCL thermal management enabling cw room temperature operation in the future can be seen in figure 4.11. One of the early commercially available pulsed QCLs ($\blacktriangle$) is the only device which exhibits a continuously increasing chirp rate suggesting a limited heat extraction and self-heating of the device whereas a newer QCL at the same wavelength from the same supplier ($\vartriangleright$) shows the typical decrease as found for other lasers. For the most recent QCL within this survey ($\mathbf{l}$) the chirp rate varies only by 20 % limited by the scatter of the data. Unfortunately, this is caused by a combination of the strong chirp rate of this 4.5 µm laser and the sampling rate of the oscilloscope.

4.3.2 Adiabatic and linear rapid passage

The measured chirp rates of pulsed QCLs are sufficiently high to observe fast passage along with optical transitions at low pressure conditions [34,90] similar to what is described for magnetic resonances if the external field is rapidly swept over the corresponding transition [91]. Using the lower limit for the (average) QCL chirp rate of 0.004 cm$^{-1}$/ns (120 MHz/ns) a
normalised sweep rate $A$ can be calculated (eq. (2 - 35)): assuming pressures below 10 mbar yields collisional half widths of $< 6 \times 10^{-4}$ cm$^{-1}$, i.e. the relaxation rates $\gamma_1 \approx \gamma_2 \approx \gamma$ [84] are (1...20) MHz for these conditions. The normalised sweep rate is then $A = (300 ... 120 000)$ and thus clearly $>> 1$ being the condition for the appearance of rapid passage effects [91]. Since the lower limit chirp rate was used it can be concluded that rapid passage effects are present with all pulsed QCLs at low pressure conditions.

If the laser intensity is sufficiently high also power saturation, described by the saturation parameter $\Sigma$ (eq. (2 - 27)), may be observed, i.e. a substantial population transfer occurs between the lower and the upper level of the transition. If the results for CO and CH$_4$ from section 4.2.4 are generalised for strong absorption features ($|\mu| \geq 0.05$ D or $S > 10^{-20}$ cm/molecule for the main isotopes), Rabi frequencies in the order of $\Omega = (0.5...2)$ MHz can be expected for power densities of $\leq 40$ kW/m$^2$ (i.e., $< 500$ mW peak power for a 4 mm diameter parallel beam). Using the above mentioned relaxation rate $\gamma$ under low pressure conditions yields saturation parameters of $\Sigma = (0.04 ... 6.3)$. While the lower value is negligible the upper limit case approaches the condition $\Sigma >> 1$ for strong power saturation and may underestimate number densities by 60%. The situation is even worse if self-focusing of the laser occurs [55].

The combination of strong power saturation with the rapid passage effect this is often referred to as adiabatic rapid passage effect. The corresponding figure of merit is $A/\Sigma$ [34,91, chapter 2]. As long as $A/\Sigma >> 1$, also known as linear rapid passage regime (table 2.1, iii), the interaction time of the chirped laser with the transition is relatively short. However, if $A/\Sigma << 1$ (adiabatic rapid passage) the interaction time is considerably increased and strong optical pumping occurs. Typical frequency-down chirped QCL pulses are within the linear regime which follows from the obtained estimates for $A$ and $\Sigma$ and has recently been confirmed [35].

Note, rapid passage and power saturation are separate non-linear phenomena. While rapid passage effects are present for almost all pulsed QCLs at low pressure, power saturation might be absent. Grouiez et al. concluded that no rapid passage could be observed in their experiments with SO$_2$ because they used the average power (duty cycle $\times$ peak power) to calculate the saturation parameter [92]. However, the appearance of rapid passage cannot be estimated with the saturation parameter. Power saturation or adiabatic rapid passage was indeed not present, because the line strength was too low ($\sim 10^{-21}$ cm/molecule), but (linear) rapid passage is nevertheless possible for their chirp rate of 15 MHz/ns (0.0005 cm$^{-1}$/ns). Their SO$_2$ spectra show a weak asymmetry and the residuals exhibit a weak oscillatory structure at the low frequency side indicating that rapid passage is present but suppressed by the limited bandwidth of the detection system (cf. section 4.4).

In practice the discrimination between both effects is relatively difficult, except where the partial integration method is applicable, because the basic theory is based on homogeneously broadened transitions. However at low pressure conditions the inhomogeneous broadening has to be accounted for in the MIR. Duxbury et al. proposed a treatment of the individual velocity components which requires a numerical calculation [55]. Additionally, molecular alignment caused by the linearly polarised laser beam has to be considered [34].
4.3.3 Resolution and bandwidth limits employing pulsed QCLs

Although the chirp rate is often decelerated in the tail of longer pulses the laser does not approach a steady state temperature and hence emission frequency for even longer pulses than demonstrated in section 4.3.1. In complementary experiments the chirp rate $d\nu/dt$ of a 8.3 µm QCL was studied for pulse widths between 30 ns and 1 µs (figure 4.12) and was found to decrease from 0.005 to 0.001 cm$^{-1}$/ns (150 - 30 MHz/ns). This provides a means to reduce the influence of the rapid passage effect on absorption lines in the intra pulse method by tuning the laser such that the absorption feature of interest appears at the end of the pulse. In contrast this may enhance a potential power saturation because the laser stays slightly longer in resonance with the molecular transition.

It is also important to note that the chirp rate not only determines the frequency scan of a laser pulse and the accompanying obstacles, but also influences the resolution of an absorption spectrum. The resolution limit of pulsed spectrometers is a general phenomenon and has been reported much earlier for pulsed diode laser spectroscopy [61]. It is governed by the laser line width. However, it is essential to distinguish between different terms which can be found in the literature: the effective [22,55,57,61] or integrated [4] line width is connected with both the laser chirp and detection system and will be considered below. In contrast, the instantaneous [70] or intrinsic [66,93,94] line width of QCLs is theoretically only determined by the intersubband transition and the design of the QCL. Due to the entirely different operation principle of these unipolar lasers compared to semiconductor diode lasers (e.g., lead salts) the line width enhancement factor $\alpha$ in the modified Schawlow-Townes formula, which describes the spectral width of semiconductor lasers [95-97], is expected to be zero and thus the intrinsic QCL line width is predicted to be $\sim 15$ kHz ($5 \times 10^{-7}$ cm$^{-1}$) [93]. Recently, $\alpha$ values slightly different from zero have been reported [98].

First experiments with cw QCLs yielded line widths (FWHM) of $\sim 40$ MHz (0.0013 cm$^{-1}$) indirectly determined from a fit to NO lines and using a standard power supply [70]. More recently a 24 MHz (0.0008 cm$^{-1}$) FWHM spectral width was obtained using the same approach for a room temperature cw QCL [57,99]. Free-running cw QCL line widths of 1 ... 6 MHz (3 ... 20 $\times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-1}$) were found in combination with low-noise stabilised current sources from heterodyne experiments [94,100,101]. Although they are still the limiting factor, further improvements in current controller technology enabled QCL line widths of 150 kHz (5 $\times 10^{-7}$ cm$^{-1}$) to be obtained [93] whereas the theoretical value (12 kHz or 4 $\times 10^{-7}$ cm$^{-1}$) could be confirmed with frequency stabilisation employing a feedback-loop [102].

The effective line width of pulsed QCLs is typically (FWHM) $\leq 1.2$ GHz (0.04 cm$^{-1}$) [1,22,49,53,57-59,66,103-105] but it does not serve as a characteristic constant for a device due to the dependence from the chirp rate $d\nu/dt$. A formula to estimate the effective QCL spectral width and hence the spectral resolution of a pulsed spectrometer is given by McCulloch et al. [106]. However this formula is only valid for particular assumptions and it is therefore interesting to discuss the underlying bandwidth-time product or uncertainty principle that sets the fundamental limit. From the theory of Fourier transforms it is known that the product of the equivalent duration $\Delta t$ and the equivalent bandwidth $\Delta f (= \Delta \nu \cdot c)$ cannot fall below a constant $C$. 


\[ \Delta f \cdot \Delta t \geq C. \] \hspace{1cm} (4 - 1)

The limiting case would be \( C = 1 \). If standard deviations are used to express the widths, the bandwidth-time product would give \( C = (4\pi)^{-1} \) \[107\]. Relevant cases for spectroscopic purposes are a rectangular time window \((C = 0.886 \) \[106,108\]) and a Gaussian time window \((C = 2\pi^{-1} \cdot \ln 2 \approx 0.441 \) \[106\]) which is also the practical lower limit of the bandwidth-time product. If the uncertainty principle is applied to a QCL pulse, the equivalent duration can be approximated by the pulse duration \( \Delta t = t_{on} \). On the one hand a short laser pulse reduces the frequency chirp \( \frac{df}{dt} \cdot t_{on} \), on the other hand it increases the equivalent bandwidth. McCulloch et al. define a "best aperture time" to estimate the resolution of a pulsed QCL, which is based on the assumption that the frequency chirp equals the Fourier limited bandwidth

\[ \Delta f = \frac{C}{t_{on}} = \left( \frac{df}{dt} \right) \cdot t_{on} = \left( \frac{df}{dt} \right) \cdot \frac{C}{\Delta f}. \] \hspace{1cm} (4 - 2)

Equation (4 - 2) can readily be transformed into an approximation for \( \Delta f \) \[61,106\]

\[ \Delta f = \left( C \cdot \frac{df}{dt} \right)^{1/2}. \] \hspace{1cm} (4 - 3)

Consequently, a pulse width \( t_{on} \) shorter than the best aperture time cannot increase but may even lead to a worse spectral resolution due to the uncertainty relation. If pulses slightly longer than assumed for equation (4 - 3) are applied, the effective QCL spectral width is also increased since the laser chirp is then the main limiting factor. Both facts were experimentally observed for pulse widths between 3 ns and 15 ns \[67\] and have to be considered particularly in respect to the \textit{inter} pulse mode.

Using the \textit{intra} pulse mode the spectral width of the entire pulse is not relevant in terms of resolution since the full chirp already contains a spectrum and the spectral resolution within the pulse is of interest. In this case the time resolution of the detection system determines the equivalent duration \( \Delta t \) and may be Gaussian \[56\]. According to equation (4 - 3) the resolution of such a spectrum is governed by the chirp rate \( \frac{df}{dt} \) (or \( \frac{d\nu}{dt} \)) as an external parameter which is independent from the uncertainty principle. The chirp rate of a QCL including its typical decrease in time and the spectral resolution (i.e. effective laser line width) following from equation (4 - 3) is shown in figure 4.12. The limiting cases for a Gaussian time window and \( C = 1 \) are also plotted.

Although the studied device exhibits a moderate chirp rate (cf. figure 4.10), it is clear that for pulses shorter than 100 ns the resolution cannot be better than 200 ... 360 MHz \((0.007 \ldots 0.012 \text{ cm}^{-1})\) even under the best aperture time assumption. This estimation accords with other publications \[22,55,66\]. As pointed out earlier, the effective line width is about two orders of magnitude higher than the intrinsic QCL line width observed without frequency stabilisation. Tuning the absorption line to the tail of the QCL pulse increases the spectral resolution to \( \sim 150 \text{ MHz} \) \((0.005 \text{ cm}^{-1})\) which still exceeds the resolution of typical diode laser spectrometers \((5 \ldots 100 \text{ MHz}, 0.0002 \ldots 0.0033 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) \[109,110\]). These best QCL resolution values are adequate for detecting absorption features at elevated or atmospheric pressures, but
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at low pressure conditions it is not appropriate and a deconvolution or correction has to be applied. Since at low pressure Doppler broadened absorption profiles typically show spectral widths of less than the given minimum effective line width the pulsed QCL cannot be considered as narrow bandwidth MIR light source. The situation may be even worse because the studied laser was operated close to its threshold, i.e. at higher input power levels the temperature increase in the active zone and hence the chirp rate is higher which in turn degrades the spectral resolution further.

Figure 4.12: Chirp rates of a QCL (black) operated with different pulse widths (□ - 33 ns, ▲ - 85 ns, ▽ - 191 ns, ◄ - 292 ns, ▶ - 492 ns, ○ - 794 ns, + - 997 ns) and the corresponding resolution in a spectrum (grey). The bandwidth-time uncertainty (eq. 4 - 1) determines the achievable resolution and is displayed for three cases: the upper limit (C = 1, solid line), the lower limit assuming a Gaussian time window (C = 0.441, dashed line) and the intermediate case for a rectangular time window (C = 0.886, ♦).

4.4 Bandwidth effects using short QCL pulses

4.4.1 Overview of measurement systems in the literature

A straightforward transfer of the conventional current ramp tuning of semiconductor lasers, among them tuneable lead salt lasers, to QCL spectrometers has lead to the development of the inter pulse method using short laser pulses. It was the preferred approach during the first spectroscopic application of a QCL combined with wavelength modulation spectroscopy [1] and enables a time resolution of milliseconds using a sophisticated sweep integration method [22]. Employing this method is not only of interest for on-line trace gas measurements, on which most of the experiments carried out so far were focussing [22,23,49,50,53,57-59,67,71,72,103-105,111,112], but also for monitoring species in plasma diagnostics [25,28,29]. Due to the typically high threshold currents at room temperature (up to a few A) and the considerably higher compliance voltages of QCLs (> 6 V) compared to TDLs the application of short current pulses reduces the input power deposited in the active zone of the QCL and hence the thermal stress of the laser. In contrast to cw tuneable lead salt lasers where the driving current is ramped above threshold, the cw current ramp impressed on
pulsed QCLs is clearly below their threshold (~mA), but sufficient to tune the laser temperature and frequency. Three different time scales have to be considered in the *inter* pulse mode: the applied power is mainly injected into the active region in a short pulse of ~10 ns, cooling occurs during the subsequent µs (cf. section 4.3.1) whereas the heat sink temperature is varied on the ms scale by the continuous current through the laser.

Apart from pulse-to-pulse fluctuations inherent to the pulsed operation spectral line broadening was identified as a main challenge while using the *inter* pulse mode for highly sensitive detection schemes [23]. Effective laser line widths (FWHM) between 0.0095 cm⁻¹ (290 MHz) and 0.093 cm⁻¹ (2.79 GHz) have been reported and are summarised in table 4.4 (section 4.5). In some cases an asymmetric spectral laser output was deduced [50,72]. According to the discussion of the previous section the resolution of short pulse spectrometers is either Fourier limited for extremely short pulses (5 ns, 290 MHz [49]) or limited by the frequency chirp of the laser (70 ns, 2.79 GHz [50]).

A detailed analysis of particularly laser line width effects in the *inter* pulse mode was carried out by Nelson et al. [22]. Their approach was twofold, i) empirically and ii) theoretically in nature. Theoretical modelling encompassed all above mentioned relevant time scales and predicted an effective laser line width (FWHM) of 0.133 cm⁻¹ (4.0 GHz) for a 10 ns pulse exhibiting an estimated chirp rate of 0.019 cm⁻¹/ns. A comparison with measured spectra yielded typically half the predicted values. Firstly, this may be due to a slightly overestimated chirp rate for their 1900 cm⁻¹ device operated close to the threshold (cf. figure 4.10 and 4.11). Secondly, extracting of accurate laser line widths from their spectra was difficult, because a strong asymmetry of absorption lines was found. This effects was amplified by applying higher operation voltages, although the simultaneously recorded electrical pulse shapes showed no significant difference. Consequently, Nelson et al. concluded that a QCL should be operated close to its threshold with short pulses close to the uncertainty broadening limit with rise times faster than 8 ns achieved with the original Alpes Lasers operation unit. A minimum laser line width (FWHM) of 0.014 cm⁻¹ (420 MHz) was predicted and accords with the results of figure 4.12. The investigation of asymmetrically broadened absorption lines was continued by McManus et al. since such absorption features revealed another phenomenon: the peak absorption signal decreased as the distortion became more pronounced [57]. In these experiments the operation voltage was varied at constant pulse width. McManus et al. suggested the product of peak absorbance and detector signal as a figure of merit for determining the optimum operation conditions. Since the latter factor increases with higher QCL voltages this product levels off which was chosen a the operation point.

Nevertheless, several questions remained unclear from these studies. Firstly, although Nelson et al. worked at low pressure (4 Torr) no rapid passage signatures were found in the spectra. Secondly, the asymmetric absorption lines exhibited both a high frequency tail [22,53] and a low frequency tail [57], even though only the latter case might be explained by the frequency-down chirp of the QCL. A potential pulse-to-pulse frequency jitter or not yet identified properties of the individual pulse were proposed [22].

Recently, the asymmetrical line shapes have been attributed to the detector bandwidth [54]. The experiments presented here focussed on both a detailed analysis of each short chirped pulse and bandwidth effects. Note that for all results of the previous sections the bandwidth of the employed fast detection and digitising system (1 GHz) was assumed to be sufficient, i.e. the instrumental broadening was smaller than the observed effective laser line
widths. Different situations are examined in what follows. The comparison of QCL tuning methods including the inter pulse mode using pressure broadened absorption features in section 4.2.3 revealed no significant difference to the expected concentrations. Now experiments employing short QCL pulses in the low pressure range are discussed resulting in an entirely different picture.

4.4.2 Experimental approach

The optical setup and dual laser arrangement (QCL and TDL) was essentially the same as described in section 4.2.2. Current ramp, QCL pulses and the gate-off period were synchronised by the TDL Wintel software package. In contrast to Nelson and McManus et al. the laser was operated with a Q-MAC system. The pulsed current through the laser is not directly accessible with this QCL driver. Complementary measurements with a miniaturised inductive coil directly at the laser yielded a rise time of the pulse unit of ~ 2 ns. Nelson's idea to reduce the laser chirp with shorter pulses is thus realised since this rise time is faster than for the Alpes Lasers Starter Kit for which a value of 8 ns was confirmed also with our test equipment. Although the QCL was the same as in the previous experiments the emission range was shifted to 1347.75 ... 1348.25 cm\(^{-1}\) covering 4 CH\(_4\) absorption features which are marked as A - D in table 4.2. Calculated spectra for two series of experiments are shown in figure 4.13.

\[\text{Figure 4.13: Calculated spectra for CH}_4\text{ corresponding to the experimental conditions and assuming an instrumental broadening of (FWHM) 0.01 cm}^{-1} \text{ (~lower limit): i) 100 \% CH}_4, p_{\text{total}} = 10 \text{ mbar, } L_{\text{eff}} = 0.15 \text{ m (black); ii) 14 \% CH}_4, p_{\text{total}} = 0.5 \text{ mbar, } L_{\text{eff}} = 24 \text{ m (grey). Absorption lines are labelled according to table 4.2.}\]

At first, the characteristics of the tuning method in combination with the standard configuration (i.e. detector signal measured with DAC and displayed with TDL Wintel) was established by means of a reference cell filled with CH\(_4\) at 10 mbar. A rise time of ~ 80 ns (~ 5 MHz bandwidth) was experimentally confirmed for the DAC (National Instruments, PCI-6110E, [113]). The TE cooled detector (VIGO, PDI-2TE-10.6) was used with a custom-made preamplifier (250 MHz). The influence of both QCL pulse width and QCL voltage on the recorded spectra was analysed.
Next, the detection system was extended in order to scrutinise each QCL pulse. A fast and high bandwidth digitising oscilloscope (LeCroy WR104Xi, 1 GHz) recorded all optical pulses of a laser sweep with a time resolution of 0.1 ns. A post-measurement analysis yielded the width of the emitted pulse, the detector signal at constant temporal positions during the chirped pulse as well as the time-integrated signal. Different detectors which are summarised in Table 4.3 were employed to check potential bandwidth effects on the results. In contrast to the first experiments using the DAC, the combination of detector and preamplifier is now limiting the bandwidth which was varied between 5 MHz (= DAC value) and 600 MHz. All measurements were carried out under flowing gas conditions at 0.5 mbar total pressure in a multi-pass cell (Figure 4.2) aligned to 24 m absorption length. For both the reference and multi-pass cell experiments rapid passage oscillations should therefore be present in the spectra. The studies of the *inter* pulse mode were again backed by complementary TDLAS measurements at the strong CH$_4$ features around 1346 cm$^{-1}$ (Table 4.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detector Type</th>
<th>Cooling</th>
<th>Active Area [mm$^2$]</th>
<th>Bandwidth [MHz] (Detector &amp; Preamp.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VIGO PDI-2TE-10.6</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>0.25 × 0.25</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIGO PDI-3TE-10/12</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>1 × 1</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolmar KV104-0.1-A-3</td>
<td>LN</td>
<td>0.1 × 0.1</td>
<td>≤ 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judson J15D22-M204-S01M-60</td>
<td>LN</td>
<td>1 × 1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.3:** Detectors and their main parameters employed for *inter* pulse experiments. The first device was used for the reference cell measurements (Section 4.4.2 and 4.4.4).

### 4.4.3 Concentration measurements using the conventional *inter* pulse technique

QCL spectra of the reference cell are shown in Figure 4.14 for different operation voltages up to 0.6 V above threshold and a constant pulse width of 20 ns. Since the heat sink temperature was not corrected for the increased input power at higher voltages the spectrum is slightly shifted which can be detected from the spectral position of the gate-off period (Figure 4.14). Instead of the expected typical oscillatory structure of the rapid passage effect another distortion of the absorption lines is found in the spectra. A strong asymmetry at the low frequency side of the line, particularly at voltages clearly above threshold, is observed and hampers a reasonable fit to line profiles for a quantitative analysis. The absorption lines are broadened by features similar to a shadow of the original line. This is clearly visible at 0.4 V above threshold for line C, i.e. at the end of the current ramp, and at slightly higher operation voltages for line B. Additionally, the peak absorption decreases as the distortion becomes more pronounced. Only at operation voltages close to the threshold of the QCL (trace a) in Figure 4.14 the absorption line exhibits a behaviour similar to the calculation (Figure 4.13), i.e. a symmetric line shape and > 50 % absorption, but at the expense of a considerably reduced detector signal. This in turn leads to a poor SNR, even without additional losses from multi-pass optics, and the features A and D vanish below the threshold. Similar obstacles have already been reported (cf. previous section). Since another QCL driver was used here it can be assumed that the observed effects are not directly connected to the current pulses (shape, rise time, etc.).
The acquired spectra were quantitatively analysed by applying two independent methods. Firstly, *TDL Wintel* calculated the CH$_4$ mixing ratio from a least-square fit of the absorption lines to Voigt profiles simulated by using first principles. These pre-calculated spectra are based on pressure, temperature, effective laser line width and line strengths from the *HITRAN* database [80] as input parameters. Secondly, the mixing ratios were deduced from an additional calculation of the integrated absorption coefficient. In the latter case no line profile or effective laser line width has to be assumed and even the distorted features are entirely captured. Both results are displayed for CH$_4$ lines B - D in figure 4.15 where no significant difference between the approaches is observed. Results from the fit yielded typically slightly lower values than for the integration. The difference of not more than 10 % may be due to an independent determination of the baseline and slightly different effects of the distortion on the mixing ratios. At higher QCL voltages the integration method is better suited to account for the distortion. Nevertheless, considering the strong absorption features B and C leads to an underestimation of the mixing ratio by at least a factor of 3 or more. The expected concentration is only obtained for the weak feature D at QCL voltages close to the threshold. If the operation voltage is increased the deduced mixing ratio from D also drops to less than 40 % for both methods. Note that the fit results are not considerably changed if the effective laser line width is adjusted in a range which yields a reasonable fit to the acquired spectra (i.e., 0.012 ... 0.020 cm$^{-1}$, FWHM). Those effective spectral widths are higher than estimated from figure 4.12 for very short QCL pulses.

**Figure 4.14:** *Inter* pulse mode spectra of a reference cell filled with 10 mbar CH$_4$ measured at constant pulse width (20 ns) of the QCL current and variable QCL voltages: a) 11.5 V, b) 11.6 V, c) 11.7 V, d) 11.8 V, e) 11.9 V, f) 12.0 V, g) 12.1 V. Spectra are stacked for clarity and the corresponding zero signal level from the gate-off period is indicated (dotted lines). Absorption features are marked with A - D (table 4.2).

**Figure 4.15:** CH$_4$ mixing ratios deduced for the absorption features B (▲, △), C (▼, ▼) and D (●, ○) from figure 4.14 applying QCL voltages between threshold and 12.1 V. Results were obtained from a fit to a Voigt profile (full symbols) and from an integration over the absorption line (open symbols). Dashed line represents the reference value.
It is clear from the quantitative analysis in figure 4.15 that even for weak absorption features, where power saturation effects can be neglected in a first approximation, the integrated absorption coefficient and hence the concentration values are not conserved, but underestimated for relevant operation conditions and output power values of the QCL. The analysis approach is not critical in this case. Moreover, the picture does not change if the current pulse width is reduced from 20 ns down to 12 ns (minimum) while keeping the QCL voltage near the simultaneously changing threshold. This also indicates that the chirp-limited resolution can be only a part of the explanation.

4.4.4 **Consequences of the frequency chirp**

All previous experiments and their analysis suggested that a deeper insight into the intrinsic properties of the laser pulses and their detection are necessary to describe the observed obstacles. For this purpose the laser sweep consisting of 230 pulses in the gate-on and 20 pulses in the gate-off phase was monitored with high time resolution. Each QCL pulse represents a spectral data point (or channel) and is described by a time scale $t_{\text{Ch}}$ which is connected with the corresponding trigger (figure 4.16). Another time scale $t_{\text{pulse}}$ is introduced in figure 4.16 for further data analysis to eliminate the delay between trigger and laser pulse caused by the electronics and the folded optical beam path. Figure 4.17 shows typical examples of several QCL pulses recorded with the CH$_4$ cell (left panel) or a Germanium etalon (FSR = 0.048 cm$^{-1}$, right panel) in place. The spectra of the chirped pulses were recorded with similar operation conditions as in figure 4.14c (i.e. voltage 0.2 V above threshold, 20 ns current pulses), where a reasonable output power of the QCL could be achieved and first line shape distortions were observed. In what follows the diagrams are based on these experimental conditions which were selected as an example, though the discussion and conclusions can be generalised$^4$. The channels in the left panel of figure 4.17 display the highly time resolved detector signal around absorption feature B. In the right panel a modulation of the QCL pulses by the etalon fringes is visible indicating that the chirp even for these short pulses is high enough to encompass up to a full FSR (figure 4.17 o).

Next, the detector signals of all individual QCL pulses were analysed at a constant time $t_{\text{pulse}}$ (slightly averaged over 0.3 ns) and plotted against the channel number (figures 4.18 and 4.19). In figure 4.18 the resulting spectra are shown for the CH$_4$ reference cell for different $t_{\text{pulse}}$ covering the full laser pulse width. Additionally, the entire detector signal was averaged over the pulse width (trace g). The compilation of these spectra reveals several key features of this tuning method:

1. The rapid passage effect is present in the spectra.
2. The time-averaged signal exhibits the same distorted line shapes without rapid passage oscillations as observed with the conventional approach (figure 4.14).
3. The peak absorption decreases at higher $t_{\text{pulse}}$ and in the averaged signal.
4. The position of spectral features (i.e. channel number) shifts with $t_{\text{pulse}}$.

$^4$ A set of diagrams for 11.5 V QCL voltage (at threshold) can be found in the appendix (figures B.01-B.06).
Figure 4.16: Schematic diagram of two QCL pulses (N and N+1) of length $t_{on}$ during a laser sweep using the inter pulse mode. Two different time scales, i.e. a time scale $t_{Ch}$ for each channel and an intrinsic time $t_{pulse}$ for the laser pulse, are introduced for further data analysis.

Figure 4.17: Time resolved spectra of single frequency-down chirped pulses during an inter pulse laser sweep. Left: reference cell (0.15 m, 10 mbar CH$_4$); Right: Ge etalon (FSR = 0.048 cm$^{-1}$). The corresponding channel numbers are a) 95, b) 98, c) 101, d) 104, e) 107, f) 110, g) 113, h) 116 and i) 40, j) 70, k) 100, l) 130, m) 160, n) 190, o) 220 (cf. fig. 4.18/4.19).

Figure 4.18: CH$_4$ absorption spectra (10 mbar, 0.15 m) determined from the detector signal at $t_{pulse} = \text{const}.$ during a chirped QCL pulse: a) 1.0 ns, b) 1.5 ns, c) 2.0 ns, d) 2.5 ns, e) 3.0 ns, f) 3.5 ns, g) averaged signal over the entire pulse. The zero level from the gate-off period is indicated by dotted lines. Arrows represent the shift of spectral features with $t_{pulse}$ ($U_{QCL} = 11.7$ V).

Figure 4.19: Etalon spectra (FSR = 0.048 cm$^{-1}$) determined from the detector signal at $t_{pulse} = \text{const}.$ during a chirped QCL pulse: a) 1.0 ns, b) 1.5 ns, c) 2.0 ns, d) 2.5 ns, e) 3.0 ns, f) 3.5 ns, g) averaged signal over the entire pulse. The shift of the extrema with $t_{pulse}$ is marked with an arrow. ($U_{QCL} = 11.7$ V).

Although not seen in the spectra acquired with the conventional TDL Wintel and DAC equipment the typical rapid passage structure at the low frequency side of a line, which is expected under low pressure conditions with pulsed QCLs, is present (i). Moreover, the
amplitude of the oscillations decreases as $t_{\text{pulse}}$ approaches the end of the short pulse, because the chirp rate $\frac{d\nu}{dt}$ drops considerably during the first nanoseconds of a pulse\(^5\). The variable chirp rate is accompanied by an increase of the output power of the QCL at higher $t_{\text{pulse}}$ which may cause additional power saturation, at least for the strong features B and C. Consequently the peak absorption decreases at the end of the short pulse (iii). The shift of spectral features (iv) is linked with the chirp of the pulse and the sign of the current ramp slope and will be discussed below. It is nevertheless obvious from figure 4.18 that contributions to the spectrum from high $t_{\text{pulse}}$ values are overestimated in the time-averaged detector signal (trace g) due to the higher output power at this time. Consequently, the averaged absorption profile appears asymmetrically broadened with a shadow of the line at lower channels. If the temporal development of the laser intensity is reversed, i.e. decreasing intensity during $t_{\text{pulse}}$, which was observed for another QCL, the shadow is observed at higher channels [see also 22,53]. It is also clear that this artificial asymmetric instrumental broadening is difficult to describe analytically and reduces the peak absorption in addition to potential power saturation effects. Thus, concentration values are further underestimated and weak absorption features are dropped below the noise level (e.g. features A and D in figure 4.18 g and 4.14). Averaging also eliminates rapid passage structures in the spectra (ii) and considerably degrades the quality of etalon spectra (figure 4.19). All traces for a constant $t_{\text{pulse}}$ in figure 4.19 show a deep modulation of the laser intensity whereas the averaged signal (trace g) is blurred due to the shift of the extrema.

It transpires from the current analysis that the observed line broadening and obstacles are caused by neglecting the intrinsic properties of the laser pulse rather than pulse-to-pulse fluctuations as alternatively proposed by Nelson et al. [22]. Particularly, the laser chirp combined with the current ramp temperature tuning induces complex dependences. In order to examine a few aspects, firstly, the shift of a constant spectral position $\nu_0$ within the ramp was quantified and, secondly, the pulse width of the individual pulses was determined. For this purpose, the channel number of the CH\(_4\) lines B and C and of selected fringes in figures 4.18 and 4.19 were plotted for several $t_{\text{pulse}} = \text{const.}$ in figure 4.20. It is found that a selected $\nu_0 = \text{const.}$ shifts by at least $8 \ldots 10$ channels if the frequency chirp of the short pulse is deconvoluted as in figure 4.18. This corresponds to a shift of $\sim 0.025 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ (750 MHz) for the present experimental conditions and accords well with the effective line widths discussed in the introduction of this section.

Surprisingly, the spectral positions in figure 4.20 shift to higher channel numbers which are typically connected with higher laser frequencies, because the DC laser current is ramped down which increases the frequency. However, the frequency chirp of the short pulse, which induces in fact the shift, leads to lower frequencies.

Next, the start and the end of all individual QCL pulses in a sweep were determined on the time scale $t_{\text{Ch}}$ (figure 4.21, right hand scale). A detector signal just above noise level was chosen as criterion for determining both values. The difference yielded the pulse width $t_{\text{on}}$ which is clearly different from the nominal current pulse width of 20 ns (figure 4.21, left hand scale). Although the scatter in the $t_{\text{Ch}}$ data of $\pm 2$ ns in figure 4.21 is relatively pronounced, the optical pulse width (being actually the difference of the scattered start and end point data) yields only a small uncertainty of $\pm 0.6$ ns. This indicates that mainly jitter between the trigger

\(^5\) Unfortunately, this behaviour is partly clipped in figure 4.18 due to the bandwidth limit of the used detector preamplifier (section 4.4.5), but it was observed in several other experiments which are not displayed here.
event and the laser emission causes the strong fluctuations in $t^{\text{Ch}}$ while the pulse width is relatively stable. The detailed analysis shows that the optical pulses appear earlier and fade away later. Consequently the pulse width rises from 4 ns to 10 ns in figure 4.21. This behaviour emanates from the temperature tuning via the DC current ramp while the QCL operation voltage and hence the pulsed QCL current is kept constant. According to figure 4.1b the temperature is reduced during the ramp which gradually lowers the threshold. If the same pulsed current is fed to the laser, the QCL starts emitting earlier and longer as the channel number increases. It is, however, below the threshold during at least half of the nominal current pulse width for the present conditions. This may lead to the conclusion that the current pulse width can be chosen arbitrarily as long as the operation voltage is kept low and optical pulse remains short enough. In complementary measurements of the pulsed laser current it was found that the current pulse width also plays an important role since it determines the amount of power deposited inside the QCL and hence its heating and chirp rate which in turn influences the short optical pulse. Therefore the current pulse width should be set properly.

Taking into account a lower limit of $\sim 0.004 \text{ cm}^{-1}/\text{ns}$ for the chirp rate an intrinsic and unconstant chirp of the pulses between 0.02 and 0.05 cm$^{-1}$ is found which is even for these short pulses bigger than typical Doppler broadened absorption features. Figure 4.17 demonstrates this for CH$_4$ feature B which is present in more than 20 channels. Notably, all graphs were recorded only 0.2 V above the threshold where the output power and hence the detector signal were just sufficient for achieving a reasonable SNR and thus the described obstacles can hardly be reduced. The examples in the appendix B (laser at threshold, pulse width 0 ... 6 ns, figs. B.01-B.04) confirm that even in this case the laser chirps between 0 and 0.03 cm$^{-1}$.

**Figure 4.20:** Shift of the position of maxima (▲) and minima (▼) of the deconvoluted etalon spectra (figure 4.19) and of the strong CH$_4$ lines (B, C) in figure 4.18. ($U_{\text{QCL}} = 11.7 \text{ V}$).

**Figure 4.21:** Start (△) and end (▼) point of the QCL pulse on the time scale $t^{\text{Ch}}$ (right hand scale, grey) and the corresponding difference yielding the pulse width (○, left hand scale, black). ($U_{\text{QCL}} = 11.7 \text{ V}$).

In conclusion, it is clear from the discussion in this section that a generalised theoretical description is almost impossible to obtain since many parameters are strongly dependent on the single QCL device. Additionally, complex dependences exist between the operation conditions (e.g., current pulse width, DC current ramp, etc.) and the subsequently...
achieved chirp rate and optical pulse width. The resulting total chirp in combination with the DC ramp parameters finally induce a shift of each spectral component over several detection channels. The total shift corresponds with what is normally considered as effective line width of pulsed QCLs ($\leq 0.05 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ or 1.5 GHz, FWHM). It was found that spectra recorded on-line with the conventional TDL Wintel and DAC equipment were very similar to those which were deduced by averaging the entire detector signal of the individual chirped pulses in the post-measurement analysis. The shift of spectral components appears then as spectral broadening of absorption lines. Since the shape of the optical pulses never approaches a top-hat structure, i.e. the output power is not constant during the short pulse, such an averaging of detector signals leads to an asymmetrical instrumental broadening where the resulting shadow of an absorption line may be observed on both its low or high frequency side. The spectral broadening is also accompanied by a reduced peak absorption. In lieu of an asymmetric instrumental width the sum of all phenomena may be considered as quasi-multimode behaviour since the laser exhibits indeed no single mode emission due to its chirp.

### 4.4.5 Bandwidth effects

The similarity between the conventionally acquired and artificially averaged spectra (figure 4.14 c and 4.18 g) indicates that the entire experimental setup based on TDL Wintel encompasses an unexpected time-averaging of the signals or is limited in its bandwidth. This question is studied in what follows. For this purpose, the same CH$_4$ features (A - D) were measured under flowing gas conditions in the multiple pass cell using three different detector-preamplifier combinations (table 4.3). In all cases these combinations served as the bandwidth bottleneck exhibiting values of 600, 50 and 5 MHz. For high bandwidth detectors the performance of the oscilloscope was degraded down to 200 and 20 MHz respectively. The same data analysis (i.e. deconvolution) as in the previous section was carried out. Since the best indicators to assess the consequences of bandwidth effects are the transients of the rapid structure, the detector signal at $t_{\text{pulse}} = 1.5 \text{ ns}$, where the oscillations are most pronounced due to the high chirp rate, was chosen for a comparison (figure 4.22). Additionally, the time-integrated detector signals and the transmitted intensity measured with the TDL Wintel and DAC based system is displayed in figure 4.22.

Firstly, the spectra acquired with the 600 MHz device consisting of a fast TE cooled detector (VIGO, PDI-3TE-10/12) and an appropriate preamplifier (figure 4.22, left panel) is considered. If the oscilloscope bandwidth is reduced (traces e $\rightarrow$ d $\rightarrow$ c) the rapid passage peaks are first damped and finally, at 20 MHz, completely suppressed. This bandwidth value already causes an effective averaging yielding similar spectra and asymmetric line shapes as obtained with the TDL Wintel system (5 MHz, trace a) or the time-integrated detector signal (trace b). The critical or cut-off bandwidth should be thus in the order of 200 MHz. The effective averaging in the low bandwidth cases also reduces the peak absorption and hence the sensitivity.

The middle panel of figure 4.22 shows results from a 250 MHz preamplifier, which was essentially the same as in the static reference cell experiments of the previous section, and a LN cooled photodiode (Kolmar). Although the detector area was already considerably reduced, the detector elements still limited the total rise time or bandwidth. Consequently, the change of the oscilloscope bandwidth limit (1 GHz $\rightarrow$ 200 MHz, traces j $\rightarrow$ i) does not affect
the corresponding spectra. A comparison between the 20 MHz, time-integrated and DAC spectra (traces h, g, f) leads to the same conclusion found in the 600 MHz case.

In the right panel of figure 4.22 the spectra obtained with a combination of a LN cooled detector and preamplifier, which are typically used with lead salts (i.e. relatively big detector area and hence slow response time, 5 MHz preamplifier), are plotted. Due to the slow response time the maximum of the ~60 ns long detector signal was used for the analysis (trace m). No difference between all three spectra (maximum, time-integrated signal, DAC) is found indicating that in this case the detector already causes distorted line shapes because its slow response time determines actually the averaging process.

Figure 4.22: CH₄ spectra (0.5 mbar, mixing ratio = 0.14, 24 m) measured by using a detector/preamplifier with an effective bandwidth of 600 MHz (left), 50 MHz (middle) and 5 MHz (right). The oscilloscope bandwidth was 20 MHz (c, h, l), 200 MHz (d, i) and 1 GHz for all other traces. Traces (c, d, e) and (h, i, j) represent the detector signal at \( t_{\text{pulse}} = 1.5 \text{ ns} \) whereas (b, g) show the time-integrated signal; (i, m) were taken at \( t_{\text{pulse}} = 22 \text{ ns} \) (~maximum) due to the slow rise time of the detector. Additionally, the detector signals were measured with the TDL Wintel system (a, f, k). \( (U_{\text{QCL}} = 11.7 \text{ V})^6 \).

It is clear that the conventional TDL Wintel based TDLAS systems and their DACs perfectly match the bandwidth of the detectors employed with this class of semiconductor lasers. However, the straightforward replacement of laser and detector is not sufficient to avoid the observed obstacles in QCLAS. Even if detectors with appropriate rise times are used, which is usually not the case (see discussion at the end of this section), the digitising system has to be adapted as well. The total bandwidth of the detection system consisting of detector, preamplifier and digitiser is the relevant parameter. An estimate for the required minimum bandwidth of the entire system can be derived by means of equation (4 - 1). By analogy with the calculation of the spectrometer resolution earlier in this chapter the frequency chirp \( \Delta f = \Delta \nu \cdot c \) of the laser is estimated by its chirp rate and pulse width. The

---

6 The same analysis for measurements at the threshold can be found in the appendix B (figure B.05).
time window $\Delta t$ is now approximated by twice the rise time $t_{\text{rise}}$ of the digitiser which is determined by its bandwidth ($BW$) [114]

$$\Delta f = \frac{df}{dt} \cdot t_{\text{on}}; \quad \Delta t = 2 \cdot t_{\text{rise}} = 2 \cdot \frac{0.35}{BW}.$$  \hfill (4 - 4)

For simplicity it is also assumed that $t_{\text{on}} = 2 \cdot t_{\text{rise}}$. Using equation (4 - 4) the uncertainty relation (4 - 1) can be transformed into

$$C \approx \left( \frac{df}{dt} \cdot \left( 2 \cdot \frac{0.35}{BW} \right)^2 \right).$$  \hfill (4 - 5)

which yields now a chirp rate dependent minimum bandwidth $BW_{\text{min}}$

$$BW_{\text{min}} \approx 0.7 \cdot \left( C^{-1} \frac{df}{dt} \right)^{1/2}.$$  \hfill (4 - 6)

For a moderate chirp rate of 0.005 cm$^{-1}$/ns (150 MHz/ns) and $C = 1$ a minimum total bandwidth of 270 MHz is required for a spectrometer. This value accords with the cut-off bandwidth estimated from figure 4.22. If the bandwidth is reduced by a single component of the entire detection system, absorption features are asymmetrically broadened for all pressures due to the laser chirp. At low pressure conditions rapid passage structures are additionally clipped.

The absorption spectra obtained with different detectors (figure 4.22) were also quantitatively analysed. The results are compared with simultaneous concentration measurements of a TDLAS system in figure 4.23. For this purpose a weak (D) and a strong CH$_4$ line (C) were chosen and analysed using the integrated absorption coefficient $K$. The promising approach of a partial integration over the undisturbed part of an absorption feature was not applied here since many of the deconvoluted spectra in figure 4.22 are unaveraged and hence rather noisy in contrast to traces measured with TDL Wintel. A partial integration would therefore increase the relative error of the results. The mixing ratios deduced from spectra using the detector signal at $t_{\text{pulse}} = 1.5$ ns or the time-integrated signal and the concentration from a fit of the TDL Wintel based system are shown for each detector in figure 4.23.

It is obvious that the mixing ratio of about 14% CH$_4$ is substantially underestimated by almost one order of magnitude if the strong line C is used for the analysis (figure 4.23, left panel). At a QCL voltage, which is only 0.2 V above the threshold, no significant difference is found between the results from the different detector signals (time-averaged or at 1.5 ns). The TDL Wintel fit yields even smaller concentrations because the fitted line profile covers only a part of the distorted line shape. For measurements at the threshold (figure B.06, left panel) the mixing ratios at 1.5 ns are slightly higher than time-averaged, but still nearly a factor of 10 underestimated. Similar results were obtained for strong absorption features in the intra pulse mode under low pressure conditions (section 4.2.4) which clearly indicates that not only the rapid passage effect, but also power saturation plays an important role in addition to bandwidth effects. Even at the threshold the influence of these effects cannot considerably be reduced and a calibration would always be necessary.
Consequently, a better agreement between TDLAS and QCLAS is found for the weak CH$_4$ line D (figure 4.23 and B.06, right panel) where power saturation is negligible. Particularly, the fit results obtained from TDL Wintel at the threshold yield a fair agreement with the TDLAS results as long as the effective laser line width is adapted as a fit parameter (figure B.06). Due to a minimised laser chirp at these operation conditions the absorption feature could be approximated by a symmetric line profile with an increased instrumental broadening which was typically set to (FWHM) 0.012 cm$^{-1}$ (360 MHz). At higher QCL voltages the fit results already fall short of the TDLAS values by at least 25 % (figure 4.23). Mixing ratios calculated from the time-integrated detector signals are found to be lower than determined at $t_{\text{pulse}} = 1.5$ ns, but higher than deduced from the fit procedure suggesting that the area of the absorption features is not conserved if the bandwidth of the detection system is limited inadequately. Unfortunately, a relative error of ~ 50 % should be considered for all mixing ratios for line D, because of a poor SNR. The above mentioned bandwidth effects reduced the peak absorption even further to just above noise level and thus uncertainties in the baseline polynomial fits gain more influence.

![Figure 4.23: CH$_4$ mixing ratios deduced from lines C (left panel) and D (right panel) using the integrated absorption coefficient at $t_{\text{pulse}} = 1.5$ ns (blank), the time-integrated detector signal (grey) or the result from fit of TDL Wintel (black). Mixing ratios of the simultaneous TDLAS measurements are indicated by lines. (For detector parameters see table 4.3; $U_{\text{QCL}} = 11.7$ V).](image)

The present comparison of spectra and concentration values demonstrates that the frequency chirp of pulsed QCLs is only a part of the explanation for observed obstacles such as distorted line shapes or underestimated molecular mixing ratios. It is also essential to take bandwidth effects of the detection system (i.e. detector, preamplifier, digitiser) or the detection approach (i.e. time-integrated or time resolved signals) into account. For the resulting spectrum and hence the calculated concentrations the maximum effective bandwidth of the system is a critical parameter. On the one hand it may be limited by integrating over the chirped laser pulse as achieved with gated integrators [72,104] or in a post-measurement data analysis as presented here. On the other hand the effective bandwidth is often limited by the detector type and element itself (e.g. LN cooled with standard size of 1 mm$^2$) or the subsequent electronics. If the effective bandwidth falls below a cut-off value which is
determined by the chirp rate of the laser, rapid passage structures at low pressure conditions and the chirped pulse are blurred in the recorded spectra. The apparent spectral broadening is often considered as effective laser line width of pulsed QCLs.

Carefully chosen operation parameters for the laser might give correct results with the inter pulse method at elevated pressures (section 4.2.3) where pressure broadening approaches the instrumental broadening or effective laser line width. In contrast, at low pressure conditions the laser chirp and the effective bandwidth of the system, typically limited by the digitiser, cause a quasi-multimode behaviour leading to reduced and distorted absorption features. Thus, fit procedures using symmetric line profiles or the integrated absorption coefficient yield wrong mixing ratios. These effects are more pronounced at higher laser intensities, i.e. clearly above the threshold, and for strong absorption features. In this case non-linear absorption phenomena are present, e.g., rapid passage and power saturation. Due to bandwidth limitation these effects are hidden in the acquired spectra and cannot be identified accurately.

4.5 Discussion and conclusions

Recently, IRLAS using a new type of semiconductor lasers, namely QCLs, has been successfully applied especially in the field of gas phase spectroscopy. In many cases the measurements were performed at elevated pressures (> 50 mbar) which is a compromise between spectral selectivity and sensitivity. Particularly, the latter figure of merit of QCL based spectrometers is degraded by the specific behaviour of frequency swept QCLs accompanied by non-linear absorption effects. It is known and was confirmed here that these challenges play a minor role at elevated pressures, but their origin and the consequences at lower pressures (< 10 mbar) is not yet fully understood. For this reason, the same spectrometer which gave reasonable results at 100 mbar was also used in the low pressure range. In-situ measurements in low pressure plasmas as an essential part of this thesis require a better understanding of the observed phenomena and approaches to obviate them. The study mainly focussed on tuning methods which enable a time resolution below 1 s to be accomplished which is not of main interest for trace gas measurements but crucial for plasma processes on the micro- or millisecond time scale. Hence the inter pulse mode, directly deduced from TDLAS where a current ramp is impressed on the laser, and the intra pulse mode based on the high current pulse induced temperature and frequency chirp of the laser were scrutinised.

The present analysis showed that the short pulse mode exhibits all characteristics of the intra pulse mode, i.e. the frequency chirp of the QCL is always present, but the principle of this tuning method introduces further complications if applied to QCLs instead of TDLs. Time resolved studies of the short pulses and a quantitative comparison with results from a co-aligned lead salt laser system established asymmetrical instrumental broadening and up to one order of magnitude underestimated concentrations at low pressure conditions. A detailed analysis revealed a complex combination of three interdependent effects:

i) the frequency chirp of the QCL,
ii) bandwidth limitations of the entire spectrometer,
iii) non-linear absorption behaviour.
The analogue bandwidth of the entire system (ii) is chirp rate dependent and an important
criterion, but typically neglected in the design of spectrometers.

It was found for more than 30 different QCLs that the average chirp rate for longer
pulses never falls below a lower limit of 0.003 cm$^{-1}$/ns (90 MHz/ns). However, for short
pulses, as applied in the \textit{inter} pulse mode, the chirp rate ($dν/dt$) is often higher in the order of
at least 0.005 cm$^{-1}$/ns (150 MHz/ns). Even for extremely short pulses the total laser chirp can
no longer be considered as small or negligible compared to typical Doppler broadened
absorption lines at low pressures. Very short optical pulses of 1 - 2 ns are only accomplished
at the laser threshold exhibiting a limited output power and enhanced pulse-to-pulse
fluctuations which reduce the sensitivity in any case. The analysis of all laser pulse widths
during a frequency scan showed an increase at higher laser frequencies, but the observed
optical pulses were still clearly shorter than the nominal electrical pulse width. Since the QCL
is operated close to its threshold the current exceeds this value only for a time window shorter
than the nominal width and so is the optical pulse width. Due to the negative temperature
tuning coefficient higher laser frequencies are achieved at lower temperatures. The sub-
threshold current is thus ramped such that the laser temperature decreases which
simultaneously reduces the threshold. This causes increased QCL pulses at the end of the
sweep. A better SNR with this method is only accomplished at higher operation voltages (or
currents) which also increases the laser pulse width, the chirp rate and thus the chirp.
Furthermore, the effective laser line width rises. As long as a single pulse, i.e. a single
measurement channel in terms of the \textit{inter} pulse principle, is considered the laser line $Δν$
width is approximated by Duxbury's formula ($Δν \cdot c \sim (C \cdot df/dt)^{1/2}$) where the laser line width
is directly connected to the chirp rate. Even for the lower limit of the chirp rates for short
pulses the laser line width of a single pulse (FWHM) exceeds 0.008 cm$^{-1}$ (250 MHz) and
therefore the typical Doppler broadening.

Due to the measurement principle of the \textit{inter} pulse mode the laser chirp of a single
pulse is spread over several channels which was shown with a highly time resolved
acquisition of individual pulses and a post-measurement analysis and deconvolution. As soon
as the bandwidth of the entire system is limited, either artificially by time-integration of the
detector signal containing the chirped pulse or naturally by the detection and digitising
system, the laser chirp appears as an asymmetrical spectral broadening. Absorption lines,
particularly at low pressures, may exhibit a shadow-like feature on their low or high
frequency tail. It can be considered as a quasi-multimode behaviour due to the chirp since the
peak absorption is also reduced. It is often described by an effective laser line width which is
typically much higher (> 0.02 cm$^{-1}$, 600 MHz, FWHM) than estimated above, but it is in fact
a consequence of the measurement principle and the limited bandwidth of the spectrometer.
These artefacts become more pronounced at the end of the laser sweep because the laser pulse
width and the chirp increases.

Although the oscillatory structure of the rapid passage effect is present in the
deconvoluted spectra, the bandwidth limited \textit{inter} pulse graphs show no such features. Thus,
quantitative results at low pressure not only suffer from the quasi-multimode behaviour
including reduced absorption, but also from all non-linear absorption effects observed with
the \textit{intra} pulse mode. Especially the rapid passage effect is more pronounced since the chirp
rate is higher for short pulses. The smallest discrepancies between expected and measured
concentrations are observed for weak absorption features which leads to the same consequences as in the *intra* pulse mode.

It is interesting to discuss common approaches and suggestions for using the *inter* pulse mode in respect to the presently obtained results. Typically the short pulse method is used with total pressures above 50 mbar where the rapid passage effect is damped, power saturation is also reduced and occurs only for very strong absorption features ($S \geq 10^{-20}$ cm/molecule for main isotopes) and the pressure broadening approaches the instrumental broadening. In this case correct mixing ratios may be deduced, because laser chirp and bandwidth effects play a minor role. However, the experimental conditions for *in-situ* measurements in low pressure plasmas are clearly different. Additionally, laser operation close to the threshold and short laser pulses generated with pulse electronics of short rise time are suggested [22] and should reduce the QCL chirp. Reasonable results employing a fit procedure may be achieved in the case of weak absorption ($\leq 1\%$) and with an instrumental broadening as a calibration factor set to the effective laser line width. This approach only minimises the systematic errors, but cannot overcome the general shortcomings of the method. Bandwidth effects are taken into account by an arbitrary calibration of the instrumental broadening. It also reduces the SNR due to a simultaneously reduced laser intensity close to the threshold and thus hampers the application of multi-pass cells or even optical cavities where higher optical power is required to balance reflection losses.

Only recently, bandwidth effects have been mentioned in an independent investigation of potential drawbacks of using pulsed QCLs [54]. Grouiez et al. used an experimental arrangement where the bandwidth of all individual components was high enough to resolve the internal rapid passage structure of *inter* pulse spectra. They followed a similar approach as presented here to separate the frequency-down chirp during the laser pulse, which represents already a portion of a spectrum, from the laser sweep. In both studies a constant $I_{\text{pulse}}$ was monitored during the frequency scan which was achieved by modulating the heat sink temperature in their case. Unfortunately, it was concluded that the non-linear effects could be avoided by placing the absorption line at the end of a longer (so called intermediate) pulse and tried to confirm this with measurements at 60 mbar. The rapid passage is definitely reduced due to a decrease of the chirp rate, but it was finally damped as a consequence of the relatively high pressure. Since the chirp rate of pulsed QCLs is typically sufficiently high to generate rapid passage effects for molecular transitions in the MIR (normalised sweep rate $A \gg 300 \gg 1$), it is essential to consider the (linear) rapid passage regime to be always present at low pressures.

It is more interesting that the authors propose bandwidth effects as a reason for the distorted line shapes in the *inter* pulse mode. The present results indicate that any limitation to the analogue bandwidth of the system caused by the detector element, detector type, preamplifier, digitiser or the measuring principle (e.g. integrating over the optical pulse) appears as a strong instrumental broadening in the spectra. A relation to estimate the minimum bandwidth $BW_{\text{min}}$ required for reproducing the fast transients in the signals was determined ($BW_{\text{min}} \sim (0.49 \cdot C^{-1} \cdot df/dt)^{1/2}$) and found to be chirp rate dependent. Generally, the analogue bandwidth should not fall below 250 MHz. Provided that the entire system is designed for such high analogue bandwidths the pulse-to-pulse jitter between subsequent pulses ($\sim 2$ ns) was found to remain a challenge which introduces additional noise. In many
cases an additional reference channel is necessary for triggering purposes [30,31] and to reduce pulse-to-pulse intensity fluctuations with a pulse normalisation [22,23].

It is therefore obvious that a straightforward replacement of the light source and in some cases of the detector in conventional TDLAS spectrometers is not sufficient to accomplish a calibration free QCLAS spectrometer. The digitiser is normally adapted to the ≤ 1 MHz LN cooled detectors of lead salt laser based systems and would now limit the bandwidth and blur non-linear absorption effects. The resulting effective laser line width is thus a complex and inappropriate figure of merit encompassing several other individual laser and system parameters, among them, chirp rate, pulse length, current ramp parameters etc. Consequently, the reported values (FWHM) range from 0.008 to 0.093 cm⁻¹ (0.24 ... 2.79 GHz, table 4.4).

The term laser line width should be carefully used and may be classified as follows. The intrinsic spectral width of cw QCLs is about (FWHM) \(4 \times 10^{-7}\) cm⁻¹ (12 kHz) [102], but it is typically not observed due to current instabilities of the controllers which limit the line width to \(3 \times 10^{-5} \ldots 0.0013\) cm⁻¹ (1 ... 40 MHz) in practice [e.g., 70,94,99]. The line width of pulsed QCLs is determined by the uncertainty relation and can be either Fourier or chirp rate limited. The first case is observed for extremely short pulses < 5 ns and yields laser line widths (FWHM) > 0.005 cm⁻¹ (150 MHz). Longer pulses are chirp rate limited and spectral widths (FWHM) may be estimated for a best aperture time to ~ 0.010 cm⁻¹ (300 MHz, \(C = 0.886\)) and ~ 0.007 cm⁻¹ (210 MHz, \(C = 0.441\)) respectively. The full chirp of an at least 5 ns long pulse would be ≥ 0.02 cm⁻¹ (600 MHz). In the case of bandwidth limited systems the effective laser line width is found between the chirp rate limit and the total chirp of the laser and depends on the operation conditions, especially on the pulse width.

Several spectrometers using the *inter* pulse mode are reported in the literature and are collected with their main parameters in table 4.4. The bandwidth limit and the potential bottleneck are marked. In some cases the detector-preamplifier combination sets the limit [50,58,112]. This might be due to the fact that LN cooled detectors with their inherently higher sensitivity were preferred at the expense of a slower response time. In several studies the digitiser (e.g., DAC) adapted to former TDLAS setups with low bandwidth detectors finally limited the system performance and integrated over the full chirp [22,23,53,57]. The current results and the experiments of Grouiez et al. [54] clearly show that an appropriate analogue bandwidth and measuring principle may yield the fundamental laser line width (either chirp rate or Fourier limited). The comparison in table 4.4 also includes an FTIR study where the emission of a pulsed QCL was directly recorded [67]. Although the absolute values may be limited by the spectrometer resolution, a difference between chirp rate and Fourier limited pulses was visible.

Since particularly the rapid passage effect cannot be obviated under low pressure conditions a calibration of the *inter* pulse mode is always required and does not provide any further advantage compared to the *intra* pulse method. In respect to the available tuning range and the achievable time resolution the latter mode of operation is even superior. Hence the short pulse mode is not considered for linear absorption spectroscopic studies of low pressure molecular plasmas in this thesis.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effective Laser Line Width (FWHM)</th>
<th>Pulse Width</th>
<th>Bandwidth Limit</th>
<th>Limiting Factor</th>
<th>Fourier(^a)</th>
<th>Chirp Rate</th>
<th>Bandwidth (incl. total chirp)</th>
<th>Total Pressure</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[cm(^{-1})]</td>
<td>[MHz]</td>
<td>[ns]</td>
<td>[MHz]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>LN</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
<td>53</td>
<td>[1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>~ 20</td>
<td>LN</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>LN</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>[50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>~ 20</td>
<td>LN</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>126</td>
<td>[72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>1013</td>
<td>[105]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>g(^1)</td>
<td>LN</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>g(^1)</td>
<td>LN</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>10...15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>[23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>10...15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>[23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>10...15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>[23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>&lt; 50</td>
<td>LN</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>[104]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ 0.050</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>LN</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>[103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>67</td>
<td>h[58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>LN</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>133</td>
<td>i[112]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>[57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.06...3</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>5...10</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
<td>266</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j0.013</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j0.013</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0...10</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>This</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>0...10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>LN</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>0...10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>LN/TE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>(X)(^k)</td>
<td>FTIR</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>(X)(^k)</td>
<td>FTIR</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 0.050</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>&gt; 10</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>FTIR</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.4:** Intercomparison of effective laser line widths of pulsed QCLAS spectrometers employing the short pulse mode. The potential origin of the instrumental broadening is marked with X. A FT-IR study of the direct emission of a pulsed QCL is added. (All pressures were converted into mbar.)

\(^{a}\) Fourier limited according to the uncertainty relation
\(^{b}\) detector
\(^{c}\) preamplifier
\(^{d}\) digitiser or DAC equipment
\(^{e}\) probably Fourier limited, but detection bandwidth was too low
\(^{f}\) gated integrator used
\(^{g}\) bandwidth of all components matched 1 MHz
\(^{h}\) temperature tuning used instead of a current ramp
\(^{i}\) observed in combination with an optical cavity
\(^{j}\) estimated from the reported spectra
\(^{k}\) additionally broadened by the FTIR resolution, but clearly visible
The application of the *intra* pulse mode facilitates a time resolution in the order of hundreds of microseconds if the intrinsic repetition frequency of the QCL is used or even down to the pulse length of ~ 100 ns if special trigger schemes are employed. The recorded spectra typically suffer from 4 non-linear absorption phenomena: 

i) rapid passage effects due to the rapidly frequency chirped laser,

ii) power saturation caused by the high laser intensities,

iii) self-focussing of the laser beam due to the high output power [55],

iv) molecular alignment as a consequence of the linearly polarised QCL emission [34].

At elevated pressures the generalised relaxation rate \( \gamma = (T_1 T_2)^{1/2} \) (eqs. (2 - 33), (2 - 34)), being several hundred MHz as estimated from the homogeneous broadening \( \Delta f_{col} \approx \gamma \) (eqs. (2 - 9), (2 - 11) and (2 - 26)), efficiently suppresses these effects and undisturbed spectra are observed. However at low pressures (< 10 mbar) the relaxation rate or homogeneous broadening drops to tens of MHz. The relaxation time (1/\( \gamma \)) is then in the order of 100 ns and hence much longer than the typical interaction time of the chirped laser (\( \geq 100 \) MHz/ns) with the homogeneously broadened transition (\( \Delta f_{col} \sim 10 \) MHz)\(^7\) which would be several hundred picoseconds. Consequently, rapid passage effects are easily accomplished [55]. Typical chirp rates of more than 30 MHz/ns (0.001 cm\(^{-1}\)/ns) were found for many lasers in the current study. In contrast, power saturation might be present only for strong absorption features as illustrated here for CO and CH\(_4\). The analysis of the experiments demonstrated that calculations employing the nominal laser intensity and beam waist typically do not yield the corresponding saturation parameter (presently especially valid for CO). Self-focussing of the laser beam may occur to accomplish the required power densities for the saturation [55].

To summarise, low pressure spectra acquired with pulsed QCLs are affected by non-linear absorption phenomena, i.e. Beer-Lambert's law is violated. All details in this respect are still not entirely understood and a theoretical treatment is beyond the scope of this thesis work. In particular pulsed QCLs should be therefore not considered as an equivalent substitute to lead salt lasers as MIR light source. Fast passage, power saturation and molecular alignment generally require a complicated and time consuming numerical calculation. In practice alternative data analysis approaches are thus necessary to obviate determining underestimated molecular concentrations.

The systematic error can be reduced by means of several measures. Weak absorption features and multiple pass optics are desirable to reduce potential power saturation and sustain a reasonable sensitivity of the spectrometer. Additionally, the absorption feature of interest should be shifted to the end of the laser pulse where the chirp rate and thus the rapid passage effect is often reduced. Provided no power saturation occurs a new data analysis approach can successfully be applied: partial integration over the undisturbed half of the absorption line yielded correct mixing ratios. In other words, the systematic error induced by this approximation is kept below the measurement uncertainties. If stronger absorption features are considered, a straightforward calibration is suggested yielding a correction factor for defined experimental conditions [e.g., 26 and chapter 5,27,30,31].

\(^7\) At low pressure conditions Doppler-broadening clearly exceeds the homogeneous pressure broadening. However, the relaxation is still determined by the collisions whereas the inhomogeneous Doppler broadening must be treated separately [55].
Figure B.01: CH₄ absorption spectra (10 mbar, 0.15 m) determined from the detector signal at \( t_{pulse} \) = const. during a chirped QCL pulse: a) 1.0 ns, b) 1.5 ns, c) 2.0 ns, d) 2.5 ns, e) 3.0 ns, f) 3.5 ns, g) averaged signal over the entire pulse. The zero level from the gate-off period is indicated by dotted lines. Arrows represent the shift of spectral features with \( t_{pulse} \). (\( U_{QCL} = 11.5 \text{ V} = \text{threshold} \)).

Figure B.02: Etalon spectra (FSR = 0.048 cm⁻¹) determined from the detector signal at \( t_{pulse} \) = const. during a chirped QCL pulse: a) 1.0 ns, b) 1.5 ns, c) 2.0 ns, d) 2.5 ns, e) 3.0 ns, f) 3.5 ns, g) averaged signal over the entire pulse. The shift of the extrema with \( t_{pulse} \) is marked with an arrow. (\( U_{QCL} = 11.5 \text{ V} = \text{threshold} \)).

Figure B.03: Shift of the position of maxima (▲) and minima (▼) of the deconvoluted etalon spectra (figure B.02) and of the strong CH₄ line C (feature B was not analysed) in figure B.01. (\( U_{QCL} = 11.5 \text{ V} = \text{threshold} \)).

Figure B.04: Start (▲) and end (▼) point of the QCL pulse on the time scale \( t_{Ch} \) (right hand scale, grey) and the corresponding difference yielding the pulse width (○, left hand scale, black). (\( U_{QCL} = 11.5 \text{ V} = \text{threshold} \)).
Figure B.05: CH₄ spectra (0.5 mbar, mixing ratio = 0.14, 24 m) measured by using a detector/preamplifier with an effective bandwidth of 600 MHz (left), 50 MHz (middle) and 5 MHz (right). The oscilloscope bandwidth was 20 MHz (c, h, l), 200 MHz (d, i) and 1 GHz for all other traces. Traces (c, d, e) and (h, i, j) represent the detector signal at t_pulse = 1.5 ns whereas (b, g) show the time-integrated signal; (l, m) were taken at t_pulse = 22 ns (~ maximum) due to the slow rise time of the detector. Additionally, the detector signals were measured with the TDL Wintel system (a, f, k). (U_QCL = 11.5 V).

Figure B.06: CH₄ mixing ratios deduced from lines C (left panel) and D (right panel) using the integrated absorption coefficient at t_pulse = 1.5 ns (blank), the time-integrated detector signal (grey) or the result from fit of TDL Wintel (black). Mixing ratios of the simultaneous TDLAS measurements are indicated by lines. (For detector parameters see table 4.3; U_QCL = 11.5 V = threshold).
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Quantum cascade laser absorption spectroscopy


5  Time resolved study of a pulsed DC discharge using quantum cascade laser absorption spectroscopy

5.1  Introduction

Recent concerns about air quality, including NO\textsubscript{x} production, have led to increasing research in the field of pollution abatement from gas exhausts. Apart from conventional techniques, such as catalysis, scrubbers and active carbon, the use of electric discharges is a promising technique for toxic gas removal, especially when these gases are present in low concentrations [1-9]. There is of course a wealth of literature dealing with the NO\textsubscript{x} problem and only a few examples directly related to the subject of this chapter are discussed here. One of the key issues when studying plasma processing for gas treatment is to make sure that no undesirable by-product results from the process. Among them, NO\textsubscript{x} components are readily produced in air plasmas [9,10].

Over the past few years mid infrared (MIR) absorption techniques are increasingly being used for quantifying studies of phenomena related to NO\textsubscript{x} production and removal in plasmas. Using high resolution tuneable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) the production of undesirable NO and NO\textsubscript{2} at the removal process of volatile organic compounds has been studied near atmospheric pressure in a pulsed microwave discharge in air. The influence of changing the pulse duration from 25 to 500 $\mu$s and the pulse repetition rate from 10 to 500 Hz is reported. Both NO and NO\textsubscript{2} could be measured simultaneously ex-situ in an optical multiple pass cell. In contrast to what was expected, the use of short pulses did not lead to an effective curtailment of the NO\textsubscript{x} production. It was found, that the NO\textsubscript{x} formation depends only on the average power injected into the plasma and not on the pulse duration and repetition rate [11]. These studies have been extended to the kinetics of low pressure pulsed DC discharges in dry air. Again NO and NO\textsubscript{2} were measured simultaneously by TDLAS downstream of the plasma region. It was shown that the concentration of both species depends only on the average current. Analytical calculations led to fair agreement with the experimental results [12].

The disadvantage of downstream experiments, being separated from the plasma region and being naturally limited in time resolution, have been recently overcome also in DC discharges. TDLAS has been applied in-situ in a pulsed low pressure DC discharge of dry air. Under these experimental conditions a time resolution of about 1 ms could be achieved, which was an important step for analysing plasma chemical phenomena in single discharge pulses. It was found that the NO concentration is approximately proportional to the product of the pulse current and the pulse duration. The role of vibrationally excited nitrogen molecules in NO formation was discussed. Numerical computation of a simplified kinetic model for NO formation, taking into account the N\textsubscript{2}(A) excited metastable state, showed good agreement [13]. The same NO formation mechanism has been identified by Pintassilgo et al. [14] where N\textsubscript{2} - O\textsubscript{2} microwave discharges were studied and modelled for sterilisation purposes. Some other models of N\textsubscript{2} - O\textsubscript{2} discharges dealing with NO formation mechanisms in the plasma or the afterglow can be found in the literature. [10,15-22]. In a few cases also surface processes are taken into account which have recently attracted considerable interest. Several investigations in expanding thermal or microwave discharges attempted to discriminate gas phase and surface reactions involved in the NO formation (see also chapter 3) [23,24].
Among other techniques, such as mass spectrometry, *in-situ* TDLAS was employed in double pass or multiple pass cell configurations yielding a time resolution between 0.1 ... 1 s which is sufficient for surface related processes. It was reported in a paper by McManus et al. that with TDLAS systems even higher time resolution can be achieved [25]. Rapid scan software with real time line shape fitting can provide a time resolution to the sub-ms time scale to study chemical kinetic processes of infrared active compounds in plasmas. A higher time resolution, up to the ns scale, could open up a new approach for studying kinetic phenomena in molecular plasmas in real time and *in-situ*. However, the extension of real time measurements on a sub-µs scale to the MIR has been hampered due to the lack of suitable light sources. The feasibility of achieving such a high time resolution, even with tuneable lead salt lasers as MIR source, has been demonstrated by exploiting the internal frequency chirp of a rapidly swept laser [26].

Recent improvements of MIR instrumentation, specifically the advent of quantum cascade lasers (QCLs), offer an attractive new option for infrared absorption spectroscopy for chemical sensing in general and plasma diagnostics in particular. Nowadays QCL absorption spectroscopy (QCLAS) has been used to detect e.g. NO as a trace atmospheric constituent [27] and in exhaled breath [28]. Furthermore it has already been successfully applied to study several plasma processes, e.g. microwave and radio frequency (RF) discharges. Using a QCL the scan through an infrared spectrum is commonly accomplished by changing the laser temperature. Due to the high input power deposited in the device a frequency-down chirp is inherently present in the pulsed mode of operation. Scanning in single, longer pulses (*intra pulse method*) results in an entire spectrum. Since this scan is performed in tens up to a few hundred nanoseconds a time resolution below 100 ns has become possible for quantitative *in-situ* measurements of molecular concentrations in plasmas. Therefore it fits very well to measurements of rapidly changing chemical processes.

Based on this new approach for fast *in-situ* plasma diagnostics an experiment to study the time decay of NO in single discharge pulses of 1 ms and 100 ms duration has been designed. At the centre of interest was the kinetics of the destruction of NO in pulsed DC discharges formed in Ar and N₂ containing mixtures with small admixtures of about 1 % of NO. The comparison of the time evolution of the NO concentration under static and flowing conditions combined with simplified model calculations enabled the analysis of the dynamics of the plasma heating to be achieved. The approach benefits from a significant temperature dependence of the line strength of the measured NO absorption feature. Gabriel et al. considered such influences for the measurement of the CF₂ rotational temperature in pulsed fluorocarbon RF plasmas [29].

The NO time dependence in N₂ - O₂ pulsed discharges has already been measured or calculated using laser induced fluorescence (LIF) [30,31], mass spectrometry [32] or simplified models [32,33]. However, the aims of these previous studies were different from the present case, namely identifying the NO(A) excited state formation [30,31,33] and describing a modulated glow air discharge by a simplified kinetic model [32]. Recently, a kinetic model of a pulsed low pressure DC discharge in N₂ - O₂ (air) has been developed focussing on the NO(X) ground state [34]. Population and depopulation rates can be inferred for different states of the species being included in the model. Main reactions can therefore

---

1 See chapters 2 and 4 for a detailed introduction to QCLs, their applications and tuning mechanisms. Appropriate references are also provided there.
readily be identified. The product of the pulse current and duration could be confirmed as the general parameter of pulsed plasmas and the temporal development of N and N\textsubscript{2}(A) has been discussed. Calculations on the basis of this model are compared with experimental data of a N\textsubscript{2} (+ NO) discharge.

This chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.2 provides details of the experimental arrangement and in section 5.3 the setup is characterised by means of preliminary experiments. Section 5.4 presents results and a discussion of short and long pulse experiments which are finally summarised in section 5.5.

5.2 Experimental

5.2.1 Discharge setup

The experimental arrangement is shown schematically in figure 5.1 a. The discharge was created in a 50 cm long cylindrical pyrex tube of 2 cm inner diameter (figure 5.1 b). The DC generator, which drives the discharge, was pulsed by a master pulse generator (Philips PM 5715). The time evolution of the discharge current through a resistor and the voltage were measured with high voltage probes (LeCroy PPE20kV, 100 MHz) and a digitising oscilloscope (LeCroy Waverunner 6100, 1 GHz).

A peak current of 35 mA was typically applied to the discharge tube for the duration of 1 ms with a frequency of 1 Hz. In what follows this is referred to as short pulse regime. Additionally, pulse durations of 100 ms (long pulse regime) were achieved with a different DC generator yielding a better stabilised temporal shape of the DC current (19 mA and 35 mA respectively) and thus of the input power. During the pulse the temporal behaviour of the electric field was measured via the voltage difference between two electrodes, (a) and (b) separated by 20 cm. For that purpose the potential difference of each of the electrodes was measured with respect to ground and then subtracted from each other.

Three different types of experiments have been carried out to monitor the decay of NO during (i) single (short) plasma pulses under flowing and static gas conditions, i.e. open and closed valves respectively after pre-filling the tube, (ii) a successive number of up to 50 (short) pulses (static conditions only), (iii) single (long) pulses, again under flowing and static gas conditions.

The discharge tube was usually pumped down to a base pressure of 0.02 mbar by a rotary pump. For all measurements the total gas pressure was 2 Torr (2.66 mbar), measured with a full range pressure gauge (Pfeiffer PKR251). The gas mixture for case (i) was made of 1 % NO in Ar, with a flow rate of 20 sccm, and of N\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{2}, with a flow rate of 2 sccm, giving an initial NO concentration of 0.91 % and a residence time $\tau_{\text{res}} = 1.1$ s (eq. 3 - 1)). For the static measurements of experiment (ii) the mixing ratios of Ar/N\textsubscript{2}/NO were adjusted to be the same as in (i). The experiments for case (iii) were performed with a standardised gas mixture of 1 % NO in N\textsubscript{2} at a flow rate of 5 sccm resulting in a residence time of almost 5 s. In other

\footnote{A small fraction of N\textsubscript{2} had to be admixed in order to stabilise the discharge.}
words, less than 2% of the injected molecules (200 ppm or $1.1 \times 10^{13}$ cm$^{-3}$ of NO) would be renewed during an entire 100 ms plasma pulse. Since this is below the detection limit (see 5.3.2) the gas exchange is negligible during the plasma on-phase.

![Figure 5.1:](image)
a) Experimental setup (MPG - master pulse generator, DG - delay generator, Osc. - oscilloscope I and II, a + b - electrodes used for potential measurements).

b) Picture of the experimental setup with the QCL system (left), the optical configuration and the pyrex discharge tube. Single pass absorption is indicated (dotted line). The thermoelectrically cooled detector is not shown.

5.2.2 Spectroscopic setup

The QCLAS measurements have been performed using a thermoelectrically (TE) cooled room temperature QCL (Alpes Lasers). The QCL system (Q-MACS, neoplas control) consists of a water cooled laser housing (figure 5.1 b) which prevents thermal drift of the spectral position during the measurements. The heat sink temperature of the laser was kept constant at 23.4 °C (0 °C for (iii)) by means of a two-stage thermoelectric cooler. The QCLAS system used in the present study provides a laser pulse width tuneable between 10 - 255 ns and a repetition frequency between 100 Hz and 1 MHz. The power supply provided a pulsed QCL voltage of 9.6 V of the desired length and was externally triggered to synchronise the measurements with the pulsed discharge. For that a signal had to be used which is directly linked to the breakdown of the discharge and not to the master pulse generator. Thus the delay between the master pulse trigger and the breakdown process as well as the jitter could be omitted. It turned out that the rising edge of the discharge current is steep enough to deliver a
stable trigger for all electrical and optical measurements. Once a current pulse had been detected the oscilloscope provided a TTL trigger that was used as an external trigger source for the QCL. The TTL trigger in turn, was not used directly, but via a delay generator (TTI, 10 MHz Pulse Generator TGP110) to probe the plasma pulse as a function of time. The complete trigger scheme is shown in figure 5.2.

In order to sweep the QCL frequency over the NO absorption lines of interest a 90 ns laser pulse (intra pulse mode) was used, which was a compromise between having a sufficient frequency scan (i.e. tuning rate) and a reasonable output power of the laser during the pulse. Figure 5.3 shows a typical example. This allows measurements with a time resolution of 90 ns. With the parameters mentioned above the QCL is emitting at 1894 \( \text{cm}^{-1} \). In this way the unresolved components of the R 4.5 transition of NO at 1894.151 \( \text{cm}^{-1} \) and 1894.152 \( \text{cm}^{-1} \) was observed (figure 5.3). For experiments of case (iii) the QCL heat sink temperature was lowered yielding a higher QCL output power. The laser emitted now at 1897 \( \text{cm}^{-1} \) corresponding to the unresolved R 5.5 componentes having a line strength comparable to R 4.5 [35].

![Figure 5.2: Trigger scheme and necessary devices for the time resolved measurements.](image)

![Figure 5.3: Spectrum of NO at 1894.15 \( \text{cm}^{-1} \) (0.9 %, 2.66 mbar, 50 cm) obtained with the intra pulse mode of the QCL (thin solid line) superimposed with the raw signal of an empty discharge tube (thick solid line).](image)

The emitted light from the QCL was collimated with a f/0.9 off-axis parabolic (OAP) mirror (38.1 mm focal length) and then directed along the tube axis through the discharge using single pass absorption (experiments (i) + (ii), \( L_{\text{eff}} = 50 \text{ cm} \), figure 5.1 b). The transmitted signal was focused with an OAP mirror (31.8 mm focal length) onto a fast TE cooled MCT detector (PDI-3TE series, VIGO System) followed by a fast preamplifier (IPM Freiburg) and a digitising oscilloscope (LeCroy Waverunner LT374L, 500 MHz, figure 5.1 a). The main reason for the mentioned shift in the heat sink temperature was to apply an optical double pass configuration (\( L_{\text{eff}} = 100 \text{ cm} \)) for all long plasma pulse experiments (iii) to increase the fractional NO absorption. Since in this case the slightly divergent QCL radiation passed the IR transparent KBr tube windows twice often, a higher QCL intensity was desirable.
The data acquisition was fixed to the optical signal by triggering on its falling edge. Hence, the inherent jitter between the driving external trigger for the QCL and the optical pulse, which is typically in the order of 1 ns, can be avoided. For further data analysis the QCL signal without any absorption (baseline) and with a Germanium etalon (25.4 mm, 0.0485 cm⁻¹ free spectral range) in the beam path was recorded after each series of measurements.

The single pulse experiments (i) and (iii) have been performed by changing the delay \( t_{\text{del}} \) between the beginning of the plasma pulse and the trigger for the QCL, in order to measure the NO absorption as a function of time. For the measurements which were carried out under flowing conditions, the signal was always averaged over 5 discharge cycles with the same \( t_{\text{del}} \). For static conditions the absorption was recorded during one single laser shot followed by pumping and refilling the tube for the next \( t_{\text{del}} \) value. In the multi-pulse mode (ii) the delay was fixed to the end of the short plasma pulse (\( t_{\text{del}} = 900 \mu\text{s} \)). The discharge tube was filled once and the NO absorption was then acquired with a single laser shot for each of the successive pulses.

### 5.3 Characterisation of the arrangement

#### 5.3.1 Electric parameters

The temporal evolution of the electric field \( E \) in the discharge under flowing conditions is shown in figure 5.4 for a short plasma pulse. The electric field in the Ar/(N₂)/NO mixture decreases gradually from 20 Vcm⁻¹ after the breakdown to a steady state of 10 Vcm⁻¹ which is reached 400 µs after ignition. Steady state values for our discharge configuration have been calculated from the reduced electric fields \( E/n \) ranging from 6 Td to 25 Td in pure argon and pure nitrogen plasmas respectively [36]. The electric field covers then a range between 4 Vcm⁻¹ and 16 Vcm⁻¹ which agrees well with the experimentally observed values. The breakdown occurs typically within 10 µs as can be seen from the discharge current (figure 5.4) which is of 35 mA during the on-phase of the plasma. The corresponding current density \( j = I/A \) with \( A \) being the cross sectional area of the discharge tube is then \( 1.1 \times 10^{-2} \text{Acm}^{-2} \), assuming a homogeneous current over the tube cross section. The power density \( jE \) as a measure for the power injected into the discharge, neglecting other losses, has been deduced from the time resolved measured values of \( j \) and \( E \), and is also shown in figure 5.4. It exhibits a peak of 0.3 Wcm⁻³ at the beginning due to the peak in the electric field and levels off at 0.1 Wcm⁻³. Figure 5.5 depicts similar results for the N₂/NO mixture and long plasma pulses under flowing conditions. In this case the current and electric field level off at 38 mA and 26 Vcm⁻¹ respectively with a considerable delay after the ignition (~ 20 ms). The reduced electric field would be 40 Td and is thus higher than expected for a pure N₂ discharge [36]. Deviations may be caused by overestimating the electric field, since \( E \) was calculated from the potential difference across the electrodes without considering sheath losses. Additionally, the small fractions of oxygen in the system may also lead to a slightly increased \( E/n \) [36]. However, figure 5.4 also illustrates the reason for choosing this particular power supply: the power density of 0.3 Wcm⁻³ remains almost constant throughout the long plasma pulse.
5.3.2 Spectroscopic issues

From the spectroscopic point of view the intra pulse mode, which was used in this study to operate the QCL and to facilitate sufficient time resolution, is naturally accompanied by obstacles such as the rapid passage effect - especially at low pressure conditions (figure 5.3, see chapter 4). Power saturation effects may also appear. In order to prevent the influence of these, a calibration procedure has been performed. Due to the relatively low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), particular for the NO decay in the plasma in single pass configuration, the proposed integration over the undisturbed half of the absorption line (chapter 4, sub-section 4.2.4) is not feasible here.

Firstly, the recorded raw spectra that are obtained within one single laser pulse have to be converted from the time domain into a wavenumber scale. This is carried out by recording the fringes of a Germanium etalon with a known free spectral range which is shown in figure 5.6. Due to the characteristic response of the QCL to the exciting pulsed current, about 10 ns of the laser signal have to be omitted at each edge of the laser pulse for further analysis. After inverting the time scale as a result of the frequency-down chirp of the laser, the etalon fringes are used to obtain a relative wavenumber calibration. For the QCL used here a slight non-linear correlation between time and the relative frequency was found and fitted with a second order polynomial giving residuals of less than 0.003 cm\(^{-1}\). It turns out that the laser sweep that can be used for measurement purposes is of 60 ns and covers approximately 0.4 cm\(^{-1}\).

According to equation (2 - 6) the integrated absorption coefficient \(K(T)\) has to be evaluated from the spectra to calculate number densities. Therefore, the converted raw spectra are divided by a background spectrum without any absorbing species present yielding the transmission spectrum. After taking the natural logarithm and multiplying it with the inverse absorption length \(L_{\text{eff}}\) the positive area of the absorption line has been calculated neglecting the artefacts resulting from the rapid passage effect. Finally, the so obtained integrated absorption coefficient \(K(T)\) is corrected with a calibration factor which takes account of the simplifications that have been made.
The calibration function is derived from a comparison between the known number densities \( n(\text{NO})_{\text{input}} \) in several pre-defined gas mixtures and the measured values \( n(\text{NO})_{\text{meas}} \) on the basis of the integrated absorption coefficients determined as described above. The NO density in the gas mixtures was varied systematically by changing the total gas pressure while keeping the NO mixing ratio constant at 0.91 % (figure 5.7 a) and by changing the mixing ratio while keeping the pressure constant at 2.66 mbar (figure 5.7 b) respectively. The values for \( n(\text{NO})_{\text{input}} \), covering about one order of magnitude, have been chosen carefully in such a way that all experimentally determined integrated absorption coefficients are considered, i.e. that the calibration is valid for all experimental conditions. The calibration function corresponding to figures 5.7 a and b (measured at 1894 cm\(^{-1}\) in single pass configuration) was found to be linear within the entire calibration range, regardless of possible saturation effects (figure 7 in [37]).

**Figure 5.6:**
Wavenumber calibration of the 90 ns QCL pulse resulting in a chirp of 0.4 cm\(^{-1}\).

**Figure 5.7 a:** Sample spectra (absorption coefficient \( k \)) for 0.91 % NO admixture at different pressures (solid: 0.665 mbar, dotted: 1.33 mbar, dashed: 2.66 mbar) in single pass configuration.

**Figure 5.7 b:** Sample spectra (absorption coefficient \( k \)) for constant pressure (2.66 mbar) and different NO mixing ratios (solid: 0.67 %, dotted: 0.80 %, dashed: 1.00 %) in single pass configuration.
In this work an alternative calibration (at 1897 cm\(^{-1}\) in double pass configuration) is presented (figure 5.8) leading to exactly the same conclusion. The calibration range covers now nearly two orders of magnitude without indications of strong power saturation. The additional calibration results have been selected here, because they enable the detection limit of the (double pass) system to be determined: if averaged spectra (5 times) are considered the NO detection limit is \(3 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3}\) corresponding to 500 ppm NO at 2.66 mbar. Lower number density values simply represent the uncertainties and systematic errors induced by the analysis and calibration as well as the noise level of the detector signal corresponding to about \(10^{-2}\) fractional absorption (see also the discussion in chapter 7). For single shot spectra the noise equivalent fractional absorption increases to 0.03 and so does the NO detection limit. The calibration factor itself which is 1.12 in the present (double pass) configuration exhibits a relative error of typically \(< 10\%\), i.e. the uncertainty induced by the calibration procedure falls below the uncertainty caused by the detector noise.

**Figure 5.8:** Calibration curve for measured NO absorption in double pass configuration deduced from similar spectra as shown in figures 5.7 a and b (5 times averaged spectra: \(\triangle\) - fixed concentration, \(\blacksquare\) - fixed pressure; single shot spectra: \(\bigcirc\) - fixed pressure). The detection limit for averaged spectra is indicated (dotted).

### 5.4 Results and discussion

#### 5.4.1 NO depletion in a single 1 ms plasma pulse

In a first series of experiments the evolution of the NO signal during the plasma pulse was studied by changing the delay \(t_{\text{del}}\) with respect to the ignition of the discharge where zero delay represents a measurement without a discharge. The integrated absorption coefficient \(K_{\text{NO}}\) was then calculated from the converted raw spectra, corrected with the calibration function and finally normalised to the value without discharge \(K_{\text{NO}}\) \((t_{\text{del}} = 0)\). Figure 5.9 is a comparison between measurements performed under flowing and static gas conditions.

At first it turned out that the theoretically achievable time resolution of 90 ns is not necessarily required for the investigation of the plasma kinetics in the present case. Hence the measurements have been taken with a step width between 5 \(\mu\)s and 100 \(\mu\)s. It can be clearly seen from figure 5.9 that \(K_{\text{NO}}\) is continuously decreasing while the discharge is switched on. For static conditions a noticeable change from the initial integrated absorption coefficient can be observed 200 \(\mu\)s after the breakdown. At the end of the pulse \(K_{\text{NO}}\) has dropped to 80 \% of its initial value. When the valves of the discharge tube are open, i.e. with a constant gas flow during the plasma on-phase, the decline of \(K_{\text{NO}}\) starts even earlier resulting in systematically lower values compared to those under static gas conditions. The difference between the \(K_{\text{NO}}\)
evolution in a closed (static) and in an open (flow) reactor is likely due to a depletion of the neutral gas density \( n \) under flowing conditions caused by the heating of the gas. For a first estimate the pressure \( p \) in the tube is assumed to be about constant in the case of an open (flow) reactor. This is a rough approximation since the sound wave speed is in the range of 350 ms\(^{-1}\). Thus it takes about 700 \( \mu \)s to travel half the tube length (the reactor is open at both sides). During the plasma pulse the gas is heated up to the same value in static and flowing conditions, convection can be neglected under the present experimental conditions. According to the ideal gas law \( p = n k_B T \) for a nearly unchanged pressure the number density of the neutrals including NO is depleted supported by the constant gas flow through the tube whereas this is circumvented when the valves are closed, i.e. under static conditions. Hence the difference in the values of \( K_{NO} \) between flowing and static conditions represents the number of depleted NO molecules, as will be discussed in section 5.4.4.

![Figure 5.9: Decay of the normalised integrated absorption coefficient of NO for flowing (□) and static (●) gas conditions for a short plasma pulse in an Ar/(N\(_2\))/NO mixture.](image)

It should be pointed out that the mismatch between the values of \( K_{NO} \) for the two cases studied cannot be explained exclusively by the estimated upper limit for the error of the data points (figure 5.9) which is typically about 5 %. The small natural fluctuations in the intensity and in the initial emission frequency among the laser pulses are the main contribution to this considerably high deviation with respect to the overall observed changes in \( K_{NO} \). As a result, when averaging a certain number of spectra, as has been done for the flowing gas conditions, the absorption line becomes blurred caused by an inevitable jitter of the trigger regime. Additionally, the intensity fluctuations are mainly affecting the ratio of \( I_0/I \) and consequently the integrated absorption coefficient. Nevertheless, the difference between flowing and static gas conditions systematically exceeds the error induced by the factors mentioned above.

5.4.2 NO depletion with multiple plasma pulses

The evolution of the NO absorption signal in a series of 50 successive plasma pulses is shown in figure 5.10. The signal was monitored 900 \( \mu \)s after the beginning of each pulse. The reactor is closed all the time without renewing the gas. Without any discharge an initial NO number density of \( 5.8 \times 10^{14} \) cm\(^{-3}\) was deduced. The corresponding integrated absorption coefficient was again used to normalise the values of \( K_{NO} \) that were measured with the discharge.

Figure 5.10 shows an immediate drop in \( K_{NO} \) that occurs during the first pulse. The integrated absorption coefficient is lowered to 81 % which is consistent with the measured decrease after one single pulse under static conditions (figure 5.9). For the following 5 to 8
pulses the integrated absorption coefficient remains constant and starts to decrease slowly thereafter. Finally, after 50 pulses about 25% of the initial $K_{\text{NO}}$ is measured. The significant difference between the effect of the first plasma pulse, leading to a 20% decay of $K_{\text{NO}}$ as indicated in figure 5.10 with the dashed line, and the next plasma pulses suggests that different mechanisms are involved. Some aspects of molecular reactions characterised by different time scales, including the excitation of higher vibrational levels, have been analysed in [13] and more recently in [34].

In order to scrutinise the different reactions involved in the gas phase kinetics longer plasma pulses were applied to a gas mixture containing NO and only one bath gas, namely N$_2$, where also plasma chemical models exist for [34].

![Figure 5.10](image)

Decay of the normalised integrated absorption coefficient of NO for multi-pulse experiments in an Ar/(N$_2$)/NO mixture. The dashed line represents the sudden drop in $K_{\text{NO}}$ during the first pulse.

5.4.3 NO depletion in a single 100 ms plasma pulse

The decay of the NO signal was studied for both flowing and static gas conditions in single 100 ms long plasma pulses employing currents of 19 mA (figure 5.11) and 35 mA (figure 5.12). In both cases the temporal behaviour of $K_{\text{NO}}$ in the on-phase may be described by three time windows showing a characteristic slope of the decrease of NO during the pulse. Similar to short pulses, the decay of $K_{\text{NO}}$ during the first 1 ms is within 10% of the initial value. Depending on the applied current a transition to a strong depletion of the NO signal occurs between 2 and 8 ms. The transition appears thereby earlier at high DC currents. The slope is similar in both cases until the NO signal levels off at 20% of the initial $K_{\text{NO}}$. The plateau, which is reached after 20 ms and 50 ms for high and low current respectively, corresponds approximately to a number density of $1 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$ and should be considered as NO detection limit in these experiments, though this is still higher than the theoretical detection limit (section 5.3.2). The increase of $K_{\text{NO}}$ under flowing conditions in the off-phase is connected with the residence time of the system (~5 s). Comparing flowing and static gas condition for both currents reveals that at low current no difference between the $K_{\text{NO}}$ values can be detected within the error bars (figure 5.11). For high currents a NO depletion due to gas heating might be present. However, the difference is less pronounced, especially during the first 1 ms, than observed in the short pulse experiments where Ar was the main bath gas. This suggests a less efficient gas heating in N$_2$. 
Figure 5.11: Decay of the normalised integrated absorption coefficient of NO for flowing (△) and static (▲) gas conditions for a long plasma pulse in a N₂/NO mixture at 19 mA discharge current. Transition from on- to off-phase is indicated (dashed).

Figure 5.12: Decay of the normalised integrated absorption coefficient of NO for flowing (▼) and static (●) gas conditions for a long plasma pulse in a N₂/NO mixture at 35 mA discharge current. Transition from on- to off-phase is indicated (dashed).

5.4.4 Temperature evolution during a plasma pulse

From the results shown particularly in figure 5.9 it was concluded that a part of the decrease of $K_{NO}$ in the case of flowing gas conditions can be attributed to the depletion of the neutrals due to an increase of the gas temperature. Unfortunately, in the present study the line profile of the NO absorption lines is affected by the rapid passage effect and no Doppler width can be inferred. However the measured difference of $K_{NO}$ between an open and a closed reactor may be used to estimate the temperature increase during one single plasma pulse using the ideal gas law. Since the gas temperature variation is identical in the two conditions, we get from equations (2 - 3) and (2 - 6):

$$\frac{\Delta K_{NO}}{< K_{NO} >} (t) \approx \frac{\Delta n(\text{NO})}{< n(\text{NO}) >} (t) \approx \frac{T(t) - T(0)}{T_{\text{avg}}(t)}, \quad (5 - 1)$$

where $<...>$ is the average and $\Delta...$ is the difference respectively between flowing and static conditions. Replacing each number density $n(\text{NO})$ in the second term of equation (5 - 1) by means of the ideal gas law and further simplification lead to the third term of (5 - 1). Here $T(0)$ is the gas temperature at $t = 0$ which is linked with the number density under static conditions fixed all the time and $T(t)$ is the gas temperature at the time $t$ linked with the number density under flowing conditions. Consequently, $T_{\text{avg}}(t)$ is the average of $T(0)$ and $T(t)$ and linked with $<n(\text{NO})>$. This provides only a rough relative measure of the temperature variation, which is between 10 % and 15 % after one plasma pulse (figure 5.13) corresponding to an increase of 35 K in terms of absolute values of the temperature (figure 5.14). The error for the experimentally obtained values of the gas temperature is large, especially at the beginning of the pulse, since the difference of two similar values contributes to the quotient in equation (5 - 1) and the pressure cannot be considered as absolutely constant.
on very short time scales. However, an increase above room temperature can be clearly seen from the discrete absolute values given in figure 5.14.

In order to analyse the evolution of the temperature more precisely a simplified solution of the time dependent heat transfer equation is used [38]. The main ideas of the approach and the adaptation to the present case are summarised in the appendix C.1.

**Figure 5.13:** Relative temperature change inferred from the integrated absorption coefficients versus time. $\Delta T$ is the difference and $T_{\text{avg}}$ is the average of $T(0)$ (gas temperature at $t = 0$, linked with $n(\text{NO})$ under static conditions) and $T(t)$ (gas temperature at the time $t$, linked with $n(\text{NO})$ under flowing conditions) The dashed line is used as a guide to the eye.

**Figure 5.14:** Comparison between the gas heating dynamics estimated from the experiments (symbols) and obtained by modelling. Calculations are displayed for the tube centre (dashed) and after spatially averaging over the full tube cross section (solid). The dotted line represents the wall or room temperature respectively.

After simplifying the heat transfer equation the temporal evolution of the gas temperature at the tube axis $T_0(t)$ can be derived numerically by means of equation (C - 5). For this, the set starting condition is $T_0(t) = T_w = 296$ K. Applying equation (C - 4) a spatially averaged temperature over the plasma volume is finally deduced. This value fits properly to the experimental conditions since in practice the laser beam cross section has a finite size which covers more than just the tube axis. Consequently, an average is measured over a part of the radial density profile as well as the temperature profile. For a comparison with the measured values both a spatially averaged and the central temperature are therefore calculated. Since the repetition rate of the discharge is 1 Hz (short pulse) with a pulse on-time in the same order as the time of the gas heating $\tau_{\text{heat}}$, i.e. a few milliseconds, it can be assumed that the system has enough time to equilibrate after one pulse. Thus the assumption that the heating starts at room temperature is always valid$^3$. In addition to the characteristic values $n_m$, $\lambda_g$, $c_p$ and $\tau_{\text{heat}}$ for the gas mixture, further input data are mandatory, namely the time dependent current density $j(t)$ and electric field $E(t)$. For both of them the measured values were used.

The result of the temporal evolution of the temperature at the tube centre and the spatially averaged value is shown in figure 5.14. Fairly good agreement is found in comparison to the values obtained from $K_{\text{NO}}$ when taking into account the underlying assumptions for the data estimated from $K_{\text{NO}}$, e.g. 800 µs after the ignition of the discharge the calculation yields 333 K (351 K in the centre) compared to 329 K. The calculated gas

---

$^3$ This holds as well for the 100 ms long plasma pulses because the repetition rate was adapted to 0.1 Hz.
temperature increases continuously, but quite slowly during the pulse. From that, it is also clear that the apparently high temperature at 100 µs, which is inferred from $K_{\text{NO}}$, is more likely due to measurement inaccuracies rather than a real temperature and is particularly not related to the peak power measured at the beginning of the pulse during the breakdown (figure 5.4, lower panel). Notably, the temperatures in the discharge centre and averaged over the entire cross section fall within the experimental error bars and should therefore be considered as upper and lower limit respectively.

The computed averaged temperature including temperature dependent values of $n_m$ and $\lambda_g$ in equation (C-6) is 338 K when the discharge is switched off. The (characteristic) heating time of the system varies between 2.1 ms and 1.6 ms from the ignition till the end of the discharge indicating that the dynamics of the gas heating is unaltered. Since $n_m$ and $\lambda_g$, that are mainly affected by the temperature, vary by not more than 20% due to the heating, the error introduced by assuming constant values is almost negligible: the temperature at the end of the plasma pulse would then be 337 K.

The main limitations of such a basic analytical model are i) Only the spatially averaged injected power density $j(t)E(t)$ is considered. Actually, in DC discharges, the power is transferred into the plasma via electrons, whose density decrease from the tube axis to the walls; ii) The power is assumed to be instantaneously transferred to the neutrals as kinetic energy. It is well known that a part of the power is used for ionisation, dissociation of molecules, and electronic and vibrational excitation. In particular, in $\text{N}_2$ containing plasmas, vibrational excitation is an important energy loss process for electrons but vibrational-translational exchange is a slow process [10]. This means that a part of the injected power may be stored in degrees of freedom other than the kinetic energy of the atoms and molecules on time scales of a few hundreds of microseconds. Therefore a precise calculation of the time evolution of the gas temperature would require a detailed analysis of the electron and vibrational kinetics which is far beyond the scope of this thesis. Thus in the following, the calculated temperature is considered as the maximum achievable gas temperature.

In particular, limitation (ii) hinders a reasonable prediction of the gas temperature in the $\text{N}_2$/NO system used for long plasma pulses. A straightforward calculation for the 35 mA discharge suggests a temperature increase up to 510 K after 10 ms at the tube centre (and 440 K after spatially averaging), which appears unrealistic. According to (5 - 1) the difference in $K_{\text{NO}}$ between flowing and static conditions in figure 5.12 can be again exploited to estimate the relative and subsequently the absolute gas temperature of the $\text{N}_2$ discharge (see appendix, figure C.1). This suggests an increase of less than 20% after 10 ms. Nevertheless higher temperatures may be achieved later in the pulse when vibrational-translational exchange occurs. A straightforward downscaling of the injected power density yields that less than 50% of the injected power are directly or indirectly used for neutral gas heating. This fraction was obviously higher for the Ar discharge (calculations were made with 100%).

5.4.5 Influence of the temperature on the spectroscopic results

In the previous sections the change of the gas temperature was predicted from the difference between the integrated absorption coefficients obtained for flowing and static gas conditions and proven for discharges with a small $\text{N}_2$ content by a model calculation. Consequently, the question arises how the spectroscopic results are influenced by the increasing temperature.
According to equation (2 - 20) the line strength $S(T)$ is not constant. Therefore the integrated absorption coefficient $K_{NO}$, comprising $n$(NO) and $S(T)$, has been used so far instead of calculating number densities of NO. By means of the calculated evolution of the temperature it is now possible to correct the line strength given in the *HITRAN* database for 296 K. For the temperatures obtained from the calculations the factor for the stimulated emission in equation (2 - 20) can be neglected, since its influence is much less than 0.5 %. However, the Boltzmann factor and the partition function vary considerably. The upper panel of figure 5.15 shows the relative change in the line strength compared to the reference value of the database. The influence of the Boltzmann factor and the partition function have been calculated separately yielding an increase of 10.7 % and a decrease of 15.3 % respectively for a temperature of 340 K. In total the line strength drops by 6.5 %. In earlier published results [37] the contribution of the Boltzmann factor was underestimated. The general conclusions are only gradually influenced as will be discussed here.

Although the temperature increase of less than 40 K is relatively moderate, the effect on the line strength is non-negligible (about one third of the total drop). The calculated change in $S(T)$ has been cross-checked experimentally by filling the discharge tube with NO and heating the whole tube externally with heating tape. Without any discharge the absorption of NO has been measured, thereby falling below the calculations for higher temperatures\(^4\) which may attributed to additional thermal conversion inside the tube (bottom of figure 5.15).

\(^4\) Note that in the case of the underestimated Boltzmann factor the experimental results were totally in accord with the calculations [37].
strength and possible chemical effects on the number density $n(\text{NO})$ during the plasma pulse. Both of which may lead to the decrease in $K_{\text{NO}}$. Assuming that the NO density remains constant during a short plasma pulse then all changes in $K_{\text{NO}}$ are attributed to changes in the line strength. The consequence for the integrated absorption coefficient for static gas conditions, the data already presented in figure 5.9, is shown in figure 5.16. Using the modelled temperature and line strength values $S(<T(t)>_{\text{vol}})$ and $S(T(t)_{\text{centre}})$ has been determined for each moment of the entire plasma pulse and multiplied with $n(\text{NO})$ which is assumed to be constant. (The same calculation was carried out for the 35 mA long pulse N$_2$/NO discharge; the trace of $S(T(t))$ is depicted in the appendix (figure C.2).)

Specifically at the early plasma stage of the short pulse the decrease in the line strength may entirely compensate the decrease in $K_{\text{NO}}$. After 400 µs the observed absorption coefficient is smaller than the predicted one if no further plasma chemical reactions are considered (figure 5.16)$^5$. The discrepancy between the calculated and measured drop in $K_{\text{NO}}$ up to 600 µs is still within the error bars. However, later in the (short) pulse plasma chemical removal of NO is reasonable.

### 5.4.6 Heavy species kinetics in pulsed DC discharges containing N$_2$

Recently, a model of the N$_2$ - O$_2$ chemistry for the presently used pulsed DC reactor has been developed [34]. The comparison between experimentally observed and computed NO number densities in synthetic air yielded fair agreement. For this reason, the same model has been applied to the present long pulse studies using a N$_2$/NO gas mixture where clearly less O$_2$ is available than in the originally studied air plasmas. The aim was to identify main reactions leading to the two different slopes in the temporal NO behaviour. The main reactions (a) - (e) contributing to the depopulation and population of the NO(X) ground state are plotted in figure 5.17 for the pulsed discharges employing 19 mA and 35 mA DC current respectively.

![Figure 5.17](image)

**Figure 5.17:** NO(X) depopulation (left, a - c) and population (right, d - e) rates obtained from a time dependent plasma chemical model [34] for two different currents (19 mA - dotted, 35 mA - solid). For reactions a) - e) see text.

$^5$ By underestimating the Boltzmann factor it was earlier concluded that there is entirely no plasma chemical removal of NO in short pulses since the decrease in $S(T)$ overcompensated the decrease in $K_{\text{NO}}$.[37].
The main depopulation of NO(X) occurs via excitation by the N2 metastable state (a) showing the highest rate and N atom impact (b, c). Population of NO(X) is accomplished by radiative deexcitation (d) and reactions with vibrationally excited or metastable N2 molecules (e, f). It transpires, however, that those reactions with the highest rate (a, d) compensate each other. Consequently, during the first 10 ms of the plasma pulse reaction b) and c) have no back reaction of equivalent rate (b vs. e) and (c vs. f), since a significant population of higher vibrationally excited states is reached after ~10 ms [34]. It is evident from figure 5.17 that the strong depletion of NO between 5 and 10 ms is caused by an increase of both depopulation rates of N atom based reactions by one order of magnitude.

The mixing ratios obtained from the model calculations accord qualitatively very well with experimental observations within the error bars (figure 5.18). Additionally, the experimental trend that the depletion of NO starts earlier in the pulse at higher currents is confirmed. The obvious discrepancy between calculations and measurements after 20 ms is connected to the detection limit of the method. Experimental data for 35 mA in figure 5.18 have been corrected for S(T) (cf. figure C.2). Since the measurements under static and flowing conditions for 19 mA reveal almost no difference, it can be concluded that the temperature increase as well as a correction for S(T) is negligible and would not lead to a substantially better agreement.

The slight mismatch between model calculations and experimental data in the 5 ... 20 ms range might be already related to surface reactions. While for the short pulse regime surface reactions were too slow, the ms range should be sufficient for a significant surface coverage with plasma produced radicals. As discussed in chapter 3, plasma chemical systems in excess of N2 tend to form N2O rather than NO. In this case any surface would dominantly be covered by N atoms and add an additional loss channel for NO.

![Figure 5.18](image_url)

**Figure 5.18:**
Comparison of NO mixing ratios between (static) experimental data (symbols) and model calculations (lines). The N2/NO discharge was operated with 19 mA (□, solid) and 35 mA (○, dashed) at 2.66 mbar and 100 ms pulse length. Experimental data for 35 mA are corrected for the S(T) influence (negligible for 19 mA).
Summary and conclusions

QCLAS measurements in the mid infrared have been performed on pulsed DC discharges containing a small amount of NO in an Ar - N₂ mixture and in a pure N₂ background. The decay of NO has been followed on the µs and sub-µs timescale using the **intra** pulse mode of operation for the QCL. The minimal time resolution of 90 ns is only limited by the pulse width of the QCL. A calibration procedure was applied to avoid misleading results due to the perturbed line shape of the observed NO line. Experiments have been performed for static and flowing gas conditions during a single plasma pulse exhibiting both an apparent decrease of the NO concentration. From the difference between the two conditions the increase of the gas temperature could be deduced. The dynamics of the gas heating was then refined by a simple model calculation on the basis of the heat transfer equation adapted to the actual discharge setup. The increase of the temperature in the Ar containing plasma during the pulse is not greater than 40 K, but has a significant influence on the line strength of the NO line used. The agreement between model calculations and experiments is better for discharges with less content of N₂. In pure N₂ discharges a fraction of up to 50 % of the injected power was estimated to be transferred into neutral gas heating being more pronounced after ~ 10 ms when higher vibrational levels become populated.

At least one third of the 20 % decrease in the integrated absorption coefficient that has been observed in short pulse plasmas is just due to the heating of the gas which in turn makes the line strength vary in the same order with time and gives an apparent drop of NO. The QCLAS measurements accompanied by the model calculations are a powerful non-invasive temperature probe with a remarkable time resolution up to the sub-µs time scale.

A comparison between calculations of a recently developed model for N₂ - O₂ pulsed discharges and the time resolved QCLAS observations revealed that the loss of NO via N₂(A) is generally compensated, i.e. the depletion in the early pulse phase is dominated by uncompensated N atom reactions which become very efficient after ~ 5 ms. An increasing mismatch between computations and experimental results observed beyond 5 ms require further effort along these lines.
Appendix

C.1 Temperature evolution in a DC discharge tube

In what follows the adaption of the time dependent heat transfer equation to the present geometry and main aspects are briefly discussed [38].

According to the geometry of the tube configuration the heat transfer equation is written in radial coordinates:

\[
\frac{1}{\frac{\pi \rho^2 l}{\text{volume}}} \iint \left( n_m c_p \frac{dT(r,t)}{dt} - \lambda_g \nabla^2 T(r,t) \right) r dr dz = j(t) \cdot E(t),
\]

where \(n_m\) is the molar density of the gas, \(c_p\) is the molar heat capacitance at constant pressure, \(\lambda_g\) is the thermal conductivity, \(\rho\) and \(l\) are the tube radius and length respectively, \(j\) is the current density and \(E\) is the electric field strength of the discharge. Although (C - 1) requires numerical computation, its complexity can be reduced by some simplifying assumptions. As shown below it is still possible to reach an adequate description of the problem. In order to obtain a differential equation depending only upon time, equation (C - 1) can be averaged over the plasma volume:

\[
\frac{1}{\frac{\pi \rho^2 l}{\text{volume}}} \iiint \left( n_m c_p \frac{dT(r,t)}{dt} - \lambda_g \nabla^2 T(r,t) \right) r dr dz = j(t) \cdot E(t).
\]

Provided that \(T(r,t)\) is only spatially dependent on \(r\), the first term in the integral becomes \(n_m c_p (d<T>_{\text{vol}}/dt)\). Assuming further a quadratic decrease of \(T(r)\) across the plasma radius, as in the steady state, the expression for \(T(r)\) is:

\[
T(r,t) = T_0(t) - \left( T_0(t) - T_w \right) \left( \frac{r}{\rho} \right)^2,
\]

\(T_0(t)\) and \(T_w\) being the gas temperature at the tube axis and at the wall respectively. \(T_w\) is considered to be constant during the plasma pulse and set to 296 K in what follows. After replacing the averaged temperature over the plasma cross section \(<T>_{\text{vol}}\) by its value as a function of \(T_0\) and \(T_w\) by means of an integration of (C - 3) over the radius \(r\) from (0 ... \(\rho\), which leads to

\[
<T>_{\text{vol}} = \frac{2}{3} T_0 + \frac{1}{3} T_w,
\]

equation (C - 2) reduces finally to

\[
\frac{dT_0}{dt} + \frac{T_0}{\tau} = \frac{1}{\tau} \left( j(t) \cdot E(t) \cdot \rho^2 + T_w \right),
\]
where $\tau_{\text{heat}}$ is

$$
\tau_{\text{heat}} = \frac{n_m \rho^2 c_p}{6 \lambda_g}, \quad (C - 6)
$$

which has the form of a characteristic heating time for the system. Hence $n_m$, $\lambda_g$ and $c_p$ depend on the temperature with $n_m$ being proportional to $T^{-1}$ and $\lambda_g$ is an increasing function of $T$, whereas $c_p$ varies only slowly with $T$. Thus (C - 5) is a non-linear equation that was solved numerically.

However at first, further simplifications are made to estimate the value of $\tau$. In the present case, the experimental temperature increase shown in figure 5.13 is less than 15 %, so that in a first approximation, constant values for $n_m$, $\lambda_g$ and $c_p$ are assumed. In the first mixture used consisting of nearly 10 % nitrogen in argon, the heat capacitance at 300 K is taken as $c_p(\text{mixture}) = 0.1 \cdot c_p(\text{N}_2) + 0.9 \cdot c_p(\text{Ar}) = 21.6 \text{ J mol}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1}$ [39]. For the thermal conductivity the analogous formula is applied resulting in $\lambda_g(\text{mixture}) = 0.0185 \text{ W m}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1}$ [40]. For the experimental conditions (296 K, 2.66 mbar) the molar density is $n_m = 1.07 \cdot 10^{-2} \text{ mole m}^{-3}$. The calculated $\tau$ is then of 2.1 ms which is about two orders of magnitude higher than the time for the breakdown process and bigger than the entire (short) plasma pulse indicating that the heating is a slow process in respect to the short plasma pulse. When taking into account the temperature dependence of the values contributing to it, $\tau$ can obviously no longer be referred to as a constant “characteristic time” since it varies (slowly) with $T$ as well (typically between 2.1 and 1.5 ms for the Ar/N$_2$ mixture).

C.2 Supplemental figures for long plasma pulses

**Figure C.1:** Estimated increase of the absolute gas temperature inferred from the relative difference between the integrated absorption coefficients of NO, $K_{\text{NO}}$, under static and flowing conditions (eq. (5 - 1)). Experimental data were taken and interpolated from figure 5.12 for a 100 ms long N$_2$/NO discharge (35 mA). Data close to the NO detection limit for $t > 20$ ms were considered.

**Figure C.2:** Correction factor for the extracted integrated absorption coefficients of NO measured in a 100 ms long N$_2$/NO discharge (35 mA). The correction is necessary due to the temperature dependence of the line strength. $S(t)$ was deduced by means of figure C.1 (i.e. $S(T(t))$).
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6 Trace gas measurements using optically resonant cavities and quantum cascade lasers

6.1 Introduction

The development of highly sensitive, compact and robust optical sensors for molecular detection is of interest for an increasing number of chemical sensing applications\(^1\), such as environmental monitoring and atmospheric chemistry \([1,2]\), plasma diagnostics \([3,4]\), combustion studies \([5]\), detection of explosives \([6]\) and medical diagnostics \([7,8]\). Absorption spectroscopy in the mid infrared (MIR) spectral region using lasers as radiation sources is an effective method for monitoring molecular species. In principle path lengths up to several kilometres can be achieved by using optical resonators for cavity ring down spectroscopy (CRDS), cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy (CEAS), or integrated cavity output spectroscopy (ICOS). A wealth of studies using optical cavities have been published since the introduction of CRDS by O’Keefe and Deacon in 1988 \([9]\), of CEAS by Engeln et al. in 1998 \([10]\) and of ICOS by O’Keefe et al. in the same year \([11,12]\). In CRDS the decay of light leaking out of a resonant optical cavity and provided either by a pulsed or interrupted continuous wave (cw) source is monitored in the time domain. Cavity leak-out spectroscopy (CALOS), based on cw excitation of the cavity, essentially operates on the same principle and was introduced by Mürtz et al. in 1999 \([13]\). In contrast, in CEAS or ICOS the steady-state transmission or integrated transmitted intensity through the cavity is observed as a function of the laser frequency. The most sensitive form so far reported is noise-immune cavity enhanced optical heterodyne molecular spectroscopy (NICE-OHMS) combining frequency modulation and mode locking techniques with optical cavities \([14]\).

The majority of cavity based methods have used sources of radiation in the ultraviolet and visible regions. For many years the infrared spectral range could not be employed either for CRDS or for the CEAS or ICOS techniques, because of the lack of suitable radiation sources with the required power and tuneability, but this situation has now changed. Near infrared (NIR) applications have profited from developments in telecommunications where cheap and compact light sources became available \([15,16]\) in the 1990s whereas similar lasers were not available in the mid infrared range. Early experiments in the latter region were carried out with optical parametric oscillators (OPO) pumped with adequately powerful lasers, e.g. in 1995 by Seherer et al. \([17-19]\). The application of Raman cells or shifters was another method of choice in several studies of free radicals and stable species among them OH, CH\(_3\), or clusters of water and CH\(_3\)I \([20-24]\). Peeters et al. measured ethylene at 10 \(\mu\)m with a waveguide CO\(_2\) laser in a CEAS configuration \([25]\). Mürtz et al. performed CALOS experiments with CO\(_2\) and CO lasers to detect C\(_2\)H\(_4\), \(^{13}\)CH\(_4\), H\(_2\)CO and OCS respectively \([13,26-28]\). Continuous progress in non-linear frequency conversion techniques in respect to MIR output power levels and available pump sources (see chapter 2) has renewed the interest in combining OPOs or difference frequency generators (DFGs) with optical cavities for

---

\(^1\) Additional applications and more examples in respect to chemical sensing that are not purely based on resonant optical cavities are collected in chapter 4. The reviews cited in this introduction already focus on the application of optical cavities.
measuring specifically hydrocarbons (CH$_4$, C$_2$H$_6$) in the 3 µm range [29,30]. Recently, difference frequency conversion based on orientation patterned GaAs enabled CRDS experiments on N$_2$O in the 7 ... 9 µm range [31] to be carried out. Since this new kind of DFG source is still under development the final sensitivity suffered from the low output power (< 10 µW). In all these cases sophisticated optical geometries were developed which were more suitable for the research laboratory than for field applications. The availability of a research facility was also essential for the free electron laser experiments in the MIR by Engeln et al. who was able to detect C$_2$H$_4$ (gas phase) and C$_{60}$ (solid) [32,33].

To overcome the drawbacks of the bulky radiation sources mentioned above, small semiconductor based lasers became increasingly used. In 2001 a MIR cavity ring down spectrometer, using lead salt lasers, and the detection of CO was reported [34,35]. More recently, an attempt of pulsed slit jet CRDS, using a 3 µm lead salt diode laser, has been published [36]. In both studies the technique suffered from low laser intensity and the beam quality.

Recent advances in semiconductor laser technology, in particular the advent of intersubband quantum cascade lasers (QCL) and interband cascade lasers (ICL), provides new possibilities for highly sensitive and selective trace gas detection using MIR absorption spectroscopy [37-45] and enabled sensitivities of $5 \times 10^{-10}$ cm$^{-1}$Hz$^{-1/2}$ to be accomplished but at the expense of large sample volumes [40]. Distributed feedback (DFB)-QCLs combine single frequency operation with tuneability over several wavenumbers, and average powers over a mW; hence they are superior to lead salt lasers. While pulsed QCLs working at room temperature have been commercially available for several years, room temperature cw QCLs have only recently been introduced. The relatively high output power of the QCL permits the use of optical cavities with high finesse. With the help of such cavities the effective path length of the laser beam in the absorbing medium can essentially be increased to more than the 200 m limit usually available from conventional optical multi-pass cells [39,46] while keeping the sample and pumped volume small.

The potential of such a combination was demonstrated in CRDS measurements with a cryogenically cooled cw DFB-QCL [47]. A sensitivity of $9.7 \times 10^{-11}$ cm$^{-1}$Hz$^{-1/2}$, i.e. within an order of magnitude of the ultimate shot-noise-limit, was achieved with the application of QCLs to NICE-OHMS [48]. Focusing on potential field deployable systems, Silva et al. reported a study which combined a TE cooled pulsed QCL with CRDS and ICOS [49]. A calibration of non-linear experimental results was necessary and the observation of asymmetric line shapes caused by the frequency chirp in a single laser pulse was discussed. Other studies combining TE cooled pulsed QCLs with the CRDS approach recognised the influence of the frequency chirp of QCLs leading to disturbed line profiles followed by reduced sensitivity and selectivity [50,51]. Further development was forthcoming from the availability of DFB-QCLs with increasingly good performance such as output power and near ambient temperature operation, in the beginning limited to the 5 - 10 µm range. Several applications of QCLs combined with either the CRDS or the CEAS/ICOS techniques for trace gas detection [52-59] followed and sensitivities down to $2 \times 10^{-9}$ cm$^{-1}$Hz$^{-1/2}$ were reported [53]. Recently, the availability of ICL, which emit in the 3 - 5 µm range, also enabled ICOS experiments on H$_2$CO to be performed [60].
However, the broader use of cavity based techniques in the MIR in industry or for field application has so far not only been hindered by space or weight restrictions, but also by the need for cryogenic cooling of either the laser or (at least) the detector. Although continuous improvement of the spectrometer design enabled a sensitivity of $9 \times 10^{-10}$ cm$^{-1}$Hz$^{-1/2}$ in off-axis configuration to be obtained, the entire system was still based on LN cooled devices [61]. Recently there has been a trend away from liquid nitrogen (LN) cooled systems towards thermoelectrically (TE) cooled devices [56,57], but the performance of an entirely TE cooled system based on optical cavities has not yet been investigated.

TE cooled pulsed and cw QCLs have therefore been employed for high finesse cavity absorption spectroscopy in the MIR. The approach was threefold: (i) CRDS and ICOS experiments have been performed with pulsed QCLs, (ii) a room temperature cw QCL was used in a complementary CEAS configuration aimed at achieving a sensitive, LN free spectrometer for sampling small volumes, and (iii) the spectrometer design was limited to an unstabilised, unlocked cavity to facilitate a straightforward transfer of the optical table arrangement to a planar microwave reactor in the future.

In the CRDS experiment the influence of the frequency chirp of pulsed QCLs on the sensitivity and accuracy of concentration measurements has been analysed in detail using CH$_4$ and N$_2$O as absorbing gases. Apart from several studies on NO at 5 µm the MIR spectral region in general and the 7 - 8 µm region presently used have not been extensively investigated with techniques based on optical resonators.

After a short compilation of the necessary formulae for data analysis (section 6.2), the experimental arrangements for the different approaches are presented in section 6.3. Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 follow with a detailed analysis of the CRDS and ICOS experiments with the pulsed QCLs. The CEAS system is validated in section 6.4.3. Finally, the conclusions are presented in section 6.5.

### 6.2 Theoretical considerations

This section summarises the basic equations which are necessary to analyse the recorded data. A more thorough introduction with a detailed discussion of different approaches and the assumptions lying behind the formulae which are in common use was recently published in a comprehensive review by Mazurenka et al. [62]. The fundamental equation for a laser absorption experiment is the Beer-Lambert law (eq. (2 - 4)) where $L_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective absorption path length in the absorbing medium, and depends on which method is applied.

Following the description of Mazurenka et al. only a few restrictions are used for the ballistic assumption (or ping-pong model) to describe the behaviour of a laser pulse shorter than the round trip time in an optical resonator, namely that the reflectivity of the cavity mirrors is equal ($R_1 = R_2 = R$) and scattering is neglected, i.e. the transmission $T \approx 1 - R$. The separation of the highly reflective mirrors is $L$, whereas the interaction length of the laser beam with the absorbing medium is $d$. The intensity $I^0$ directly transmitted through the cavity without any additional round trip is then
\[ I^0 = (I_{in} \eta T) \cdot e^{-kd} \cdot T, \quad (6 - 1) \]

where \( \eta (\leq 1) \) factors in the possibility of non-ideal mode matching of the incident radiation \( I_{in} \) with the cavity modes [62]. The definition of the frequency dependent absorption coefficient \( k(\nu) \) and its connection to the absorption cross section \( \sigma(\nu) \) follow from equation (2 - 3).

After \( m \) round trips the intensity leaking out of the cavity \( I_m \) is

\[ I^m = I^0 \cdot (Re^{-kd})^{2m}. \quad (6 - 2) \]

Although strictly speaking the ballistic assumption is only valid for short laser pulses exponential decays, according to the above mentioned treatment, can be also observed for light pulses longer than the round trip time as long as the absorption line is broader than the spacing of the evolving cavity modes [63].

### 6.2.1 Cavity ring down effect

Equation (6 - 2) can readily be transformed into the well-known relationship for the cavity ring down intensity

\[ I^m = I^0 \cdot \exp \left( -\frac{t_m}{\tau} \right), \quad (6 - 3) \]

where the decay time \( \tau \) is defined by

\[ \tau(\nu) = \frac{L}{c(k(\nu)d - \ln R)}, \quad (6 - 4) \]

and the time \( t_m \) necessary for a cavity round trip is given by \( t_m = (2 mL)/c \), where \( c \) is the velocity of light. In the case of typically high values for the mirror reflectivity, \( R \to 1 \), equation (6 - 4) can be approximated by:

\[ \tau(\nu) \approx \frac{L}{c((1 - R) + k(\nu)d)} \quad (6 - 5) \]

For an empty cavity \( (k = 0) \) and with \( d = L \) (absorbing medium completely filling the cavity), an effective absorption path for the experiment \( L_{eff} = c \tau_0 = L/(1 - R) \) can be defined. Transforming (6 - 5) yields the absorption coefficient:

\[ n \sigma(\nu) = k(\nu) = \left( \frac{1}{\tau(\nu)} - \frac{1}{\tau_0(\nu)} \right) \frac{L}{dc}, \quad (6 - 6) \]

which can be calculated from measurements in the time domain.
6.2.2 Cavity enhanced absorption

The cw excitation of a cavity (CEAS) was originally introduced by Engeln et al. [10]. The description of the temporal development of the intensity inside the cavity \( I_{\text{cav}} \) is similar to (6 - 2). The only difference is an additional source term taking into account the continuously available radiation rather than a short laser pulse [53]

\[
\frac{dI_{\text{cav}}}{dt} = \frac{c}{2L} \left( I_{\text{in}} \eta T - 2I_{\text{cav}} \left( 1 - Re^{-kd} \right) \right), \tag{6 - 7}
\]

leading to a steady state output of the cavity characterised by

\[
I_{\text{out}}(t) = \frac{I_{\text{in}} \eta T^2}{2(1 - Re^{-kd})} \left( 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\tau} \right) \right). \tag{6 - 8}
\]

This is governed both in time and amplitude by the cavity losses \((R \text{ and } k)\). Hence the laser frequency sweep has to stay long enough in resonance with the cavity modes to enable a sufficient intensity build-up inside the cavity. At the same time the scan rate must be significantly higher than the jittering of the cavity modes to avoid large intensity fluctuations [10]. Using the steady state output the ratio of the intensities for an empty \((I_0)\) and a filled \((I)\) cavity respectively can be defined as

\[
\frac{I_0}{I} = \frac{I_{\text{out}}(k = 0)}{I_{\text{out}}} = 1 + GU, \tag{6 - 9}
\]

where \(G = R/(1 - R)\) and \(U = (1 - \exp(-kd))\) [53]. Equation (6 - 9) is valid for all \(R\) and \(k\). It is easy to show that in the weak absorption limit \((k \to 0 \text{ and } R \to 1)\) equation (6 - 9) becomes

\[
n\sigma(v) = k(v) = \left( \frac{I_0(v)}{I(v)} - 1 \right) \frac{1 - R}{d}. \tag{6 - 10}
\]

By analogy with the Beer-Lambert law (2 - 4) assuming weak absorption the effective path length can thus be expressed as \(L_{\text{eff}} = L/(1 - R)\) for \(d = L\).

Equation (6 - 10) can be analysed further. If the natural logarithm is taken from (6 - 9) and plotted against the molecular number density \(n\) a linear relationship is expected, as long as a weak absorber is present in the cavity. In this case the expressions can be further simplified:

\[
\ln \left( \frac{I_0}{I} \right) \approx GU \sim n. \tag{6 - 11}
\]

Thus equation (6 - 11) fulfils two functions. Firstly, it serves as a check on the validity of the weak absorption limit. Secondly, in the range where \(\ln(I_0/I)\) is proportional to \(n\), the slope of
this linear relationship enables the mirror reflectivity \( R \) to be determined from a known concentration standard and hence provides a means for the absolute calibration of CEAS (or ICOS, as will be shown in section 6.2.3).

### 6.2.3 Integrated cavity output

ICOS was introduced for pulsed excitation of the cavity [12]. For data analysis there is in fact no difference from CEAS since equation (6 - 10) holds for cw as well as for pulsed excitation. In the latter case the source term in (6 - 7) is absent after the initial excitation. On the other hand, following the ping-pong model, the integrated cavity output \( I_{\text{out}} \) corresponds to an infinite sum over the intensity \( I^m \) leaking out of the cavity.

\[
I_{\text{out}} = I_{\text{in}} \eta (1 - R)^2 e^{-kd} \sum_{m=0}^{\infty} \left( Re^{-kd} \right)^{2m} = I_{\text{in}} \eta (1 - R)^2 \frac{e^{-kd}}{1 - (Re^{-kd})^2}. \tag{6 - 12}
\]

The sum over \( m \) converges for the experimentally reasonable cases when \( R \cdot \exp(-kd) < 1 \) and yields the right hand side of (6 - 12). The ratio of the time integrated signal of the cavity without \((k = 0)\) and with the absorbing medium is correspondingly

\[
\frac{I_0}{I} = \frac{I_{\text{out}}(k = 0)}{I_{\text{out}}} = 1 - \left( \frac{R}{1 - (Re^{-kd})^2/1 - (Re^{-kd})^2} \right). \tag{6 - 13}
\]

In the limits of weak absorber \((k \to 0)\) and high reflectivity \((R \to 1)\) equation (6 - 13) can be simplified to

\[
I_0 / I \approx 1 + \frac{kd}{1 - R}, \tag{6 - 14}
\]

which is the standard formula used for ICOS, leading essentially to the same result as in the CEAS case embodied in equation (6 - 10).

In what follows the terms ICOS and CEAS are thus used synonymously, in other words ICOS is used in the context of pulsed excitation and CEAS in the context of cw cavity excitation. In both cases equation (6 - 10) will be applied to extract the absorption coefficient whereas equation (6 - 6) is applied to the CRDS measurements.

### 6.2.4 Detection limits

For CRDS the uncertainty in the absorption coefficient \( \Delta k \) can be derived from equation (6 - 6) with \( \tau \to \tau_0 \)

\[
\Delta k = \frac{\Delta \tau L}{\tau_0 dC}. \tag{6 - 15}
\]
Conventionally the standard deviation of the ring down time is used as a measure of $\Delta \tau$. For CEAS and ICOS an analogous relationship can be found from (6 - 10) with $I \rightarrow I_0$

$$\Delta k = \frac{\Delta I}{I_0} \frac{1 - R}{d},$$  \hspace{1cm} (6 - 16)

where $\Delta I$ represents the intensity fluctuations, either inherent to the light source or induced by mode fluctuations. In principle, the error in the absorption coefficient is even higher since the reflectivity of the mirrors $R$ is not known, i.e. a calibration is required leading to a $\sqrt{2}$ times higher uncertainty in $k$ [62]. In general, another quantity, namely the noise equivalent absorption ($NEA$), defined in [17,61,62] is used to estimate the detection limit

$$NEA = \Delta k \frac{1}{\sqrt{f}} ,$$  \hspace{1cm} (6 - 17)

where $f$ is the repetition rate of the measurements, i.e. the number of averaged scans in a 1 s interval. It should be noted that the $NEA$ is not defined consistently throughout the literature. Usually employed expressions are summarised and discussed in [61]; the $NEA$ defined here in (6 - 17) would correspond to the "per scan" category in [61].

### 6.3 Experimental

Two different kinds of experiment are described here for both of which essentially the same optical setup was used: firstly conventional CRDS with a pulsed light source (section 6.3.1) and secondly CEAS using a cw QCL in order to obtain a highly sensitive LN free sensor scheme in the mid infrared (section 6.3.2). The changes required for the cw source and the different analysis of the data will be outlined in section 6.3.2. Basically, for both approaches the laser frequency was swept by a continuous current ramp. In contrast to locked cavity studies, the cavity length here was not actively changed or dithered nor was the cavity locked to the illuminating light source.

#### 6.3.1 Pulsed cavity excitation

The experimental arrangement using pulsed QCLs is straightforward as shown in figure 6.1. The stable resonator was formed by two high reflectivity mirrors (Los Gatos Research) of diameter 25.4 mm and 1 m radius of curvature. The mirrors also served to enclose the vacuum vessel which was made of standard vacuum components. Hence the vacuum cell determined the mirror separation of 0.432 m. Beam shaping optics (BSO) collected the strongly divergent radiation from the QCL firstly with an off-axis parabolic mirror (OAP) of 49.5 mm diameter ($f/0.99$) and then with a telescope formed by two additional OAPs which reduced the beam diameter by a ratio of almost 1:5. This was sufficient to effectively match the 20 mm aperture of the cavity. No additional optics were added to suppress possible optical feedback to the laser, since feedback was assumed to be negligible for the current DFB-QCL devices without
specific antireflection coating. The radiation leaking out of the cavity was collected by an OAP of 25.4 mm diameter (f/0.64) and directed to a detector and preamplifier with a response time of approximately 70 ns. For CRDS relative calibration was provided by recording the fringes of a Germanium etalon in a reference channel and using interpolation. Absolute calibration was achieved by comparison with standard gas absorption spectra recorded in the reference channel simultaneously with the CRDS spectra. Typically the same stable molecule was used for calibration and cavity experiments. Both signal and reference channel were equipped with LN cooled detectors (Judson Technologies, J15D12 series).

![Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of the apparatus used for both CRDS and CEAS experiments. Beam shaping optics (BSO) provided efficient light transmission to the resonator. The detector (D) signals were recorded with data acquisition cards (DAC). The quantum cascade lasers (QCL) were driven either by a pulsed or a cw source and the tuning ramp for the laser was generated via the digital-to-analog-converter (D/A).]

The QCL was driven and frequency swept using an external trigger signal and voltage ramp (Q-MACS, neoplas control). This is frequently referred to as the inter pulse mode (see 4.2.1). Each laser pulse represents a spectral data point in the spectrum. Generally, the spectrum consisted of 160 pulses while the laser was active and 30 points while the laser was off, in order to obtain the offset or zero signal. The repetition frequency of the trigger was set to 10 kHz which enabled the decay transient - being of the order of less than 10 µs - to be followed completely and without any distortion. A fast digitising oscilloscope (LeCroy, Waverunner 104Xi) was used to acquire the ring down transients. All the decays of a single sweep (190 pulses × 100 µs trigger period = 19 ms) were recorded with an appropriate time resolution (sub-µs range) in one shot. In practice the ring down decay was recorded for several µs and the rest of the QCL off phase was not detected until the next trigger event occurred. In this way a data set consisting of 160 single unaveraged decays was obtained. The ring down transients were then processed according to equation (6 - 6) for CRDS and equation (6 - 10) for ICOS, i.e. each ring down transient was analysed twice, firstly with a linear fit to the decay on a semi-logarithmic scale from which τ was obtained, and secondly the area under the transient decay was integrated to obtain the integrated cavity output I. The baseline I₀ for ICOS (required in the data in figures 6.6 and 6.9) was similarly determined by integrating over the output of an empty cavity.

Two pulsed QCLs (Alpes Lasers) were used for the experiments. One emitting between 1345 and 1352 cm⁻¹ (~ 7.42 µm) almost coincided with the centre wavelength of the high reflectivity mirrors, whereas the emission of the second laser between 1195 and 1200 cm⁻¹ (~ 8.35 µm) coincided with the edge of the low loss range of the cavity mirrors. The first QCL was operated at 1.6°C corresponding to an emission sweep from
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1347.6 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1348.2 cm\(^{-1}\). A pulse width of 60 ns was chosen in order to inject enough power into the cavity. For the 8.35 µm laser a pulse width of 32 ns was adequate to detect a signal from the cavity. For this laser the temperature was set at 4.0°C resulting in a spectral output of 1197.2 to 1197.8 cm\(^{-1}\).

6.3.2 Continuous cavity excitation

The only difference to the optical setup in the previous section and figure 6.1 is that the radiation of the QCL was directed to the telescope with an aspherical ZnSe lens (30 mm diameter, f/1.5). First, the cavity output signal and reference spectra were recorded with the same LN cooled detectors used in the CRDS. Since the sensitivity of the fast detector, formerly sensing the ring down transients, was lower for the current spectral range it was replaced by the detector used formerly as a reference detector. Next, a TE cooled detector (neoplas control, VIGO element PDI-3TE-10/12) was employed for the signal channel.

Two different cw QCL (Alpes Lasers) were employed: the system validation was carried out with a QCL (sbcw848) emitting from 1300 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1311 cm\(^{-1}\). A very similar replacement laser (sbcw847, 1300 ... 1307 cm\(^{-1}\)) was employed for the subsequent sensitivity improvements. The target spectral position had to be slightly shifted for these experiments from ~ 1307 cm\(^{-1}\) to ~ 1303 cm\(^{-1}\) matching similar strong absorption features as before. Both QCLs were operated in the same standard housing (Starter Kit, Alpes Lasers) and TE cooled.

A DC current source (Kepco, BOP100-2M) provided up to 2 A and 100 V. The first laser (sbcw848) was typically driven with a DC current of around 380 mA. An additional current ramp of 45 mA was impressed on it in order to sweep the laser frequency during the on-phase. The laser current was briefly reduced below the threshold value by -70 mA to record the offset of the zero signal (figure 6.2) in the off-phase. The sweep rate of the laser was 0.9 kHz for all validation measurements.

The spectra (on-phase) consisted of 800 points with an additional off-phase of 50 points. After switching the current from the off to the on-phase the QCL required a short period of about 50 µs to stabilise its temperature and therefore its frequency. After that the laser sweeps 0.78 cm\(^{-1}\) (23.4 GHz) with the current modulation applied. This is illustrated at the top of figure 6.2 showing the signal through a Germanium etalon. In combination with stable reference gases (CH\(_4\), N\(_2\)O) this scan also served for the identification and calibration of the frequency axis of the spectra.

For a mirror distance of \(L = 0.432 \text{ m}\), used for all validation experiments, the sweep of the laser frequency corresponds to a scan over 67 cavity modes. In other words, after approximately 14 µs a new cavity mode was excited which was sufficient to avoid an overlap between the decay events of different modes. On the other hand the sweep rate gave a full spectrum after slightly more than 1 ms (figure 6.2). A given number of spectra were then averaged and simultaneously fitted. In order to smooth interference effects on the baseline of the spectra, mainly caused by longitudinal cavity modes, the whole cavity was arbitrarily destabilised mechanically, e.g. by an external vibrating source. Averaging over 5 s or more (i.e. > 1000 single shot spectra) reduced the interference fringes to below the noise level induced by all the data acquisition electronics.

Since the cavity mirrors itself served to enclose the evacuated cavity, which would be also the case for the intended application to plasma diagnostics, a mechanical dither of the mirror mounts by piezo electric transducers could not be implemented. In order to increase
the sensitivity, firstly, the cavity length was increased to $L = 1.297 \text{ m}$ to achieve a higher density of excited transverse cavity modes and secondly, the QCL current was electronically dithered. Therefore the replacement laser (sbcw847) was operated with a different high compliance voltage laser controller (ILX Lightwave LDX-3232) which could be externally modulated with a high frequency signal. Similar to the earlier validation experiments the laser current was ramped over 80 mA starting from a DC level of 480 mA to accomplish a frequency sweep of 0.67 cm$^{-1}$ (20.1 GHz). Additionally, a 3 mA (peak-to-peak) sinusoidal modulation at almost 200 kHz (i.e. arbitrarily out of phase with the laser sweep rate of 0.9 kHz) was superimposed. Hence the occurrence of resonance between the laser and (fundamental) cavity modes was electronically dithered. Figure 6.3 illustrates the achieved transmission with an empty cavity for 4 representative sample sweeps. If only a constant DC current is applied to the QCL (figure 6.3 a) the transmitted signal is governed by occasional high intensity resonances which are more pronounced during the first half of the on-phase when the QCL temperature and hence the emission frequency stabilises. As soon as a current ramp is superimposed continuous transmission is observed leading to a smoothed average signal, albeit single resonance events may be still of high intensity (figure 6.3 b). The influence of these spikes is reduced by dithering the QCL current (figure 6.3 c and d). Although a high amplitude of the sinusoidal dither yields apparently a better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (figure 6.3 d), the additional modulation had to be limited to 3 mA (peak-to-peak value) (figure 6.3 c). The reason is discussed in section 6.4.3 after the analysis of the pulsed CRDS experiments.

**Figure 6.2:** Lower: Average current (dashed line) and its modulation (heavy black line) applied to the cw QCL (sbcw848) during a single sweep. Upper: Signal through a 25.4 mm Germanium etalon (0.048 cm$^{-1}$ FSR) demonstrating the 0.78 cm$^{-1}$ sweep of the laser when the modulation ramp was applied.

**Figure 6.3:** Improvement of the residual noise level by an electronically dithered QCL (sbcw847) current. The influence is demonstrated for the single shot cavity transmission (grey) and the transmitted signal averaged over 50 laser sweep cycles (black). Detector signals correspond to an empty cavity a) without a ramp or dither (480 mA DC current), b) with an additional current ramp (80 mA), c) with a weakly dithered (3 mA) current ramp, and d) with a strongly dithered (10 mA) current ramp applied.
6.4 Results and Discussion

CRDS and ICOS measurements with two different pulsed QCLs are presented in section 6.4.1. The pulse length was chosen to be as short as possible while maintaining a reasonable cavity output. The achieved sensitivities are compared with conventional multiple pass spectrometers. The parameters which determine the sensitivity are quantitatively discussed and summarised in detail in section 6.4.2. The evaluation of a CEAS system including a discussion on current sensing limits is presented in section 6.4.3.

6.4.1 CRDS and ICOS using a pulsed QCL

6.4.1.1 CH₄ detection at 7.42 µm

The characteristics of the empty cavity were first established (figure 6.4). The average $\tau_0$ across the spectral mode was 900 ns corresponding to a mirror reflectivity of about 99.84 %, which was slightly lower than specified, and an effective absorption path length $L_{\text{eff}}$ of 270 m. A relative error, $\Delta \tau/\tau_0$, of about 7.6 % was estimated from the scatter of the $\tau_0$ data. For the case of $L = d$ in (6 - 15) this corresponds to a minimum detectable (peak) absorption coefficient of $2.8 \times 10^{-6}$ cm$^{-1}$ in a single shot experiment. The theoretical $\text{NEA}$ for the $\sim 50$ Hz laser sweep rate should be $4 \times 10^{-7}$ cm$^{-1}$Hz$^{1/2}$. However, in practice averaging experiments were not undertaken to achieve this theoretical figure.

![Figure 6.4:](image)

Figure 6.4: Decay time measured at 7.42 µm for an empty cavity (upper) and the corresponding mirror reflectivity (lower). Solid lines represent a polynomial fit to the data.

When CRDS and ICOS spectra of 100 ppm CH₄ in a background of 300 mbar Ar were recorded deviations from $\tau_0$ or $I_0$ were observed. For the CRDS spectrum (figure 6.5) the indicated deviations are slightly more pronounced than the scatter of the $\tau_0$ data (figure 6.4), but nevertheless the potential absorption features hardly exceed the noise level. The experimental absorption coefficient in figure 6.5 never exceeds $2 \times 10^{-5}$ cm$^{-1}$ as shown around 1347.85 - 1347.90 cm$^{-1}$. The ICOS spectrum (figure 6.6) appears not to be as noisy as for the CRDS case (integration over the cavity output is in fact an averaging process) and the deviation from the baseline $I_0$ (figure 6.6) is now obvious. The $k$ values from the ICOS spectrum are below $6 \times 10^{-5}$ cm$^{-1}$, clearly larger than that obtained from the CRDS analysis but almost a factor of ten less than expected from a calculation using the HITRAN database.
The two CH$_4$ lines that should theoretically appear in the spectra under the current conditions are indicated in figures 6.5 and 6.6. Both should be clearly resolved and exhibit an absorption coefficient of nearly $5 \times 10^{-4}$ cm$^{-1}$. Hence the shortfall in $k$ of the CRDS results is a factor of 25 or greater. On the other hand the features in figures 6.5 and especially 6.6 suggest broadband absorption, i.e. unresolved absorption of several lines, rather than single CH$_4$ lines. This potential broad absorption feature appears well below the reference position of one of the single CH$_4$ lines at 1347.92 cm$^{-1}$ which has been carefully calibrated with the peak of the corresponding CH$_4$ feature in a reference cell.

Similar observations have been made by Sukhorukov et al. [51]. They concluded that the dual effects of line broadening and line position shifts might be minimised to some extent by reducing the pulse widths used to operate the laser. In our case it is 60 ns and it was found that reducing it lead to an insufficient signal for detection after the cavity.

**Figure 6.5:** CRDS results for 100 ppm CH$_4$ in Ar at 300 mbar total pressure: decay time $\tau$ (upper) and the corresponding absorption coefficient $k$ (lower). Filled squares in the lower panel are the experimental absorption points; solid line is the calculated spectrum. Note the 5 times scale magnification for the calculation (right hand scale). Arrows in the upper and lower panel indicate potential low intensity absorption features.

**Figure 6.6:** ICOS results for 100 ppm CH$_4$ in Ar at 300 mbar total pressure: the absorption coefficient $k$ (lower) was derived from $I_0/I$ values in the upper spectrum. Filled circles in the lower panel are experimental absorption points, solid line is the calculated spectrum. Note the 5 times scale magnification for the calculation (right hand scale).

### 6.4.1.2 N$_2$O detection at 8.35 µm

Since smaller QCL pulse widths might improve the sensitivity and selectivity of the pulsed CRDS experiments it was decided to move to the 8.35 µm region where the mirror reflectivity is lower (transmission > 0.16 %). A pulsed QCL emitting at the edge of the high reflectance regime of the same mirror set was combined with the cavity. This enabled the laser pulse width to be reduced to 32 ns. The decay time of the empty cavity was ~ 500 ns corresponding to an expected drop in the reflectivity to 99.71 % (figure 6.7), i.e. almost quadrupling the intensity transmitted through one mirror. The effective path length $L_{\text{eff}}$ falls to 150 m which is
now of the same order of magnitude as available from conventional Herriott-type long path cells. The relative error in $\tau \approx 6.5\%$ is similar to that reported above for CH$_4$. For a single shot experiment the minimum detectable (peak) absorption coefficient is $\approx 4.3 \times 10^{-6}$ cm$^{-1}$, reduced due to the absorption length. The corresponding $NEA$ in the case of averaging would be $6.1 \times 10^{-7}$ cm$^{-1}$Hz$^{1/2}$.

Figure 6.7: Decay time measured at 8.35 µm for an empty cavity (upper) and the corresponding mirror reflectivity (lower). Solid lines represent polynomial fits to the data.

Figure 6.8: CRDS results for 1667 ppm N$_2$O in N$_2$ at 100 mbar total pressure: decay time $\tau$ (upper) and the corresponding absorption coefficient $k$ (lower). Filled squares in the lower panel are the experimental absorption points; solid line is the calculated spectrum. The arrows indicate two weak N$_2$O absorptions in the calculated spectrum. Note the 5 times scale magnification for the calculation (right hand scale).

Figure 6.9: ICOS results for 1667 ppm N$_2$O in N$_2$ at 100 mbar total pressure: the absorption coefficient $k$ (lower) was derived from $I_0/I$ values in the upper spectrum. Filled circles in the lower panel are experimental absorption points, solid line is the calculated spectrum. The arrow indicates a weak N$_2$O absorption which is also visible in the experimental spectrum. Note the 5 times scale magnification for the calculation (right hand scale).
Next, measurements were performed with a gas mixture consisting of 1667 ppm N\textsubscript{2}O in N\textsubscript{2} at a pressure of 100 mbar. Some improvements in the CRDS spectra (figure 6.8) as well as in the ICOS spectra (figure 6.9) can be detected compared to the previous CH\textsubscript{4} experiments. The spectra exhibit an absorption line but artefacts similar to those described above are still present. An N\textsubscript{2}O absorption feature is indicated by an unambiguous drop in the decay. The peak absorption coefficient $k$ derived from CRDS is about $5 \times 10^{-5}$ cm\textsuperscript{-1} at 1197.5 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. Nevertheless the data points in the spectrum are still fairly scattered. Notably the ICOS spectrum shows a significant improvement compared to all other spectra presented earlier. The absorption coefficient is of the same order of magnitude as deduced from the CRDS experiments. The peak appears at 1197.58 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (figure 6.9) and the broadening mentioned earlier shows up as a shoulder to the left of the absorption line. Although this result is qualitatively closer to the calculated frequency from the \textit{HITRAN} database, it still falls short by at least a factor of 8 in the absorption coefficient.

### 6.4.1.3 Sensitivity conclusions

It could be argued that both the CH\textsubscript{4} and the N\textsubscript{2}O absorption features chosen as examples are far too strong for a standardisation test since saturation effects could arise thereby reducing the experimental absorption coefficients. In this case weaker absorption features would show a better agreement between experiment and calculation. However, considering e.g. the smaller N\textsubscript{2}O lines which should appear at 1197.40 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and 1197.81 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (figure 6.8 and 6.9) it is clear that potential saturation effects cannot explain the observed effects. The small N\textsubscript{2}O line at 1197.40 cm\textsuperscript{-1} appears above the noise level and agrees with the calculation, but note that the latter is plotted with a times 5 scale magnification. The shortfall in $k$ for weaker or stronger lines is very similar, i.e. the sensitivity is systematically limited.

Provided that spectral averaging was carried out the achieved sensitivity for the pulsed CRDS measurements should be either $4 \times 10^{-7}$ cm\textsuperscript{-1}Hz\textsuperscript{1/2} (7.42 µm) or $6 \times 10^{-7}$ cm\textsuperscript{-1}Hz\textsuperscript{1/2} (8.35 µm). These values are approximately a factor of 10 better than estimated from similar experiments performed by Manne et al. [50,65] and a factor of 10 worse than ICOS results with a pulsed TE cooled QCL [49,66]. In the latter case a better SNR and a ~ 5 times longer effective path length yielded better sensitivity. For CRDS with a cw QCL a notably higher sensitivity was reported ($4 \times 10^{-9}$ cm\textsuperscript{-1}Hz\textsuperscript{1/2} [47]) also suggesting a systematic source of error with pulsed QCLs. It is interesting and instructive to compare the NEA of the different CRDS measurements with that using a long path cell. For comparison, Menzel et al. used a Herriott cell type QCL spectrometer of path length 100 m. Their NEA for short time measurements (~ 1 s) is estimated to be $3 \times 10^{-8}$ cm\textsuperscript{-1}Hz\textsuperscript{1/2} [52,67] and would therefore be superior to the high finesse cavity setup used here. More recently Nelson et al. improved the detection limit for a Herriott cell (210 m) combined with a QCL to $3 \times 10^{-10}$ cm\textsuperscript{-1}Hz\textsuperscript{1/2} [39,68], i.e. about 3 orders of magnitude better than employing resonant optical cavities with pulsed QCLs and still an order magnitude better than with cw QCLs as the laser source.

To summarise, the main obstacles in the experiments with a pulsed QCL combined with a high finesse optical resonator are: the selectivity is decreased due to arbitrarily broadened and shifted absorption lines and the sensitivity is substantially reduced due to diminished absorption signals in comparison with theory. Clearly, this could be overcome by
measurements using optically resonant cavities and QCLs, but in so doing one of the major advantages of CRDS, namely the calibration free measurement approach, is lost. Conversely, this raises the question as to whether the combination of an optical cavity with a pulsed QCL in order to benefit from reduced sample volumes compared with multiple pass cells of the same effective length is desirable as a calibration free method. The reason for these degradations from the theoretical performance should be accounted for, because the measurements of \( \tau_0 \) with empty cavities shows potential for obtaining quantitative results.

6.4.2 Bandwidth effects with a pulsed QCL and optical cavities

Possible explanations for the effects observed here can be found in the work of Sukhorukov et al. [51]. They discussed the deviations in their measurement series (i.e. absorption lines with an increased line width and shifted line positions with increasing pulse width), which were not as pronounced as those presented here, in terms of the well-known frequency-down chirp of the QCL (cf. chapter 4). In order to illustrate this, the frequency chirp of the 8.35 \( \mu \)m laser was studied in detail (section 6.4.2.1). The consequences of such bandwidth effects for (pulsed) CRDS are quantitatively discussed and generalised in 6.4.2.2.

Optical feedback due to reflected light from the cavity mirrors does not provide an explanation for the line shift, because the QCL is already tuned out of resonance due to the laser chirp when the reflected light arrives at the laser, about 1 ... 3 ns after the initial emission (for the actual distance between cavity and laser). Multimode behaviour of the lasers might be another explanation for apparent line broadening or line shifts. However, FTIR spectra of the QCL emission showed no evidence for this hypothesis. Furthermore, the simultaneously recorded reference spectra were not affected in the same manner.

6.4.2.1 Determination of the frequency chirp

The frequency chirp of the 8.35 \( \mu \)m laser was evaluated from the direct emission of the QCL (i.e. without the cavity in place and with the current ramp off) modulated with a Germanium etalon of 0.048 cm\(^{-1}\) (1.44 GHz) free spectral range (FSR). The signal was recorded with a fast TE cooled detector (IPM Freiburg, Vigo element PDI-2TE-10.6). The pulse length was determined from the recorded laser pulse intensities at the noise or zero signal level. Short pulses of less than 40 ns were mainly affected by oscillations originating from the driving current so that the etalon fringes could not be discriminated. For longer pulses all undistorted fringes were analysed. This resulted in a value for the chirp of the QCL for only a part of the laser pulse, namely that without current oscillations. For simplicity, it was assumed that the chirp rate \( \frac{d\nu}{dt} \) of the QCL is constant throughout the laser pulse \( t_{\text{on}} \) and hence the full chirp of the laser was extrapolated on the basis of the deduced partial chirp value and the measured total pulse length \( \Delta\nu(t_{\text{on}}) \approx \frac{d\nu}{dt} \cdot t_{\text{on}} \). Figure 6.10 shows the full chirp \( \Delta\nu(t_{\text{on}}) \) of the QCL for different combinations of operating voltage and pulse length and is, in fact, a supplement to figure 4.11 (middle panel, trace \( \Delta \)) where the chirp rate is displayed for only one condition (i.e., close to the threshold, \( t_{\text{on}} = 150 \text{ ns} \)). In what follows it will be demonstrated that for a combination of pulsed QCLs with optical cavities both the chirp rate and the full chirp are critical parameters.
In order to increase the usable output signal of the cavity in a CRDS experiment the 
input can be increased either by modifying the driving voltage or the pulse width. Both factors 
significantly increase the full chirp of the QCL. It can be seen (figure 6.10) that for operating 
voltages close to threshold with small pulse widths, e.g. 32 ns, as used here, the chirped QCL 
pulse should nevertheless cover at least 0.1 cm\(^{-1}\) (3 GHz). In order to verify this for the same 
QCL operating conditions as in the previous CRDS measurements a 76.2 mm long 
Germanium etalon (0.0163 cm\(^{-1}\) or 489 MHz FSR) was used. The QCL was swept by a 
current ramp and each pulse in the train of 160 pulses was recorded. Figure 6.11 shows an 
example for one pulse in which a full frequency chirp of about 0.16 cm\(^{-1}\) (4.8 GHz) was 
confirmed. The chirp rate of the laser is 0.005 cm\(^{-1}\)/ns which accords with the values found 
for pulsed QCLs in chapter 4 (figures 4.10 and 4.11) and by other groups [50,51].

![Figure 6.10](image1.png)  
**Figure 6.10:** Analysis of the full frequency 
chirp \(\Delta \nu(t_{on})\) of the 8.35 µm laser observed for 
laser pulses of different length \(t_{on}\) and intensity, 
i.e. for different driving voltages. The voltage 
threshold of the laser is marked with a dashed 
vertical line. The chirp expected for the operating 
conditions of the CRDS experiments is indicated 
by a dotted horizontal line.

![Figure 6.11](image2.png)  
**Figure 6.11:** Example of the QCL chirp 
for one 32 ns pulse of the 8.35 µm laser at 
90 % of the applied current ramp, displayed 
with the aid of a 76.2 mm Germanium etalon 
(0.0163 cm\(^{-1}\) or 489 MHz FSR).

6.4.2.2 Consequences of the chirped pulse for optical cavities

The consequences of such a spectrally extended laser pulse are depicted schematically in 
figure 6.12. A sample absorption feature of 0.03 cm\(^{-1}\) (900 MHz) full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) is shown as might be observed at intermediate or atmospheric pressures. The upper 
panel in figure 6.12 is an idealised representation in a theoretical high finesse cavity. Two 
aspects should be noted. Firstly, the mode structure of the 0.432 m long cavity with a free 
spectral range of 0.012 cm\(^{-1}\) (360 MHz) was calculated using the expressions given by Zalicki 
and Zare [63]. Since the excitation of the cavity with 32 ns (or even the 60 ns pulses) neither 
matches the special case of being twice the round trip time nor being longer than the decay 
time the idealised picture of an excitation longer than the decay time has been chosen. This 
would of course only be true for cw-illumination of the resonator. The arguments about the 
effects connected with the chirped QCL pulse are, however, not influenced by this choice. 
Secondly, the laser line width has been set to 0.0012 cm\(^{-1}\) (36 MHz) which is typical for a
non-chirped cw QCL with modest power supply ripple (cf. 4.3.3). Hence the upper panel of figure 6.12 describes the ideal case for an optical resonator based spectroscopic experiment, where \( \Delta \nu_{\text{laser}} < \Delta \nu_{\text{FSR,cav}} < \Delta \nu_{\text{FWHM, line}} \) yielding single exponential decays.

If now the chirped QCL pulse is taken into account the picture has to be modified. Although this situation has been considered earlier by Silva et al. [49] and Sukhorukov et al. [51], the effect is usually underestimated. Silva determined an upper limit for the effective laser line width of their pulsed QCL, from a fit to NO absorption lines, to be 0.024 cm\(^{-1}\). Since the FSR of their cavity and the absorption features were comparable in width to those presented here (figure 6.12) they concluded that the QCL excites several cavity modes but still fewer than the number encompassed by the absorption feature. The ratio between the absorption line width \( \Delta \nu_{\text{FWHM, line}} \) and the number of excited modes times the FSR of the cavity \( N \cdot \Delta \nu_{\text{FSR,cav}} \) is the important criterion. Usually the effective laser line width \( \Delta \nu_{\text{laser}} \) is assumed to give an adequate estimate of the number of affected cavity modes which is not the case.

It was established in chapter 4 (section 4.3) that both the effective line width \( \Delta \nu_{\text{laser}} \) and the full chirp \( \Delta \nu_{\text{on}} \) strongly depend on the QCL being used and thus on the obtained chirp rate. Using equation (4 - 3) to estimate \( \Delta \nu_{\text{laser}} \) from the chirp rate of the 8.35 µm QCL used here, would result in an effective laser line width of 0.013 cm\(^{-1}\) (390 MHz) for the limiting case of \( C = 1 \). In the context of figure 6.12 this would lead to the same conclusion as in Silva's case. However, the expression for \( \Delta \nu_{\text{laser}} \) was derived for a best aperture time \( \Delta t \). By adjusting the QCL pulse width to facilitate a detectable cavity output this best aperture time is exceeded. It was also pointed out in section 4.3 that more generally equation (4 - 1) is valid, i.e. the spectral width of a chirped pulse is determined by the pulse width and/or the Fourier transform limited laser line width. Hence, for considerably long QCL pulses, the chirp set by the pulse width is the dominating factor. For the 8.35 µm QCL the full chirp \( \Delta \nu_{\text{on}} \) covers 0.16 cm\(^{-1}\) (4.8 GHz) which drastically changes the picture as shown in the bottom panel of figure 6.12. With a single laser pulse almost twice the number of cavity modes are excited than are affected by a representative broad absorption feature at intermediate pressure \( \geq 50 \) mbar.

**Figure 6.12:** Simulation of the spectrum of a 0.432 m long cavity (FSR 360 MHz, dashed) combined with a molecular absorption line (FWHM 900 MHz, solid thick) and the idealised frequency coverage of the QCL emission (solid narrow line) with a laser line width of 36 MHz (upper), and for the experimentally observed case with a frequency chirp covering 4.8 GHz (lower).
The consequences are i) non-exponential decays, ii) reduced absorptive losses, since a part of the injected power is transmitted via undamped cavity modes, and iii) an apparent line broadening since the absorption feature is present in the decay signal for a much larger number of pulses. By analogy to section 4.4 each pulse or decay signal corresponds to a measurement channel and determining the decay constant over µs is an averaging process that reduces the available analogue detection bandwidth. This may finally also lead to artefacts such as a shoulder close to the main absorption feature.

All these features are apparent in the results described in section 6.4.1. Laser bandwidth effects of this type have been described extensively by Hodges et al. [69] for a 3 GHz line width dye laser used to probe a 900 MHz (FWHM) absorption feature. They observed 5 to 8 times smaller absorptive losses compared to using a Ti:Al₂O₃ laser source having a bandwidth smaller than the absorption line. This reduction in sensitivity accords well with the approximately 10 times smaller absorption coefficients reported in section 6.4.1.

Berden et al. discussed laser bandwidth effects, the reason for non-exponential decays as well as underestimated absorption coefficients in a review [70]. They also pointed out that correct values might be extracted if the spectral density distribution of the light source is known. The investigation of individual pulses during a laser sweep in the inter pulse mode in chapter 4 (sub-section 4.4.4), however, leads to the conclusion that the determination of the spectral density distribution of the QCL pulse is not an option due to the unconstant pulse width and laser intensity throughout the sweep. This would additionally be complicated by the variable chirp rate during an individual QCL pulse (sub-section 4.3.1).

The conclusion from this section is that an infrared source with much smaller effective line width or spectral coverage is needed to reach the ideal case of a high finesse cavity experiment suggested by the upper panel in figure 6.12. Since the frequency-down chirp is inherent to pulsed QCLs the only solution appears to be the use of cw QCLs. It should be pointed out that the chirped laser pulse is counter productive in two ways that may be synergistic. Firstly, the chirp rate of 150 MHz/ns causes an insufficient cavity build-up because each cavity mode only coincides with the corresponding spectral part of the laser emission for a very short time. This corresponds in fact to a laser pulse at a fixed frequency shorter than the cavity round trip time propagating in the cavity. The throughput is then limited by the reflectivity of the mirrors [63]. For slightly longer interaction with the cavity the intensity gain in the developing cavity modes is still rather limited and so is the output power of the cavity. Secondly, the full chirp of the QCL excites too many resonator modes as discussed above. In order to achieve a higher cavity output the pulse length or the operating voltage has to be raised which in turn increases the chirp rate and the full chirp respectively, so even more cavity modes are excited during one laser pulse while the interaction time may even be reduced.

6.4.3 CEAS using a cw QCL

6.4.3.1 Calibration of the method and test of validity

A room temperature cw QCL combined with the optical resonator used earlier was applied to perform CEAS experiments. Due to small instabilities in the current source for the QCL the (model) laser line width (FWHM) of 0.0012 cm⁻¹ (36 MHz) suggested in the top panel of
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Figure 6.12 is expected to be a lower limit in practice. From fits to the spectra recorded in experiments without electronically dithering the QCL current an upper limit (FWHM) of the instrumental broadening of $0.010 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ (300 MHz) was deduced. This reflects mainly the longitudinal mode spacing of the short cavity ($\Delta \text{FSR}_{\text{cav}} = 0.012 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ or 360 MHz) rather than effects of the data acquisition approach etc. However, mechanical destabilisation already caused the excitation of additional transverse cavity modes. Hence the laser (being swept by means of a current ramp) probes the absorption feature with a spectral resolution slightly better than $\Delta \text{FSR}_{\text{cav}}$ which is sufficient to fall below the absorption line width.

Spectra of N$_2$O from different mixtures were recorded, in order to determine the effective reflectivity of the cavity mirrors, and provide a calibration. The measurements were taken under flowing conditions at a constant pressure of 1.2 mbar while the N$_2$ buffer gas and N$_2$O flow was varied for the different N$_2$O calibrations. Figure 6.13 shows the result of the spectral scans, obtained with a LN cooled detector and averaged over 20 s. Lower intensity N$_2$O lines, just exceeding the noise level $\sim 2 \times 10^{-3}$ in transmission, can be seen between the three dominant N$_2$O features in the spectrum at 100 ppm. The line positions and line strengths from the HITRAN database are given in table 6.1 [64]. The relative absorption of the two lines with a line strength of nearly $10^{-20}$ cm/molecule was 17% in the 100 ppm N$_2$O sample. Even for such comparatively small absorptions a correction for non-linearity is recommended (see below). A fit of the transmission spectra resulted in an effective reflectivity of $R = 99.96\%$ for the cavity mirrors or an effective path length of 1080 m. Since in this approach the excitation of high order transverse modes may occur which could have different diffraction losses this value of $R$ should be regarded as an effective one [52].

![Figure 6.13: CEAS scans for different N$_2$O calibration mixtures (N$_2$O diluted in N$_2$) at a constant total pressure of 1.2 mbar: a) 5 ppm, b) 10 ppm, c) 50 ppm, d) 100 ppm. The acquisition time was 20 s. The QCL was swept from high to low wavenumbers. The weak absorption features indicated by arrows appear above noise level only in the spectrum at 100 ppm.

![Figure 6.14: Calibration data for the maxima of the three absorption lines and the four mixing ratios of N$_2$O mentioned in figure 6.13: i) 1306.929 cm$^{-1}$, ii) 1306.846 cm$^{-1}$ and iii) 1306.771 cm$^{-1}$.

$^2$ This assumption is valid for both power supplies (Kepco BOP and Lightwave ILX), although the discussion here firstly concerns the Kepco supply.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line Position [cm⁻¹]</th>
<th>Line Strength S [cm/molecule]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1306.7712 *</td>
<td>9.72 × 10⁻²¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1306.8157</td>
<td>6.13 × 10⁻²²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1306.8461 *</td>
<td>9.72 × 10⁻²¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1306.8871</td>
<td>5.36 × 10⁻²²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1306.8874</td>
<td>5.36 × 10⁻²²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1306.9291 *</td>
<td>1.04 × 10⁻¹⁹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) line strengths and line positions observed in the calibration experiments. The data indicated with (*) were used for further analysis.

The three strong \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) lines visible in figure 6.13 have been analysed further using equation (6 - 11) which provides a means of checking the validity of the weak absorber assumption. For this purpose \( \ln(I_0/I) \approx GU \) at the maximum was plotted against the concentration of \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) in the cavity (figure 6.14). Due to its order of magnitude higher line strength compared to the other lines, the data for the line at 1306.93 cm⁻¹ is non-linear even for number densities in the \( 10^{11} \) cm⁻³ range. For the two smaller lines, which have approximately the same line strength, the linear assumption is valid at least up to \( \sim 1 \times 10^{12} \) cm⁻³. Generally, it can be concluded that the linear approximation is valid for \( GU \leq 0.15 \) whilst for absorption features bigger than 15% a correction is necessary.

As pointed out earlier, no evidence was found that optical feedback from the cavity to the QCL caused line shifts or perturbed lines. Nevertheless a weak asymmetry can be detected in the absorption profiles displayed in figure 6.13. A potential explanation is the relatively rapid laser sweep used here yielding a full sweep of almost 0.8 cm⁻¹ (24 GHz) in 1.1 ms (figure 6.2). By choosing this sweep rate a reasonable SNR for a 1 s integration time was accomplished. Simultaneously the excitation of a neighbouring longitudinal cavity mode was estimated to occur after about five times the ring down time \( \tau_0 \) which was assumed to be reasonably long for obviating overlapping ring down events. However, such rapid sweep rates result in relatively short ring-up times (being the time when the QCL frequency coincides with a cavity mode which was presently about 390 ns). Firstly, the cavity throughput becomes limited. This has been modelled and discussed by Remy et al. for the analogous case of a fixed laser frequency and a moving cavity mirror [35]. Secondly, a ring-up time being short compared to the ring down event obviously leads to asymmetric line shapes. Any change of the absorption cross section inside the cavity, e.g. by pronounced absorption lines (marked with * in table 6.1), is observed as an unambiguous intensity change within a very few spectral data points when the laser frequency approaches the absorption feature and as an additionally broadened wing when the laser frequency passed the line maximum (figure 6.13). Note that the spectral scan was carried out from high to low wavenumbers here. Since the CEAS experiments require a calibration in any case, such effects on quantitative results are included in the effective reflectivity \( R \) or in \( L_{\text{eff}} \), but the sweep rate dependence should always be checked carefully. Consequently, a compromise has to be found between achieving a high SNR using short integration times and reducing non-linear effects on the line shapes.

The application of optical resonators in absorption spectroscopy under low pressure conditions might also suffer from non-linear absorption, e.g., power saturation (chapter 2, sub-section 2.2.5) and has been observed for pulsed and cw CRDS respectively [71,72].
Provided that a fraction of $10^{-3}$ of the QCL intensity of $\sim 10 \text{ mW}$ is stored in one of the (longitudinal) cavity modes after the laser was in resonance for approximately 390 ns for the present conditions, the Rabi frequency $\Omega_{\text{lu}}$ (eq. (2-28)) would be about 3 kHz for the strongest line in table 6.1 [73]. Considering the idealised case that the transition is pumped twice per round trip, i.e. about 2500 times during the ring down time, and assuming further that this would increase $\Omega_{\text{lu}}$ in the same order of magnitude, being now 7.5 MHz, the saturation parameter $\Sigma$ (eq. (2-27)) would be almost 2 for the selected transition at 2 mbar [73]. The absorption coefficient for an inhomogeneously broadened line would then be underestimated by $\sim 40 \%$ (eq. (2-32)). In other words, the experimental conditions might be already sufficient to generate non-linear absorption effects, although the laser is swept rapidly and the intensity build-up inside the cavity is definitely incomplete compared to cw CRDS experiments. The next validation experiment (without correction) suggests that the calculation above represents an upper limit and power saturation is still negligible in the present case. However, further investigations, with e.g. defined changes of the QCL power, are necessary in the future.

Finally the CEAS system was validated with measurements on constituents of laboratory air, namely CH$_4$, N$_2$O and H$_2$O, which could be detected within one spectral scan. The spectrum expected to arise for the average mixing ratios of the three molecules was calculated and is plotted in the upper panel of figure 6.15. Some non-interfering absorption features were selected for analysis and these are summarised in table 6.2. Since the water lines are of low line strengths the large amounts of H$_2$O in air compared to the other trace gases could be examined. The single water line in the spectrum consists of two unresolved lines with a spacing of 0.004 cm$^{-1}$, so that an effective value for $S$ (for simplicity the sum) is used. A third line shifted by $\sim 0.010$ cm$^{-1}$ with a line strength of only 20 % of the effective $S$ of the unresolved neighbour appears as a shoulder to the left of the main line(s). This transition was deconvoluted from the main lines and was not used for the quantitative analysis. The transmission spectrum recorded with a TE cooled detector is shown in the lower panel of figure 6.15. The measurements were performed under flowing and with low pressure conditions at 2.2 mbar in order to increase line selectivity. The spectrum was averaged for 20 s. Qualitatively it agrees very well with the simulation.

**Figure 6.15:**
Calculated spectrum (upper) for air containing CH$_4$, N$_2$O and H$_2$O. Experimental conditions: $p = 2.2$ mbar, $L_{\text{eff}} = 1080$ m, 0.010 cm$^{-1}$ instrumental broadening (FWHM). The corresponding CEAS spectrum (lower) was observed with a TE cooled detector (open circles) and fitted (solid line) to determine the actual concentrations.
The line positions were fitted to a transmission profile which is also plotted in figure 6.15. This fit was then used to calculate the absorption coefficient using (6 - 10). Integrating over the absorption line of interest revealed the number density and mixing ratio. The results of this quantitative analysis are given in table 6.2: 1.7 ppm of CH$_4$, 350 ppb of N$_2$O and more than 1 % of water. A comparison with literature values for the abundance of these molecules in air (1.75 ppm for CH$_4$, 320 ppb for N$_2$O and 0.1 - 4 % for H$_2$O) yields fair agreement [1,74].

6.4.3.2 System performance

In order to be able to evaluate the sensitivity of the TE cooled system the measurements on laboratory air were repeated with a LN cooled detector and the results were very similar. Furthermore, the relative measurement error after 20 s was almost the same ($\Delta I/I_0$ of 0.3 % for the TE detector, 0.2 % for the LN cooled detector). The corresponding $NEA$ is then $1.8 \times 10^7$ cm$^3$Hz$^{1/2}$ for the TE cooled detector if the calibration error in $R$ is included as given by equation (6 - 17). The system was aligned on-axis with respect to the laser beam which produces cavity mode noise inherent to ICOS/CEAS setups [57]. In order to achieve an accurate SNR, a measurement interval of at least 5 s is necessary to smooth out the residual mode structure on the baseline.

It is possible to estimate the minimum detectable number density (MDND) $n_{\text{min}}$ for each molecule by means of equation (2 - 16) assuming that $\ln(I_0/I)$ at the centre frequency $\nu_0$ corresponds to the maximum of the smallest absorption feature that can be distinguished from the noise. The MDNDs of the different molecules analysed are listed in table 6.2. For N$_2$O a detection limit of $6.4 \times 10^8$ cm$^{-3}$ is obtained, which transferred to CH$_4$ corresponds to $1.6 \times 10^9$ cm$^{-3}$ for the strongest line in CH$_4$. If this is converted into a mixing ratio at 2.2 mbar, where the TE spectrum was acquired, the limits of detection for N$_2$O and CH$_4$ are 12 ppb and 46 ppb respectively for a 20 s measurement interval. Using the LN cooled detector these limits would be reduced by a factor of two thirds due to a reduced $\Delta I/I_0$. Clearly for measurements at intermediate or atmospheric pressures sub-ppb levels can be measured although the lines would be broader and might be unresolved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>$\nu$ [cm$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>Line Strength S [cm/molecule]</th>
<th>Mixing Ratio</th>
<th>Numb. Dens. [cm$^{-3}$]</th>
<th>MDND ($n_{\text{min}}$) [cm$^{-3}$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CH$_4$</td>
<td>1305.987</td>
<td>$4.78 \times 10^{-20}$</td>
<td>1.72 ppm</td>
<td>$9.2 \times 10^{10}$</td>
<td>$2.5 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_4$</td>
<td>1306.062</td>
<td>$2.41 \times 10^{-20}$</td>
<td>1.82 ppm</td>
<td>$9.8 \times 10^{10}$</td>
<td>$4.9 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_4$</td>
<td>1306.105</td>
<td>$3.19 \times 10^{-20}$</td>
<td>1.68 ppm</td>
<td>$9.0 \times 10^{10}$</td>
<td>$3.7 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_4$</td>
<td>1306.140</td>
<td>$7.60 \times 10^{-20}$</td>
<td>1.66 ppm</td>
<td>$8.9 \times 10^{10}$</td>
<td>$1.6 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>1306.191</td>
<td>$1.12 \times 10^{-19}$</td>
<td>346 ppb</td>
<td>$1.9 \times 10^{10}$</td>
<td>$6.4 \times 10^8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$_2$O</td>
<td>1306.29</td>
<td>$6.08 \times 10^{-24}$ a</td>
<td>1.1 %</td>
<td>$5.8 \times 10^{14}$</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{13}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Species detected in ambient laboratory air at 2.2 mbar.

a effective line strength from two unresolved lines
6.4.3.3 Sensitivity improvements

Cavity mode noise was established as the main limiting factor of the CEAS system used in the previous sub-sections. Although suddenly excited longitudinal modes capable of transmitting high intensities through the resonator are inherent to an on-axis alignment, their influence on the SNR can efficiently be reduced by averaging over these events. For this reason i) the QCL current was electronically dithered, and ii) the cavity base length was increased.

Dithering the current through the laser enables a better control of the randomised cavity excitation events than the mechanical destabilisation of the resonator used in the earlier validation measurements. It was found in preliminary experiments using an empty cavity (figure 6.3) that a relatively high dither amplitude (> 3 mA or > 0.5 % of the DC current) can significantly improve the SNR. However, employing this mode of operation introduces new artefacts as soon as absorption features appear in a spectrum, e.g., absorption lines exhibit shoulders, are broadened and the fractional absorption is reduced. These obstacles are not only similar to those described for the pulsed CRDS experiments (sub-section 6.4.2) - they are of the same origin. The QCL emission frequency is now deliberately chirped which reduces the probability for a resonance of QCL emission and longitudinal modes and thus decreases the mode noise level. On the other hand too many cavity modes are excited simultaneously.

The amplitude of the sinusoidal dither was therefore limited to 3 mA for the subsequent measurements with the replacement QCL (sbcw847) resulting in an uncorrelated dither of slightly more than one cavity FSR per spectral data point. Note that in contrast to the previous experiments the FSR of the cavity was reduced to 0.004 cm$^{-1}$ (120 MHz) by increasing the base length to $d = L = 1.297$ m. Figure 6.16 shows a sample spectrum recorded with 1 s integration time at the new spectral micro-window (1303.1 .. 1303.8 cm$^{-1}$). An instrumental broadening (FWHM) of 0.008 cm$^{-1}$ (240 MHz) was deduced from a fit to the N$_2$O feature at 1303.201 cm$^{-1}$. While the instrumental broadening of earlier measurements using a short cavity mainly reflected the cavity FSR (cf. 6.4.3.1), it is now also affected by the QCL current dither and the rapid laser sweep rate. Since the spectral position was only shifted by 3 cm$^{-1}$, which is negligible in respect to the entire high reflectance regime of the cavity mirrors (~ 200 cm$^{-1}$), the same, already established (effective) reflectivity value could be expected.

This was confirmed by a calibration carried out by means of 1.23 ppm N$_2$O in a standardised gas mixture at different pressures and under flowing gas conditions (figure 6.17). Using the N$_2$O line indicated in figure 6.16$^3$ ($S = 1.419 \times 10^{-19}$ cm/molecule) and working now only in the weak absorption regime a reflectivity of 99.967 % was extracted from the slope of $\ln(I_0/I)$ as a function of $n$(N$_2$O) (figure 6.17). This yields an effective absorption path of $L_{eff} = 4$ km.

For further sensitivity analysis the Allan variance [75,76] was derived from spectra (similar to figure 6.16) acquired with 1 s integration times over about 30 minutes. The Allan variance was calculated for three selected spectral positions which are indicated in figure 6.16, namely the single N$_2$O line (●) and two baseline positions (▷, ◄) where no potential absorption features are present. The results are displayed in figures 6.18 and 6.19 respectively.

---

$^3$ The two weaker N$_2$O lines that are also indicated result from unresolved lines and were comparable to the noise level. For this reason they were excluded from further analysis.
Figure 6.16: CEAS transmission spectrum of a N\textsubscript{2}O calibration mixture (1.23 ppm in N\textsubscript{2}, 0.47 mbar) recorded with 1 s integration time. The N\textsubscript{2}O line (●, 1303.201 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) and both highlighted spectral positions (▷, 1303.40 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and ◢, 1303.55 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) were used for further analysis. Weak, unresolved N\textsubscript{2}O features are indicated by arrows.

Figure 6.17: Calibration data for the N\textsubscript{2}O line (●, 1303.201 cm\textsuperscript{-1}), mentioned in figure 6.16, acquired in a pressure range from 0.47 to 2.33 mbar. The slope of the linear fit corresponds to an (effective) mirror reflectivity of 99.967 %.

Figure 6.18: Upper: N\textsubscript{2}O mixing ratio determined at 1303.201 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (● in fig. 6.16) under flowing gas conditions at 0.47 mbar. Lower: Allan variance (\(\sigma_A\)) of the upper panel (open circles) and the corresponding white noise trace (grey line).

Figure 6.19: Baseline signal detected at 1303.40 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (upper left, ▷ in fig. 6.16) and 1303.55 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (upper right, ◢ in fig. 6.16). Lower: Allan variance (\(\sigma_A\)) of the baseline noise for both upper panels (symbols) and the corresponding white noise trace (grey line). An example for an unstable experiment (data stream not shown) is also given (dotted).
An N$_2$O detection limit ($\sigma_A$) of 96 ppb, 17 ppb and 12 ppb at 0.47 mbar is detected in figure 6.18 for integration times of 1 s, 30 s and 90 s respectively. The 1 s value is already interesting for time resolved measurements (plasma diagnostics, online breath gas analysis) whereas the long-time integration limits may be applicable to trace gas measurements. Averaging longer than 30 s is often limited in practice due to drift effects inherent to the system (see below). Hence, the 90 s detection limit should be considered as a best case value of the current system.

In order to facilitate general sensitivity conclusions for the CEAS system the (baseline) noise signal was analysed for the two spectral positions 1303.40 cm$^{-1}$ and 1303.55 cm$^{-1}$ by means of an Allan plot (figure 6.19). The Allan variance $\sigma_A$ shows the same behaviour in both cases and is mainly determined by white noise. Detection limits of $1.1 \times 10^{-2}$, $2 \times 10^{-3}$, and $1 \times 10^{-3}$ are found for the three selected integration times used above. After 30 s integration time small deviations of experimental data from the theoretical white noise behaviour are observed which might be caused by drift effects. The reason for the drift can be directly (i.e. mechanically) and indirectly in nature. Particularly the latter case may hamper further averaging: a thermally induced drift of the laser intensity causes a gradual change of the acquired background normalised transmission spectra and is thus visible as a strong increase of $\sigma_A$ for integration times longer than 60 s (dotted line in figure 6.19). Additionally, the spectral position will shift and would require a correction.

The Allan variance $\sigma_A$ of the baseline signal(s) can readily be converted into the absorption coefficient uncertainty $\Delta k$ by means of equation (6 - 16) and subsequently into the NEA using (6 - 17) which would be $\sim 4 \times 10^{-8}$ cm$^{-1}$Hz$^{-1/2}$ here. Furthermore, if $\sigma_A \approx \Delta I/I_0$ is considered as the minimum detectable peak absorption at the centre frequency $\nu_0$ the MDND ($n_{\min}$) can be inferred (for low pressure conditions) using equation (2 - 16). Note that the instrumental broadening $\Delta \nu_{\text{obs}}$ (HWHM) should be used instead of the theoretical Doppler broadening $\Delta \nu_D$ in (2 - 16). In table 6.3 the (anticipated) MDND is collected for several molecules of main interest in plasmas or atmospheric chemistry for three integration times. The given line strengths are typical values for absorption features in the present spectral range [64].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Line Strength S [cm/molecule]</th>
<th>Detection Limits (MDND) $n_{\min}$ [cm$^{-3}$]</th>
<th>Integration Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 s</td>
<td>30 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^{-19}$</td>
<td>$1.6 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_4$</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{-20}$</td>
<td>$4.7 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>$9 \times 10^8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_2$H$_2$</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{-19}$</td>
<td>$2.3 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HNO$_3$</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{-20}$</td>
<td>$2.3 \times 10^{10}$</td>
<td>$4.5 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$_2$O$_2$</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^{-20}$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^{10}$</td>
<td>$2.2 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Detection limits for molecules being detectable at $\sim 1303$ cm$^{-1}$ (7.67 µm) with the present CEAS system. An instrumental broadening of 0.008 cm$^{-1}$ (240 MHz, FWHM) and an absorption path of 4 km was assumed for calculating the anticipated values.

a anticipated values
6.4.3.4 Discussion of sensitivity achievements

The sensitivity achieved with the CEAS system is comparable to other QCL based high finesse cavity spectrometers reported in the literature. The main parameters of those and the CEAS system studied here are collected in table D.1 (appendix D). To facilitate intercomparisons the specifications of the different systems were converted into the NEA and the MDND for the different molecules. The MDND typically represents the best reported value, sometimes achieved with extended averaging, e.g. determined from Allan variance plots. In some cases the scaling of the NEA with $f^{-1/2}$ according to (6 - 17) does not hold. Therefore the given NEA values should be considered as estimates for short term measurements (~ 1 s) and may not be directly converted in all cases to the MDND.

The sensitivities of $1.8 \times 10^{-7}$ cm$^{-1}$Hz$^{-1/2}$ presently achieved with the entirely TE cooled short cavity and of $4 \times 10^{-8}$ cm$^{-1}$Hz$^{-1/2}$ for the long cavity CEAS system, respectively, demonstrate a better performance than CRDS setups with pulsed QCLs as discussed in section 6.4.1.3. They are comparable to several other CEAS or ICOS studies exhibiting a NEA down to $4 \times 10^{-9}$ cm$^{-1}$Hz$^{-1/2}$ [52,54,56,57,60]. The long cavity setup is still a factor of ~ 10 less sensitive than CRDS employing a cw QCL as demonstrated by Paldus et al. [47] which may be explained by the commonly omitted cavity mode noise in CRDS. For CEAS or ICOS the minimum detectable absorption is typically limited to $10^{-2}$ to $10^{-3}$ due to incomplete averaging over the cavity resonances. In combination with wavelength modulation techniques this can be improved by a factor of about 5 [54,56] at the expense of a more complex experimental layout.

Another approach to increase the SNR in the spectra is an off-axis alignment requiring mirrors of bigger diameter. A sensitivity of $2 \times 10^{-9}$ cm$^{-1}$Hz$^{-1/2}$ was reported with a cavity base length $L$ less than twice as long as presented here [53]. The MDND achieved for CH$_4$ at 7.9 µm with this method was $2.9 \times 10^9$ cm$^{-3}$ compared to $1.6 \times 10^9$ cm$^{-3}$ ($< 10^9$ cm$^{-3}$) for the short (long) resonator in the present study, due to an advantageous spectral position and a lower sampling pressure in our experiment. Recently, an off-axis ICOS spectrometer achieving $9 \times 10^{-10}$ cm$^{-1}$Hz$^{-1/2}$ (per scan) has been reported [61].

Not surprisingly the sensitivity of the system described here cannot compete with the values obtained with sophisticated locked CEAS setups ($8 \times 10^{-10}$ cm$^{-1}$Hz$^{-1/2}$) or even with NICE-OHMS ($9.7 \times 10^{-11}$ cm$^{-3}$Hz$^{-1/2}$) [48]. Apart from the limitations in the SNR inherent to the CEAS approach, the currently achieved detection limits could be further improved using the nearly 10 times stronger absorption band at 4.5 µm for N$_2$O or the 3 µm region for CH$_4$. The latter spectral range requires interband cascade lasers that have recently become available.

QCL spectrometers employing conventional long path cells which are today increasingly based on TE cooled lasers and detectors accomplish sensitivities well below $1 \times 10^{-7}$ cm$^{-1}$Hz$^{-1/2}$ (table D.1) even down to $3 \times 10^{-10}$ cm$^{-1}$Hz$^{-1/2}$ [39,68] and hence are still superior to short base length CEAS or ICOS setups. The main reason is the residual mode noise which is absent in the spectra for those spectrometers. However, one aim has been to achieve maintenance free operation with a small sample volume, presently around 0.3 l for the
Measurements using optically resonant cavities and QCLs

short cavity\(^4\), and with an optical geometry reduced in its complexity which would make the system field-deployable. The volume of the multiple pass cells listed in table D.1, covering effective path lengths up to 210 m, typically ranges from 0.5 to 5 l which may increase the dimensions of the system and the necessary pumping time. More recently, photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) has been reported using LN and TE cooled cw QCL [42] or external cavity lasers [41]. Detection limits in the order of \(\sim 10^{-7} \text{cm}^{-1}\text{Hz}^{1/2}\), but still inferior to methods applying optical cavities, were obtained (table D.1). Moreover, the acquisition time for photoacoustic spectra is rather long (\(\sim\) minutes), which does not enable real-time measurements to be performed.

6.5 Conclusions

Thermoelectrically cooled QCLs have been combined with high finesse optical resonators in order to profit from their enlarged path lengths at reasonably small sample volumes in combination with the high absorption cross section in the infrared molecular fingerprint region. Two different approaches have been investigated. Firstly, pulsed QCLs at 7.42 \(\mu\)m and 8.35 \(\mu\)m were used to perform CRDS and ICOS experiments. The spectra measured at pressures between 100 mbar and 300 mbar were normally characterised by a broadening of the absorption lines and reduced absorption in comparison with theoretical expectations, which makes an absolute calibration necessary. The resulting decrease in sensitivity, i.e. to \(\sim 5 \times 10^{-7} \text{cm}^{-1}\text{Hz}^{1/2}\), means that long path cell configurations of similar sample volumes have superior sensitivity to either CRDS or ICOS. It transpires that the frequency-down chirp inherent to pulsed QCLs sets the fundamental limit. Due to the chirp the effective line width of the QCL is much broader than the narrow molecular absorption features and the rather fast chirp rate does not allow for an efficient build-up of the laser field in the cavity. CRDS using pulsed QCLs therefore has only a limited number of useful applications, e.g. for the determination of the reflectivity of the cavity mirrors in preliminary experiments or for the detection of complex and broad molecular absorptions at higher pressures. Secondly, cw QCLs at 7.66 \(\mu\)m have been combined with an unstabilised and unlocked cavity. With this straightforward arrangement, comprising only a TE cooled detector, an effective path length of 1080 m has been achieved. By increasing the cavity base length an effective absorption path of 4 km and a reduced instrumental broadening due to a reduced cavity FSR were obtained. The main limit to sensitivity in both configurations, of \(2 \times 10^{-7} \text{cm}^{-1}\text{Hz}^{1/2}\) or \(4 \times 10^{-8} \text{cm}^{-1}\text{Hz}^{1/2}\), was the cavity mode noise which may be reduced by an off-axis alignment. Electronically dithering the QCL current efficiently suppresses a portion of the residual mode noise but increases the instrumental broadening of the CEAS system. Such mode noise is absent in conventional long path cell spectrometers which hence exhibit a higher sensitivity.

With a 20 s measurement interval detection limits for \(\text{N}_2\text{O}\) and \(\text{CH}_4\) of \(6 \times 10^8 \text{cm}^{-3}\) and \(2 \times 10^9 \text{cm}^{-3}\) respectively could be achieved at 2.2 mbar indicating that sub-ppb levels could easily be measured by means of the short resonator at higher or elevated pressures. Furthermore, the small sample volume of 0.3 l used here, and consequently the reduced

---

\(^4\) The long cavity covered a volume of not much less than 1.5 l.
pumping requirement, is an advantage over long path cells with much larger volumes than 0.5 l.

The detection limits achieved here are relevant both for the detection of radicals in plasma chemistry and for trace gas measurements with field-deployable systems. Additionally, trace gas measurements may also be carried out without pre-concentration procedures. Radicals with small abundances in the gas phase might now be detectable via QCL based spectroscopy. The choice of an appropriate method depends on whether the important criterion is ultimate sensitivity or a more compact system. In the former case a multi pass cell spectrometer would be preferable because of its better signal to noise characteristics but this configuration would exclude the detection of processes on short time scales or certain types of in-situ measurements. Sophisticated locked cavity schemes might overcome such restrictions at the expense of complex spectrometer geometries. To achieve a compact system a small volume cavity based spectrometer employing cw QCLs would be more appropriate. This configuration would also be of special interest for applications where the pressure cannot arbitrarily be chosen in order to adapt the absorption line width to the laser line width or instrumental broadening, e.g. in low pressure plasmas. Moreover, for these applications in-situ measurements are essential because multi-pass cell sampling ex-situ is not an option.
## Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>$\lambda$ [(\mu m)]</th>
<th>QCL</th>
<th>Operating Temperature</th>
<th>Detector Cooling</th>
<th>$L_{\text{eff}}$ [m]</th>
<th>$\text{NEA}^{a)}$ [cm(^{-1})Hz(^{1/2})]</th>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>MDND(^{b)}) [cm(^{-3})]</th>
<th>Recording Time [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[50,65]</td>
<td>CRDS</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>pulsed</td>
<td>near ambient</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>NH$_3$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^{12}$</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[55,77]</td>
<td>CRDS</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>cw</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>a) 1050</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[47,78]</td>
<td>CRDS</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>cw</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>a) 280</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>NH$_3$</td>
<td>$6.7 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[52,79]</td>
<td>CEAS</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>cw</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>$1.6 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[60,80]</td>
<td>ICOS (off-axis)</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>cw(^{d)})</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>a) 83</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>H$_2$CO</td>
<td>$1.6 \times 10^{11}$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[54,81]</td>
<td>ICOS(^{e)})</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>cw</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>$3.3 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>This work</strong></td>
<td>CEAS</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>cw</td>
<td>near ambient</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>1080</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>CH$_4$</td>
<td>$1.6 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>This work</strong></td>
<td>ICOS</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>cw</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[56,82]</td>
<td>ICOS</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>cw</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>$2.1 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[49,66]</td>
<td>ICOS</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>pulsed</td>
<td>near ambient</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>$6 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>$\sim 2 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[57,83]</td>
<td>ICOS</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>cw</td>
<td>near ambient</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[53,84]</td>
<td>ICOS (off-axis)</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>cw</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>a) 5560</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>CH$_4$</td>
<td>$2.9 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[61]</td>
<td>ICOS (off-axis)</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>cw</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>c) 9 $\times 10^{10}$</td>
<td>HDO</td>
<td>$2.6 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>CEAS (locked)</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>cw</td>
<td>cryogenic (?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>$8 \times 10^{10}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>NICE-OHMS</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>cw</td>
<td>cryogenic (?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{10}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[45,85]</td>
<td>QCLAS</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>pulsed</td>
<td>near ambient</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>CO$_2$</td>
<td>$5.3 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[52,67]</td>
<td>QCLAS</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>cw</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>$4.2 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[44,86]</td>
<td>QCLAS</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>quasi-cw</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>CH$_4$</td>
<td>$\sim 2 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37,87]</td>
<td>QCLAS</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>pulsed</td>
<td>near ambient</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>CH$_4$</td>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37,88]</td>
<td>QCLAS</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>pulsed</td>
<td>near ambient</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>$7 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>$5.9 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[39,68]</td>
<td>QCLAS</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>cw</td>
<td>near ambient</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^{10}$</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[40,89]</td>
<td>QCLAS</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>pulsed</td>
<td>near ambient</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>c) $5 \times 10^{10}$</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>$1.9 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>c) $1 \times 10^{10}$</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>$4.1 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[42,90]</td>
<td>PAS</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>cw</td>
<td>cryog./amb.</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>~ $9 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>CH$_4$</td>
<td>$8.4 \times 10^{11}$</td>
<td>$\sim 150$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[43,91]</td>
<td>QEPAS(^{a)})</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>cw</td>
<td>cryogenic</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$8 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>N$_2$O</td>
<td>$3.5 \times 10^{11}$</td>
<td>$\sim 150$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[41,92]</td>
<td>QEPAS(^{a)})</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>ext. cav.</td>
<td>near ambient</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>C$_2$HF$_5$</td>
<td>$2.5 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table D.1:** Intercomparison of high sensitivity QCL based spectrometers employing optical cavities, long path cells or PAS.
a) value estimated by the authors from the cited data
b) calculated from $n = p/(k_B T)$ multiplied by the best reported concentration or mixing ratio;
   normally $T = 296$ K
c) original value given in the reference
d) ICL
e) in combination with wavelength modulation the sensitivity was $\sim 5$ times better
f) converted into "per scan" value
g) quartz enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy
h) 3 s time constant for a single spectral position
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Measurements using optically resonant cavities and QCLs


[65] The MDND was calculated with 50 ppb at atmospheric pressure. The *NEA* was estimated via the round trip loss for 16 ppb standard deviation (figure 7 in [50]) and converted into *k*<sub>min</sub>. Eq. (6 - 17) for 20 s averaging (without √2) yields the *NEA*.

[66] Figure 8 in [49] implies a minimum detectable absorption of 3 × 10<sup>-3</sup> for 1500 m in 4 s. The *NEA* follows from eqs. (6 - 16) and (6 - 17) and the MDND from 0.7 ppb at 100 Torr or 0.8 ppb at 70 Torr. Those minimum concentrations are given as rms noise from ~ 10 different 4 s scans and are therefore smaller than a minimum absorption of 3 × 10<sup>-3</sup> would suggest.

[67] Figure 3 in [52] implies an absorption of 0.0005 for 13 ppb NO (50 Torr) for a SNR = 5, i.e. the minimum detectable absorption is ~ 10<sup>-4</sup>. For *N* = 100 scans the SNR was improved by *N*<sup>1/2</sup> while for 10000 averages an additional factor 2.5 is achieved, i.e. a factor 25 in total compared to a single scan. The *NEA* follows from eqs. (6 - 16) and (6 - 17) (without √2 because *L*<sub>eff</sub> = 100 m was not calibrated).

[68] The Allan variance minimum of 0.03 ppb after 30 s corresponds to 3 × 10<sup>-6</sup> absorbance noise and *k*<sub>min</sub> = 1.5 × 10<sup>-10</sup> cm<sup>-1</sup> respectively [39]. Since the short term noise (1 s) is 0.06 ppb the corresponding values were also scaled by a factor 2, i.e. the *NEA* is ~ 3 × 10<sup>-10</sup> cm<sup>3</sup>Hz<sup>-1/2</sup>. The MDND follows from 0.03 ppb at 20 Torr.


[73] A value of *A*<sub>ul</sub> = 6.153 s<sup>-1</sup> is given in [64] for the strongest absorption feature in table 6.1 at 1306.929 cm<sup>-1</sup>. The weighted transition dipole moment follows from (A - 5) to 0.094 Debye. A QCL output power of ~ 25 mW (sbcw848) is reported in its datasheet for the operating conditions used here. Additional beam shaping optics (e.g., ZnSe optics, OAP telescope) should reduce the available power to about 10 mW at the cavity entrance mirror. Imaging with an IR camera let us further assume a beam diameter of 10 mm. From detector signals measured with and without cavity we assume a fraction of 10<sup>-3</sup> to be transmitted through the first mirror. Using (2 - 5) the electric field *E*<sub>0</sub> is then ~ 16 V/m inside the cavity. The relaxation rate γ in (2 - 27) was estimated for 2 mbar from *γ*<sub>air,ref</sub> = 0.0716 cm<sup>-1</sup>/atm [64] using (2 - 26).


[77] *L*<sub>eff</sub> was calculated from *τ* = 3.5 µs. After 8 s the relative error of *τ* was 4.7 × 10<sup>-3</sup>; eqs. (6 - 15) and (6 - 17) yield the *NEA* (without √2 because *R* was not calibrated). The MDND follows from the detection limit of 0.7 ppb at 60 Torr [55].

[78] After 600 scans at 600 Hz the standard deviation was 10<sup>-4</sup>. The *NEA* follows from eqs.
(6 - 16) and (6 - 17) and the MDND from 0.25 ppb detection limit at STP [47]. $L_{\text{eff}}$ was estimated from $\tau_0 = 0.93 \, \mu s$.

[79] The MDND was calculated with 16 ppb at 30 Torr [52]. A minimum detectable absorption of 0.01 with $L_{\text{eff}} = 670 \, m$ in 200 s yields the $\text{NEA}$ with eqs. (6 - 16) and (6 - 17).

[80] $L_{\text{eff}}$ was calculated from $R_{\text{eff}} = 99.4 \, \%$ and 50 cm base length. The MDND follows from 100 ppb at 50 Torr whereas the $\text{NEA}$ was calculated with 0.15 \% standard deviation in absorption for 3.3 s averaging and $L_{\text{eff}} = 83.3 \, m$ [60].

[81] Figure 10 in [54] implies a minimum detectable absorption of $3 \times 10^{-4}$ for 75 m in 15 s. The $\text{NEA}$ follows from eqs. (6 - 16) and (6 - 17) and the MDND from 10 ppb at 100 Torr.

[82] Figure 4 in [56] implies a minimum detectable absorption of $6 \times 10^{-3}$ for 700 m in 1 s. The $\text{NEA}$ follows from eqs. (6 - 16) and (6 - 17) and the MDND from 3.2 ppb at 200 Torr.

[83] Figure 5 in [57] implies a minimum detectable absorption of $6 \times 10^{-4}$ for 500 m in 4 s. The $\text{NEA}$ follows from eqs. (6 - 16) and (6 - 17) and the MDND from 3.6 ppb at 100 Torr.

[84] With the given gain factor 6760, $R_{\text{eff}}$ is estimated to be 99.9852 \%. Consequently $L_{\text{eff}}$ is 5560 m for a base length of 82.3 cm. The MDND follows from the 3 ppb detection limit at 30 Torr [53].

[85] The MDND was calculated from the Allan variance minimum of 0.12 ppm at 14 Torr after 240 s corresponding to a peak absorbance precision of $6 \times 10^{-5}$. This value was scaled with $\sim 10$ (since it does not scale with the square root of averages [45]) to determine the short term deviation (1 s) yielding 1.1 ppm. The $\text{NEA}$ follows from eqs. (6 - 16) and (6 - 17) for 56 m path length.

[86] The MDND was calculated for the smallest pressure given in [44] (20 Torr) and 2.5 ppb CH$_4$ and 1.0 ppb N$_2$O respectively. The $\text{NEA}$ follows from eqs. (6 - 16) and (6 - 17) (without $\sqrt{2}$) for $3.5 \times 10^{-5}$ minimum peak absorbance, 30 s averaging and 100 m path length.

[87] The $\text{NEA}$ follows from eqs. (6 - 16) and (6 - 17) for $1.4 \times 10^{-4}$ absorbance precision at 1 s sampling rate. For N$_2$O this yields a MDND calculated from 3 ppb at 60 Torr. For CH$_4$ the MDND was estimated from the Allan variance after 200 s: 0.7 ppb at 50 Torr [37].

[88] Figure 5 in [37] implies a minimum absorbance of $4 \times 10^{-5}$ for a 1 Hz sampling rate at 56 m path length which yields the (short term) $\text{NEA}$ from eqs. (6 - 16) and (6 - 17) (without $\sqrt{2}$). The MDND follows from 35.5 Torr (figure 3) and the Allan variance minimum of 0.06 ppb.

[89] The MDND was calculated for 48 Torr and 1 s averaging time (figure 3) by means of the given $\text{NEAs}$, i.e. 0.12 ppb and 0.26 ppb for the LN and TE cooled detector respectively [40].

[90] The MDNDs follow from 34 ppb and 14 ppb for CH$_4$ and N$_2$O at atmospheric pressure respectively. The $\text{NEA}$ was estimated from the noise of 0.4 $\mu V$ and the calibration factor of 715 V/(W cm$^{-1}$) scaled with the output power of 8 mW [42].

[91] The MDND follows from 4 ppb at 50 Torr for a 3 s lock-in time constant. The normalised $\text{NEA}$ was scaled with the output power of 19 mW [43].

[92] The MDND was calculated with 0.1 ppb at 770 Torr after 100 s (Allan variance plot). The normalised $\text{NEA}$ was scaled with the output power of 6.6 mW [41].
7 Accuracy and limitations

The previous chapters concerned a few aspects of sensitivity (detection limit) and accuracy comprising both reproducibility and precision of the measurements. In what follows the main limiting factors in practise are generalised and discussed in terms of the spectroscopic application. Sometimes the achieved (and required) detection and accuracy limits differ substantially from well-established figure of merits. The discussion focuses on

i) TDLAS in reactive plasmas using laser sweep integration (chapter 3),
ii) time resolved QCLAS for pulsed plasmas (chapter 5),
iii) (atmospheric) trace gas measurements employing CEAS (chapter 6).

Generally, the sweep integration method implemented here by means of TDL WinTel provides an optimised sensitivity in direct absorption for a specific transition along with several convenient tools, e.g., online background subtraction for suppressing optical fringes and atmospheric background absorption (e.g., H$_2$O, CO$_2$), respectively. The relative uncertainty is directly linked to the selected time resolution, because all laser sweeps are accumulated and averaged until the so called data update time (i.e., time resolution) is reached. For measurements in almost constant gas mixtures, among them trace gas detection, a low time resolution and averaging up to the usually reported Allan minimum may be appropriate. Time resolved measurements in plasmas (i), however, require a higher time resolution with an inherently reduced SNR. The relative uncertainty of the detectors signal (half of the peak-to-peak noise level) was typically not better than $10^{-2}$ for 0.1 ... 1 s data update times where the baseline noise strongly depends on the quality of the detector power supply. The theoretical sensitivity limit is then determined by the number of passes of the multi-pass cell ($L_{\text{eff}} \leq 60$ m) and the line strength of the transition ($\sim 10^{-20}$ cm/molecule). Using equation (2.16) (low pressure case, $\Delta \nu_D \sim 10^{-3}$ cm$^{-1} \leq \Delta \nu_{\text{obs}}$) this yields a MDND $n_{\text{min}} \approx 3 \times 10^{11}$ cm$^{-3}$.

However, in practice the application to plasmas introduces several other and more important sources of uncertainty lowering both the reproducibility and the precision of the results. Since mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detectors are also sensitive to radiation in the NIR and visible spectral range instabilities and fluctuations of the plasma may increase the noise level considerably. In many cases suppression by means of a second monochromator or filters is not an option due to the limited signal levels of lead salt lasers in combination with multiple pass arrangements. The final relative error of molecular number densities is typically within 10 % and may be deduced from individual plots of concentration against time.

A similar estimate for the precision uncertainty is even more difficult to obtain: The usually unknown gas temperature is a major parameter for determining absolute number densities and strongly influences the partition function $Q(T)$ (eqs. (2.19), (2.20)) and thus the line strength. A post-measurement correction is required in TDL WinTel, which includes an approximation for $Q(T)$ [1] which is less accurate for higher temperatures and molecules formed by more than two atoms. Particularly for hydrocarbons the error may readily exceed 10 % as soon as the gas temperature increases above $\sim 400$ K which is normally the case in microwave plasmas. Presently, the gas temperature in the microwave reactor may vary by $\pm 20$ % and so is the relative precision error (to a first order approximation). Transitions with high lower state energies $E_l$ might exhibit an increased uncertainty.
Since direct absorption spectroscopy is a line of sight method, the applications of multi-pass cells yields an average or effective gas temperature (e.g., across a 1.5 m base length in the planar microwave reactor). This could be overcome by means of CEAS methods yielding similar or even higher absorption paths at shorter base lengths and therefore more localised measurements. In some cases the comparison of simultaneously recorded lines (with different \( E_j \)) of the same molecule might help qualifying an upper and lower limit. A similar challenge is the determination of an effective path length \( L_{\text{eff}} \) for radical measurements, because these molecules may not be produced and be present across the entire reactor base length. If the same \( L_{\text{eff}} \) is used as for stable species, the radical concentration may systematically be underestimated by up to 25 % in the present experiments. This follows from the assumption that radicals are mainly present in the brightest part of the plasma [2].

The inherent multimode behaviour of tuneable lead salt lasers might reduce the precision further, especially in the case of closely spaced laser modes that cannot adequately be separated by a monochromator. Measurements are typically carried out with less than 5 % contribution from competing laser modes. Concentrations from weak and moderate absorption lines (\( \leq 10 \) %) without additional broadband absorption are then underestimated by up to 5 %. In all other cases the multimode offset has to be carefully corrected or calibrated since \( n \sim \ln(I/0) \) (eq. (2-4)) causes a strong non-linear increase of the errors with decreasing transmission \( I \).

Considering all limiting factors along with TDLAS measurements in plasmas it is clear that absolute number densities are validated within a factor of two which is usually good enough for further conclusions. In contrast, trace gas measurements would require a much better accuracy, particularly, a better precision which can be realised by establishing a well-defined gas temperature.

The accuracy of QCLAS and non-linear absorption effects inherent to short or long laser pulses have been extensively discussed in chapter 4. Below the uncertainties of time resolved measurements in plasmas employing the intra pulse mode and calibrated absolute number densities (ii) are summarised.

The required time resolution of an intra pulse study establishes the data acquisition mode and therefore the data treatment and error sources. If a resolution of 200 µs or less (< 5 kHz) is sufficient, scanning through the plasma pulse can be accomplished by exploiting the (internal) repetition rate of the pulsed QCL where the repetition frequency sets the time resolution [3,4]. The superposition of several full plasma scans facilitates spectral averaging and can conveniently be carried out post-measurement. Conversely, for higher time resolutions a delayed trigger scheme is necessary (chapter 5) where only one spectrum per plasma pulse is acquired. Averaging is accomplished over successive plasma pulses and a full scan of the pulsed discharge is rather time consuming. A specific problem of the latter method is that for each spectrum a valid trigger event (e.g., the slightly irreproducible current through the plasma) is necessary. In contrast, by exploiting the internal QCL repetition frequency a single scan across the entire plasma pulse consisting of several individual spectra is facilitated by only one trigger event.

Both methods require spectral averaging of minimum 20 single QCL pulses in order to sufficiently suppress the (vertical) pulse-to-pulse fluctuations (\( \pm 15 \) %) and the (horizontal) jitter (\( \pm 1 \) ns) between TTL and optical pulse of the QCL. Additionally, a long-term drift (within a few hours) of the QCL baseline \( (I_0) \) in its absolute value and shape is observed. Specifically, for this reason time consuming measurements with the delayed trigger scheme are challenging.
For discharge conditions where averaging is feasible, i.e. under flowing gas conditions, the discussed uncertainties typically result in a minimum detectable absorption (half of the peak to peak noise level) of $3 \times 10^{-2}$ and a relative error of less than 10% in the number densities. Applying equation (2 - 16) and figure 4.12 to estimate the chirp rate limited resolution ($\Delta \nu_{\text{min}} \approx 5 \times 10^{-3}$ cm$^{-1}$) the minimum noise level converts to a MDND $n_{\text{min}} \approx 6 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$ in single pass configuration ($L_{\text{eff}} = 50$ cm) for a line strength of $S = 10^{-20}$ cm/molecule. This pictures changes if static measurements (single shot) are performed, since then the detector noise level of a few mV in combination with the QCL output power and the final detector signal govern the relative concentration error of up to 20%. The uncertainty for both averaged and unaveraged experiments include potential inaccuracies in determining the integration limits for calculating the integrated absorption coefficient. Hence, potential gain in time resolution by employing the \textit{intra} pulse mode compared to TDLAS sweep integration methods is at the expense of the SNR or reproducibility. The systematic (precision) error due to power saturation or fast passage is balanced by the calibrated correction factor.

Nevertheless, the achieved accuracy was good enough to observe (relative) temperature induced changes in the integrated absorption coefficient in the same order of the mentioned uncertainty levels. Additional inaccuracies originating from plasma diagnostics (\textit{~}factor of 2) as discussed for TDLAS are also present here. Fortunately, DFB QCLs are completely free of multimode concerns. Note that chirp rate induced band width limitations (chapter 4) may also reduce the sensitivity in the \textit{intra} pulse mode. Currently, this may inevitably occur for uncommon spectral positions at the edge of the MIR spectral range ($< 4 \, \mu\text{m}, > 12 \, \mu\text{m}$) due to the slow response time of the available detector elements rather than the subsequent amplifying or digitising electronics.

A different situation has to be considered for trace gas measurements in gas mixtures (iii) where temperature induced inaccuracies are usually absent or can be obviated. Apart from high selectivity and sensitivity concerns, which generally require low pressure conditions and increased path lengths, the precision of the absolute number densities is of importance. A relatively straightforward experimental setup was in the centre of interest of the presented CEAS approach. Therefore an unlocked optical resonator aligned on-axis was employed and tested which could readily be transferred to plasma reactors for providing \textit{in-situ} diagnostics. The residual noise level in a 1 s interval is typically not much less than $10^{-2}$ (figure 6.19) due to incomplete averaging over the mode structure of the cavity. Using equations (2 - 16) and (6 - 10) the MDND is estimated to be $n_{\text{min}} \approx 8 \times 10^{10}$ cm$^{-3}$ for $L_{\text{eff}} = 1$ km (i.e., 50 cm base length, 99.95% mirror reflectivity) and $S = 10^{-20}$ cm/molecule. For trace gas measurements transitions having an order of magnitude higher line strength are usually chosen and the decrease of $S(T)$ at higher temperatures is absent.

Achieving even better sensitivity due to an increased SNR would be accomplished by:

\begin{enumerate}
\item increasing the mirror separation and slightly dithering the cavity length or QCL current,
\item increasing the laser sweep rate,
\item off-axis alignment [5]
\item optical feedback to the laser [6,7],
\item frequency locked cavities [8,9 and reference therein],
\end{enumerate}
Currently, by means of option (a) the sensitivity has already been increased by one order of magnitude. The result should be regarded as an optimum, although a denser mode pattern due to an extended cavity base length is later difficult to realise at a reactor with fixed dimensions of several ten cm. Increasing the laser sweep rate (b) provides a better averaging of spectra within the same time interval (e.g., 1 s), but is limited by two substantial criteria. Firstly, the sweep rate must be slow enough to avoid the internal frequency chirp of the QCL as known from pulsed lasers. Secondly, an adequately long overlap with the cavity modes is essential [10]. The sweep rates in the present experiments of ~1 kHz (i.e. one longitudinal mode scanned in three times the ring-down time) should be regarded as a maximum sweep rate. Sweeping the QCL more rapidly results in strongly asymmetric line shapes. On the other hand slower scanning requires longer averaging (> 1 s) for achieving a reasonable SNR. It is also evident that this highly sensitive and straightforward CEAS approach does not simultaneously provide a high time resolution (about 1 ms per unaveraged single spectrum). Off-axis alignment is a clever option (c), since it increases the number of transverse modes and \( L_{\text{eff}} \) simultaneously. However, a more complex optical arrangement is necessary for accomplishing small QCL beam diameters. Moreover, the alignment in the MIR range - even with forthcoming IR cameras - is difficult [11]. Optical feedback (as a special case of frequency locking) for enabling a better intensity build-up inside and a higher throughput of the cavity (d) has been successfully applied with near infrared diode lasers, but is more challenging for QCLs. Custom-made QCLs with anti-reflection coatings would be necessary which follows from experiments with standard (uncoated) lasers in external cavity configuration [12]. Additionally, V-shaped cavities are then suggested which would be difficult to realise for plasma diagnostic purposes and degrade the spatial resolution. Accidental feedback to the QCL and its influence on the SNR should be scrutinised in the future or suppressed by a \( \lambda/4 \) plate as a precaution. Finally, frequency locked cavities (d) could certainly increase the sensitivity (by up two orders of magnitude in combination with FM techniques). In this case a better stabilised QCL power supply, a reference feedback cavity and considerable additional equipment [13] are necessary which would be far beyond a straightforward setup.

The precision of the retrieved absolute number densities clearly depends on the accuracy of the calibration, in other words the calibration of the (effective) mirror reflectivity is essential. Preliminary CRDS experiments may not improve their accuracy, because other cavity modes could be excited in this experiments. A calibration with standardised gas mixtures, ideally with those species that are finally measured, is desirable. Note that a calibrated mirror reflectivity of 99.94 % or 99.96 % (if \( R \) is 99.95 %) already causes an error of 20 % in \( L_{\text{eff}} \) and thus in the concentration. For this reason care must be taken with the vacuum and gas supply system for trace gas measurements.

As discussed earlier, the requirements for the calibration (and precision) are slightly less stringent for plasma diagnostics, especially for radical detection. In this case a gas specific calibration is impossible in any case. Since all equations for the analysis of CEAS spectra are based on the weak absorption assumption the influence of non-linear effects on weak lines (chapter 6, cf. figure 6.14) superimposed on the wing of strong (e.g., precursor gas) lines has to be verified. Furthermore, a small inert gas flow for protecting the cavity mirrors from the plasma environment is suggested. First experiments demonstrated that a compromise between a sufficient gas flow rate and a quenching of the active plasma zone (i.e. of \( L_{\text{eff}} \)) has to be found. The calibration should then be carried out with a protecting gas flow similar to the (plasma) measurement conditions.
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8 Summary and outlook

8.1 Summary

Infrared laser absorption spectroscopy (IRLAS) has been known as a valuable plasma diagnostic tool, specifically in molecular plasmas, for many years. Advanced IRLAS techniques employing tuneable lead salt and quantum cascade lasers (TDLs, QCLs) are at the centre of interest of this thesis thereby focussing on low pressure plasmas and applications such as atmospheric trace gas measurements.

The main results obtained in the present work can be summarised as follows:

i) Microwave discharges containing either Ar/H\textsubscript{2}/N\textsubscript{2}/O\textsubscript{2} or Ar/CH\textsubscript{4}/N\textsubscript{2}/O\textsubscript{2} have been studied by means of TDLAS. Strong evidence for surface dominated molecule conversion, especially for Ar/H\textsubscript{2}/N\textsubscript{2}/O\textsubscript{2} mixtures, were found for the planar microwave reactor which so far has been described only by pure gas phase kinetics. The generalised Yasuda (reactor) parameter was found to be inapplicable for the parameter range used here, which was adjusted to the experimental conditions in a remote expanding thermal plasma (ETP). Although the reactor wall materials were significantly different, a comparison revealed the same trends for NH\textsubscript{3}, N\textsubscript{2}O and NO formation in the H\textsubscript{2} - N\textsubscript{2} - O\textsubscript{2} system.

The hydroxyl radical has been measured for the first time in-situ in a low temperature, low pressure plasma using conventional long path cell TDLAS. OH number densities ranged between 10\textsuperscript{11} ... 10\textsuperscript{12} cm\textsuperscript{-3} in both plasma chemical systems and reflected mainly the active plasma zone concentration.

By analysing the trends in 12 other measured molecular species (CH\textsubscript{4}, C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{2}, C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4}, C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{6}, CO, CO\textsubscript{2}, H\textsubscript{2}O, H\textsubscript{2}CO, NH\textsubscript{3}, HCN, NO, N\textsubscript{2}O) in Ar/CH\textsubscript{4}/N\textsubscript{2}/O\textsubscript{2} discharges a transition between deposition and etching conditions at CH\textsubscript{4}/O\textsubscript{2} ~ 1:1, and an incomplete oxidation process of the precursor in general, were observed.

ii) The application of QCLs for IRLAS under low pressure conditions employing the most common laser tuning approaches has been investigated in detail. Due to the considerably high input power deposited inside the QCL structure these new type of tuneable MIR light sources exhibit a frequency down chirp during pulsed operation. Average chirp rates were in the order of 0.005 cm\textsuperscript{-1}/ns (150 MHz/ns). The actual value varies strongly between different devices and also during the pulse-on time.

Both the high chirp rate and output power levels of several tens of mW of QCLs lead to non-linear absorption effects in fundamental ro-vibrational transitions under low pressure conditions, among them fast passage effects and power saturation of strong transitions which are the ones usually preferred for practical purposes in IRLAS. A new method of analysing absorption features quantitatively without preliminary calibration, even though their line shape is disturbed by the rapid passage effect, is proposed. If power saturation is negligible, integrating the undisturbed half of the line profile yields accurate calibration free number densities.
A time resolved analysis of individual QCL pulses in the *inter* pulse mode, which was adapted from conventional TDLAS, revealed that the QCL frequency chirp, the applied current tuning ramp and bandwidth limitations of the detection system cause an artificially broadened (effective) laser line width and asymmetric absorption line shapes. A detailed analysis of reported *inter* pulse spectrometers demonstrated that this method is generally not calibration free and affected by non-linear absorption phenomena (fast passage, power saturation) which are usually hidden by the limited detection bandwidth. An estimate of the minimum analogue bandwidth of such spectrometers is provided which should normally not fall below 250 MHz.

iii) QCLAS using pulsed lasers has been used for time resolved plasma diagnostics for the first time enabling a time resolution down to about 100 ns to be achieved. The temperature evolution and heavy species kinetics in pulsed DC discharges containing Ar, N₂, and traces of NO have been investigated. A temperature increase of typically less than 50 K has been established for moderate current values in these discharges. This was achieved by comparing the time evolution of the NO concentration under static and flowing conditions and simplified model calculations. The relatively small gas heating during short pulses has a strong influence on the line strength of the NO absorption line and makes the line strength vary while the concentration remains almost constant during several hundred µs.

A recently developed model for such pulsed DC discharges containing N₂ - O₂ provided a means for identifying the main NO production and depletion rates. While \( \text{NO}(X) + \text{N}_2(A) \rightarrow \text{NO}(A) + \text{N}_2 \) is balanced by \( \text{NO}(A) \rightarrow \text{NO}(X) + h\nu \) throughout the entire plasma pulse (ranging from 1 to 100 ms) the main loss channels are \( \text{NO}(X) + \text{N} \) and \( \text{NO}(X) + \text{N}^2(D) \). The onset of a significant decrease of NO is observed between 5 and 10 ms.

iv) An alternative approach to conventional linear absorption spectroscopy employing multiple pass cells for achieving high sensitivity is to combine a high finesse cavity with thermoelectrically (TE) cooled QCLs and detectors. The sensitivity limits of an entirely TE cooled system equipped with a \( \sim 0.5 \text{ m} (1.3 \text{ m}) \) long cavity having a small sample volume of 0.3 l (1.2 l). With this spectrometer cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy (CEAS) employing a continuous wave QCL yielded path lengths of 1080 m (4 km) and a noise equivalent absorption down to \( 4 \times 10^{-8} \text{ cm}^{-1} \text{Hz}^{-1/2} \). The molecular concentration detection limit with a 20 s integration time was found to be \( 6 \times 10^8 \text{ cm}^3 \) for N₂O and \( 2 \times 10^9 \text{ cm}^3 \) for CH₄ at \( (1307 \text{ cm}^{-1} \text{ or } 7.66 \mu \text{m}) \) which is good enough for the selective measurement of trace atmospheric constituents at 2.2 mbar employing the short cavity. The detection limits of CH₄, N₂O and C₂H₂ for the 1.3 m long cavity were estimated to be generally below \( 1 \times 10^{10} \text{ cm}^3 \) for 1 s integrations time and one order of magnitude less for 30 s integration time (Allan minimum at 90 s). The main limiting factor for achieving even higher sensitivity, such as that found for larger volume multi pass cell spectrometers, is the residual mode noise of the cavity.

On the other hand the application of TE cooled pulsed QCLs for integrated cavity output spectroscopy and cavity ring down spectroscopy (CRDS) was found to be limited by the intrinsic frequency chirp of the laser. An efficient intensity build-up
inside the cavity is suppressed. Consequently the accuracy and advantage of an absolute internal absorption calibration, in theory inherent for CRDS experiments, is not achievable. The full chirp of a QCL pulse rather than the effective laser line width was found to be the critical parameter in order to estimate potential bandwidth effects in a combination of pulsed QCLs with optical resonators.

8.2 Outlook

While the feasibility of highly sensitive chemical sensing by combining (continuous wave) QCLs with optical resonators has been established and optimised for low pressure trace gas measurements in this thesis, CEAS in the MIR spectral range may now also provide a powerful means in plasma diagnostics. Effective path lengths comparable to the 200 m limit, usually available from astigmatic Herriott type multiple pass cells, and beyond this limit can be accomplished in-situ by coupling an optical cavity to a plasma reactor. Figure 8.1 shows an first example of NO detected by CEAS in an Ar/O₂ planar microwave reactor where nitrogen was only present from a small leak in the reactor. The cavity having a base length of only 20 cm was installed perpendicular to the conventional White type multi pass cell. The estimated absorption path is about 500 m and thus suggests

i) an increase in sensitivity in in-situ plasma diagnostics, i.e. decreasing the minimum detectable number density, especially for highly reactive species, and

ii) localised measurements in a reduced plasma volume with effective absorption paths being sufficiently long for achieving reasonable detection limits.

It should be mentioned that both absorption features in figure 8.1 consist of unresolved transitions at 1818.66 cm⁻¹ and 1818.78 cm⁻¹ having a significantly different lower level energy. The measured transmission spectrum can thus be understood as a superposition of contributions from (hot) NO in the active zone and (colder) NO in the background part across the 20 cm cavity base length.

Forthcoming widely tuneable QCL sources (external cavity lasers) may also facilitate the detection of broadband absorption features, e.g., of organic molecules or higher hydrocarbons, in atmospherics science, medical diagnostics (breath gas analysis) or plasma diagnostics.

Figure 8.1: CEAS spectrum of NO (feature I and II) observed in an Ar/O₂ microwave plasma (1.5 mbar, 1.5 kW, N₂ present from a small leak). Experimental data (circles) was fitted (solid black) by assuming a constant gas temperature across the cavity base length (20 cm). The mismatch for line II having an increased lower level energy indicates a non-uniform temperature distribution.
The recent advent of QCLs has made possible the extension of IRLAS instrumentation to either higher sensitivity or higher time resolution. The selective application of these advanced techniques should support further discrimination between surface or gas phase related molecule conversion processes in reactive plasmas. While a higher time resolution of QCLAS spectrometers in combination with time dependent model calculations enables a better understanding of gas phase reaction kinetics, the increase in sensitivity in *in-situ* diagnostics may help in detecting highly reactive or sticky radicals, such as $C_2H$ in the future.
### 9.1 Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BW</td>
<td>bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cw</td>
<td>continuous wave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALOS</td>
<td>cavity leak-out spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEA(S)</td>
<td>cavity enhanced absorption (spectroscopy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRD(S)</td>
<td>cavity ring down (spectroscopy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAC</td>
<td>data acquisition card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>direct current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFB</td>
<td>distributes feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFG</td>
<td>difference frequency generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC(L)</td>
<td>external cavity (laser)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEDF</td>
<td>electron energy distribution function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETP</td>
<td>expanding thermal plasma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEL</td>
<td>free electron laser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>frequency modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSR</td>
<td>free spectral range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTS</td>
<td>Fourier transform spectrometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT-IR</td>
<td>Fourier transform infrared (spectroscopy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM</td>
<td>full width at half maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC</td>
<td>gas chromatography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEISA</td>
<td>gestion et étude des information spectroscopiques atmosphérique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HITRAN</td>
<td>high resolution transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HWHM</td>
<td>half width at maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICL</td>
<td>interband cascade laser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOS</td>
<td>integrated cavity output spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRLAS</td>
<td>infrared laser absorption spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIF</td>
<td>laser induced fluorescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LN</td>
<td>liquid nitrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCT</td>
<td>mercury cadmium telluride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDND</td>
<td>minimum detectable number density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIR</td>
<td>mid infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQW</td>
<td>multi quantum well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>mass spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>microwave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEA</td>
<td>noise equivalent absorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICE-OHMS</td>
<td>noise-immune cavity enhanced optical heterodyne molecular spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIR</td>
<td>near infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIST</td>
<td>National Institute of Standards and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAS</td>
<td>optical absorption spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAP</td>
<td>off-axis parabolic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OES</td>
<td>optical emission spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPO</td>
<td>optical parametric oscillator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Glossary

PAS  photoacoustic spectroscopy
PNNL  Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
PP  periodically poled
ppb  parts per billion \((10^{-9})\)
ppm  parts per million \((10^{-6})\)
QCL  quantum cascade laser
QCLAS  quantum cascade laser absorption spectroscopy
QEPAS  quartz-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy
QPM  quasi phase matching
QW  quantum well
RF  radio frequency
sccm  standard cubic centimetre
SI  Système International d'Unités
SL  superlattice
SNR  signal-to-noise ratio
STP  standard temperature and pressure
TDL  tuneable diode laser
TDLAS  tuneable diode laser absorption spectroscopy
TE  thermoelectrical
TEC  thermoelectric cooler
TTL  transistor-transistor logic
UHV  ultra-high vacuum
UV  ultraviolet
VUV  vacuum ultraviolet
WM  wavelength modulation

9.2 Symbols

...ref  reference value
\(A\)  normalised sweep rate
\(\alpha\)  sweep rate
\(A_{ul}\)  Einstein coefficient of spontaneous emission
\(B_{ls}, B_{ul}\)  Einstein coefficients of induced absorption and emission
\(B_c\)  carbon balance
\(BW\)  (analogue) bandwidth
\(c\)  velocity of light
\(d\)  single, one-dimensional extension of a medium in a cavity
\(D\)  precursor depletion
\(\varepsilon_0\)  dielectric constant
\(E (E_0)\)  electric field
\(E_l\)  lower state energy
\(E_{\text{gap}}\)  band-gap energy
\(\Delta E_{\text{disc}}\)  band-gap discontinuity
\(E_{\text{mean}}\)  mean energy per feed gas molecule
\(f\)  frequency \((\neq \text{angular frequency})\)
Glossary

\( f_0, f_{ul} \) transition frequency
\( \Delta f \) line width (in Hz)
\( \Delta f_{\text{col}} \) homogeneous line width (in Hz)
\( \Delta f_D \) inhomogeneous (Doppler) line width (in Hz)
\( \frac{df}{dt} \) chirp rate
\( \phi \) absorption line profile
\( F \) gas flow rate (volume/time interval)
\( g_l, g_u \) statistical weight of the lower and upper state
\( \gamma, (\gamma_l, \gamma_u) \) relaxation rate (of the lower and upper state)
\( \gamma_p, \gamma_{\text{air}}, \gamma_{\text{self}} \) pressure, air, self broadening coefficient
\( G \) gain
\( \Gamma \) reactor parameter
\( h \) Planck constant
\( I \) (transmitted) intensity
\( I_0 \) (transmitted) intensity without absorption
\( I_{\text{abs}} \) absorbed intensity
\( I_a \) isotopic abundance
\( j \) current density
\( k_B \) Boltzmann constant
\( k \) absorption coefficient
\( k_{\text{min}} \) minimum detectable absorption coefficient
\( \kappa = 2\pi/\lambda \) wavenumber in phase space
\( K \) integrated absorption coefficient
\( \lambda \) wavelength
\( \lambda_B \) Bragg wavelength
\( L \) cavity base length
\( L_{\text{eff}} \) effective absorption path length
\( N_A \) Avogadro number
\( m_{\text{molec}} \) molecular mass
\( \mu_0 \) magnetic constant
\( |\mu_{lu}| \) transition dipole moment
\( M_{\text{mol}} \) molar mass
\( n \) number density
\( n_{\text{min}} \) minimum detectable number density
\( n_l, n_u \) number density in the lower and upper state of an (open) two-level system
\( n_e \) electron density
\( n_{\text{eff}} \) refraction index
\( \nu = 1/\lambda \) wavenumber (in spectroscopy)
\( \frac{d\nu}{dt} \) chirp rate
\( \Delta \nu/\Delta t_{100} \) average chirp rate
\( NEA \) noise equivalent absorption
\( \Delta \nu \) line width (in wavenumbers)
\( \Delta \nu_{\text{col}} \) homogeneous line width (in wavenumbers)
\( \Delta \nu_D \) inhomogeneous (Doppler) line width (in wavenumbers)
\( \Omega_{lu} \) Rabi frequency
\( p \) pressure
**Glossary**

- \( P_{in} \): injected power
- \( \dot{Q} \): total internal partition function
- \( R \): (effective) mirror reflectivity
- \( \dot{R}_f \): fragmentation rate
- \( S \): line strength
- \( SNR \): signal-to-noise ratio
- \( \Sigma \): saturation parameter
- \( \Sigma_{eff} \): effective saturation parameter
- \( \sigma \): absorption cross section
- \( \sigma_A \): Allan variance
- \( t \): time
- \( t_{on} \): pulse-on time
- \( t_{del} \): delay time
- \( t_{pulse} \): time scale of an individual QCL pulse
- \( \tau \): cavity decay constant (chapter 6)
- \( \tau_{rel} \): relaxation time (chapter 2)
- \( \tau_0 \): decay constant of an empty cavity
- \( \tau_{res} \): residence time
- \( \tau_{heat} \): characteristic heating time
- \( T_1, T_2 \): longitudinal and transversal relaxation time
- \( T(T_g) \): (gas) temperature
- \( T_e \): electron temperature
- \( U \): fractional absorption
- \( U_{QCL} \): QCL voltage
- \( V \): volume
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